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Preface
An attempt has been made in this thesis to produce 
a critical edition of Ibn 'ArabT's "Kitab al-Isra'11, Ibn 
Sawdakln' s . "KitsTb al-Najat" and al-GhaitTrs "Kitab al-Ibtihaj
  the works that are closely correlative on the theme of
Isra' and Mi’raj. , .
The nature of a belief in ascension shows very clearly . 
the dichotomy between orthodox and esoteric teaching. It can 
also give some insight into the essential beliefs of mys- 
.ticism, how they developed and by what they were influenced. 
Among the pioneer writers of Islamic Mysticism Ibn 'ArabT 
and Imam al-GhaitT occupy a conspicuous place. Both authors 
displayed marked individuality in their respective sphere 
of thinking. , ' * '■
It is kl-GhaitT who for the first time wrote a compre- 
hensivetbook on the Prophet's Mi’raj, with factual details,; 
on the basis of the Qur'an and Prophetic traditions, exer­
cising reason and rationalism, upholding the beliefs of 
ahl al-Sunnah;. as well as refuting the views of the differ­
ent sects, arid discussing all its aspects of the subject.. 
Among the Mi'raj books which have become popular in modern
times al-Ghaiti's work is almost an unparalleled master- - *
piece in this"field.
The term ascension in the Sufi sense denotes proximity 
to God which came to bear another meaning; the mystical
ascent of the soul*- The SufTs are the heirs of the Prophet
whose life and doctrine they follow. By devoting all their
days to meditation and maintaining the memories of their
Beloved, they - are at last led into t^he presence of God.
In his,"Kitab al-IsratM Ibn 'ArabT expounds the symbolized
SufT thought of the soul’s Journey to the divine Judge with 
•
the mystical interpretation of the same.Mi'raJ representing 
the SufT view of the Ascension of the Prophet to Heaven.
For the Sufis, however, it is a symbol of the rise of the 
soul from the bonds of sensuality to the hight of mystic 
knowledge.
It was,Ibn 'ArabT's wish that his most esteemed, thorough 
ly trained and well versed’ pupil, Ibn SawdakTn should write 
a commentary on this complicated book,' for in his ability he 
had great confidence. But the learned pupil begged to be 
excused expressing doubt in his ability to solve the very 
intricate meaning of the abstruse book. The great Shaikh 
assured his spiritual son of every help and assigned some 
daily appointed time and spared a room, near his hujrah, for 
Ibn SawdakTn.- Thus Ibn SawdakTn completed the momentous- 
commentary "Kitab al-Najat". It is generally accepted that 
it is.not possible for a student of Mysticism to understand 
Ibn 'Arabi’s "Kitab al-Isra'" without the help of Ibn 
SawdakTn!s "Kitab al-Najat".. A critical edition of this 
commentary was therefore indispensable.
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It would also be true to say that these works,. on the ■ 
theme of. Isra* and- Mi-1 rid j" are- complementary to . each other, , 
and essential for a full treatment of the theme .as a whole. V_ 
But unfortunately for us, none of the above -mentioned'works ; 
has yet been published in a critical and correct edition, 
though there has been a longing for them.. In - view of this.
I have made a humble attempt to present";-,ajcritic'al .edition 
of these works along with an introductiohv - if 1
It was not against my wish when my supervisor Professor 
• W.N. 1 Arafat, suggested- to me' to edit the Kitab. al-Ibtiha j. of 
. the prominent- Suf.T, al-GhaitT. My interest/-in'this subject 
was stimulated . onee more when I was preparing this edition 
' and found. .Ibn 'Arabi 1 s Kitab al-Isra1' which was written to/ 1'
represent the Sufi view/..ofrthe'Ascension of the Prophet’. ' i
I have been fortunate in working under a .man who understands • 
what Sufism means and in whom I .found a-.genuine mystic as 
well as a 'great 'scholar of /.Sufism and Arabic Literature. v -' { 
The -actual account, of ascensions are various. A central 'y
problem is how far they directly emulated that of the *.'•//: 
Prophet, accounts of his ascension provide much of the . A
detailed material to observe development of the theme. - ll. '
n If the lover keeps silent he will -perish.,' and if the . <!
Gnostic does -not keep silent-he' will perish" Z 1 These words; - ,
‘ i t  ^ L L <b ■ * 0  L G '  d . J U
Al-Juriaid of Baghdad, Kitab al-Sirr fT anfes al-Suflyyah, 
India Office■ Library :MS.’,-i Eotos 8, fol.7 - ;
of al-Shibli .reveal the fact that the SufT, ..having become -' ■I * - * ' -
'Arif, may utter .some sayings which arein sharp. contra­
diction to the outward interpretation of the Taw; hence.he 
is an infidel and his blood may lawfully be shed. As .Ibn ’• 
f ArabT1 s teachings aroused wide controversy in. his own time' 
as well' as recently, both in the east' and the west, I felt . 
it essential bo devote some time to studying the develop- ’ ■ 
ment.'of the concept fana’ . (annihilation) through his ideas / 
and ‘whether or not he was a panthiest. A. comparison, of the - 
.various accounts of his ascension with that of the Prophet ... 
appears indispensable. : 1
An'introduction to. such works could be very long indeed. 
However, it seemed advisable to start by■considering the
author of "Kitab - al-Isra11 —-----  his-life, his style, the
nature of his. thought, his influence on future Sufism, 
'’■Scholars’ opinions of. him,, his teachers., .and pupilsy and .his ' 
contribution. As the work,, in fact, represents, the SufT. I :. '. . 
views on the Ascension of the Prophet. which they regard 
as his supreme spiritual experience and'.'attempted to emulate", 
I have endeavoured in this study to clarify.the SufT "Way" 
and see how .far the SufT tri.ed to emulate the Prophet .in - ~ 
this particular experience. Ibn fArabi's work, "ascent", 
in pure mysticism came to mean the mystic ascent of soul,. / 
a goal to be approached, with careful discipline. Opinions . 
on its nature differed, but -the stages, of attainment were
documented.
Since this thesis is based on the edition of "Kitab -
al-Isra1", "Kitab al-Najat" and "Kitab al-Ibtihaj", it is
appropriate to present a general survey of these works,
bringing out the motives behind their compilation, their •
influence on SufTs, and their comparison to each other with
*
the life and works of each author, and finally to observe 
how far the story of the ascension' was exploited by. various 
elements to suit their own political, dogmatic, even pro­
fessional purposes, pointing out at the same time the extra­
neous material interpolated in this subject.
The diversity and sheer bulk of material relating to 
the central theme have restricted my treatment of its 
several aspects. This must always be inevitable in my re­
search. Nevertheless I hope that the new material of the 
work, where I have found myself treading on virgin soil, and 
their correlation with other strands of Islamic tradition,, 
will give some guidance in a wide and fascinating field.
I wish to express my deep gratitude ..to my- supervisor,.. -i 
Professor W.N. 'Arafat, whose continued suggestions,, cori- ' ' . j 
structive and critical guidance coupled with sincere en- !
couragement and many kindnesses to me have been invaluable ■ . ;j
in accomplishing this work. ' !
I -am.greatly indebted to-hr. GuyushT and' Mr. • Cowan who : 
gave me their time generously and offered much useful assist- .1 
ance and suggestions'. I am equally indebted' to .Proflessor |
Muhammad Hamidullah of Paris for valuable suggestions, and.- V i 
encouragement. ' 1 , . / j
Thanks are also due t^o Mr. Augusto Cacopardo for... : {
translating some valuable': chapters of Spanish and German ‘' 
versions,and for a translation of the.Latin Summary of 
contents; and to Mr. Peter Calvin and Mr. Paul-' Auchterlonie ,. 
whose sincere help and co-operation made it possible for me 
to get some of the most important articles translated from 
French into English. V .
I should like' to express my indebtedness to the librarian 
and staff of S.O.A.S.; to the British, Museum Library, the.. ;i: 
Bodleian Library, Oxford.; Glasgow University Library;
Libraries of Cambridge, Berlin, Vienna and Paris for their 
willing help in making available books, manuscripts and 
microfilms. , , . . . ' -
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His Life
Since the appearance ox the''Ruh al-Quds"by Dr. R.W.
J. Austin and the accompanying biography of Ibn 'Arabi, 
it has become superfluous for me to try and provide a life 
of the great Sufi* Dr* Austin's accurate and perceptive 
account of the development of the man and of his thought, 
of his human reactions and of his spiritual powers cannot 
be bettered and I cannot try to equal that account. For 
this reason I shall confine myself to a brief outline.
Al-Shaikh. al-Akbar, Hujoat Allah al-Zahirah Ayat Allah
1al-Bahirah, al-Siddlq, Abu 'Abd Allah Muhammad b. 'Ali
_ _  pal-Hatimi al-Ta'i Muhyi al-Din Ibn '-Abu 'Arabi was born
1. In some sources we find his kunyah as "Abu Bakr1,' when in 
fact in autograj)h notes he alludes to himself only as 
"Abu 'Abd Allah1.' Cf. E.I., art. Ibn al-'Arabi.
2. In the West he was called "Ibn al-'Arabi", but in Spain 
his name was "Ibn Suraqah;" whereas in the East he was 
named as "Ibn 'Arabi" without the definite article "al-" 
to distinquish him from Qadi Abu Bakr Ibn al-'Arabi, a 
well-known Judge of Seville. Gf. Fut (a), I, p.2; Taha 
'Abd al-Baqi Surur, Muhyi 11-Din ibn 'Arabi, p.14;" 
Hussaini, "Ibn al-'Arabi',' pp.1-2; Al-Qarani al-Farghaln 
al-Shaikh al-Akbar, pp.17-8; Nafh al~Txb, II, pp.175?180e
But in Turkey he iSpfrequently mentioned as "Muhyi 
'al-Dln 'Arabi'.' Gf. E.I, art. Ibn al-'Arabi.
1 4
in Murcia, a city in South eastern Spain, NNW of port 
Cartagena, in 560/1165 (on the 27th Ramadan or Saturday,
7th August)? His nisbah "al-Hatiml al-fabf* signifies that 
his family came from ancient Arab tribe of ©ayy, to which 
belonged the celebrated generous Hatim la1!, which also
a 9
signifies that the Persian mystics are not the only contri- 
butors to the Muslim mysticism.
Ibn *Arab!1s noble and wealthy family were well-known 
5for their peity and belonged to the school of Imam Malik 
in Religion. His father was a good scholar and, according 
to al-Qari al-Baghdadi, was the V/azIr of Ibn Mardanish, the 
ruler of Murcia, who was overthrown by the Almohads in
r568/1172. Ihis fact is supported by an event, which took 
place in their residence, when, by Ibn 1Arabl*s invitation 
his spiritual guide, Abu Muhammad al-Qattan came their home.
5. Of. Bulga fi !l~Hikma, p.zl-.
Most of the biographers of Ibn ’Arabi mention that he was
born on the 1 7th Ramadan, 560 A.H. (See Nafh al-fib,II,
p. 162; Surur, Mujjyi ai-Din ibn-1 Arabi, p*14; Husain!, Ibn
&1-1Arabi, p*2; Ibrahim ibn'Abdallah al-Qari*al-Baghdadi,
“Maqaqib Ibn ’Arabi’^ p.22). This date should be changed
and replaced by above mentioned date. Accordingly, the
date of his deathsshould be amended from the 28th to the
22nd of Rabl* al-Akhir, 658 A.H. or from 16th to 10th
November, 1240 A.H. Of. Ibid.
Some reliable materials provide us with the above
mentioned exact dates of his birth.and death and convince?us that he lived 77 years, 6 months and 25 days.
Cf. Bulga fi '1-Hikma, p.4.
4. Cf. M.M. Sharif, A History of Muslim Philosophy, I,p.599* 
5- Cf, Sayyid al-Ahl, Muhyi al-Din ibn 1Arabi, p.4; Taha 
!Abd al-Baql Surur, Muhyi al-Din ibn 1Arabi, pp.15-6;
S.A. p.21; al-Shaikh al-akbar, p.18; Husani, pp.2-5; =
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During the supper his father, who was holding a post under 
the Sultan, joined them, when the Shaikh looked at him for a 
while and scholded him, pointing out to his grey hair( for 
his association with the Sultan, who was, according to the 
Shaikh, an oppressor. After rebuking him with admonitory 
words the Shaikh pointed out to Ibn 1Arabi, and advised 
Ibn 'Ai'abi's father, an old person, to follow his young 
pious son who controlled his desires turned to Allah and 
followed His people. His parents gave him a sound education
Qin his early days.
His paternal uncle, Abu Muhammad 'Abdallah b.
Muhammad b. al-fArabi, who followed the Sufi way in his
old age, was spiritually highly developed. He used to tell
of miracles, and foretold the date of his death and lived
10as long as he predicted and then died. Two of his maternal
uncles, Abu Muslim al-Khawlanl and Yahya b. Yughan, were
also great Sufis. As for the former, he was entirely
devoted to religion and was a consecrated and tenacious 
11worshiper. As regards the second,-he was the governor
1Pof the city of Tlemcen till he met an intelligent Sufi,~
= Dhakha1ir” aX^a ’laq, (biography); Tafsir al-Qur1 an, 
(biography).
6 . Cf. Manaqib Ibn 1Arabi, ed. Munajjid, p.22.
7* Ar.nYa Shaiba”, Stressing that he had reached a dignified 
old age*
8. Cf. Ruh al-Quds, p. 71 S.A., pp.115-1* for the story 
in details.
9. Cf. Rut (a),I, p.199; Surur, Muhyi al-Din ibn 1Arabi, 
pp. 16-7; S.A., p.21; Dhakha'r al-arlaq, (biography).
10.C.L. lut (b), I. p. 185; Huh al-Quds, p. 65 and S.A. ,pp 99- 
100 for his interesting answer to Ibn 1Arab!'s questions
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Abu 'Abdallah al-Tunisi; when after a short discussion
and advisory answer of the learned Sufi, Ibn Yughan shed
tears, abandoned his Kingship and followed the Shaikh
16entering upon the Sufi May.
According to Kh&ja Khan and Husaini, Ibn !ArabIfs
father 'All, had no child upto his fifty years of age,
then, being hopeles of any baby, he met Shaikh Muhyi al-
Din 'Abd al-Qadir Jilani and appealed to him to pray to
Allah to grant a son for him. Therefore, the aged and.
most celebrated Sufi prayed to Allah to offer 'All a son
and. asked 'All to name the son "Muhyi 'l-Dln1,' and blessed
the future child specially, and foretold that the son would
1Abe a great scholar having special knowledge.
In fact,a critical and comprehensive description 
of Ibn 'Arabi's life and his nature of thinking is consi­
derably a difficult task. There are sufficient materials 
available for his biographical account, particularly in 
Arabic, Persian and Urdu* Many critics wrote several books 
against him, criticising his teachings and views; on the 
other hand many other scholars wrote considerable number 
ox books supporting him and defending his views,and doctrines, 
= and other details.
11.Cf. Pul (b), II, p.18; S.A., p.21; Euh, al-Quds,pp.69-70; 
Al-Qarani, al-Shaikh al-Akbar, p.20 for the description 
of his earnestness, endeavour and patience in the prayer, 
and how he used to beat his legs when they became tired 
from long standing in the prayer, and his claim for the 
equality with Companions of the Prophet.
12."Hajulun faqihun Zahidun mutabattilun qad inqata'a fi =
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w i SHe himselx wrote many books like Futuhat aleMakkiyahJ 
hR . Huh al-quds fi munasahafcf al-nafs ^  and the "Ijazah^where 
he mentions the names of his works and the circumstances 
in which he wrote them, which provides us with lot of
f
informations about his life, mental states and spiritual 
conditions and the incidents that took place throughout his
S I Olife. His significant work "Istilahat al-Sufi.yyah" sheds 
sufficient lights on many complicated phrases and gives 
the important and hidden meanings of many abstruse words 
used by the great mystic throughout his works, particularly 
in the‘'Futuhat'. We also get, in his own works, sufficient
information about his Shaikhs and their dealings with him,
the people of different stages whom he met throughout his
long journeys, his dreams, visions and other Sufi experiences.♦
Therefore, for his comprehensive biography, a true picture 
of his thought and personality we are in dire need of going 
through his entire works, specially between the lines of
i )  _  11 t  mthe Futuhat; which is not at all an easy matter. To give
= masjidin yafbudullah fihiV Cf. Al-Qarani, al-Shaikh al- 
Akbar* p. 19-
13o Cf. Ibid; Ruh al-Quds, pp.69-70? Surur, p.16; S.A.
pp. 21-22; Dhakhat'r al~ a flaq, (biography).
14. Cf. Wisdom of the Prophets, p.XXF^Ibn al- 1 Arabi*,* p.2.
15- A copy of autograph text of the second recision, in 37 
vols. dated 633~7//i235-90 As available in Istanbul, MSS.* Turk-Islam Sserleri Muzesi 1845-8. Printed e&s. :1269>^9#> 1329. He began the composition of this work in Mecca in 
598/1201 and, according to one report, completed in 
629/1231- It contains six sections which are subdivided 
into 580 chapters where the author explained his 
complete ,§ufi doctrine. fAbdal- Karim al-Jili (d.832/1428
wrote a most important commentary, on its difficult passa­ges. There are many abridgements by a Sufi scholar, «
18
an account of his biographical matters is not very difficult
task, but it will not be a successful and scientific bio-
19graphy m  its real significance.
In the year 568/1172, when he was eight, Ibn 'Arabi!s
family moved to Seville, then a great centre of learning,
20where he began his formal education* There he passed long 
thirty years receiving education in almost all branches of 
knowledge,available thereabout; including Qur’anic exesis, 
Hadith literature, Jurisprudence (Fiqh) and Sufism; under 
most celebrated scholars of the city, and travelling throu­
ghout Spain and Maghrif inquest of knowledge, and meeting 
and greeting, the renowed Sufis whom he later on mentioned
in his works like Eutuhat° anduRuh al-Quds' and f'Durrat al- 
*21Eakhirah with great regard and indebtedness for their
- ’Abd al-Wahhab al-Sha’rani (d.973/1565: Lawaqih al-anwar 
(Cairo,1511); al-Kibrit al-ahmar...(cairo, 1277); al- ^ 
Yawaqlt wal-gawahir...(CairoI 1277? 1505?1521). Cf. E.17, 
art. Ibn al-Arabl.
16. The M.S. copied in Rabi’I, 600/end 1203, the same month 
of composition ofthe work, Islanbul University Library 
A 79; printed: Cairo 1281; Madrid,1939? Damascus,1964,
It is virtually a long letter written from Macca in
600/1203-4, to the Shaikh’s §ufi friend ’Abd al-'Aziz 
al-MahdawI of Tunisia. In this work the Shaikh ,griticises 
the Sufis whom he met, for their worldly ways'’,‘Xprovides 
al-Mahdaxtfi with much information about the Shaiks whom 
Ibn 'ArabT had known in Spain. This section was trans­
lated and discussed with Spanish by M. Asin Palacios, 
"Vidas de santoues an Andalucia, Madrid,1933- (Cf.Ibid). 
Eng.*, tr. by R.W.J. Austin, "Sufis of Andalusia", Great 
Britain, 197^*
17. The Shaikh wrote this work by the request of his friends, 
of which three different versions available: "(1 )Pihris 
(konya, MS, Yusuf Aga 4989,pp.378-89; written by Sadr al- 
D:m before 627/1230; is incomplete; (2) a MS. of 1337/ - 
1918-9 (copied from one of 639/129/1241-2 lies behind =
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contribution to his spiritual knowledge. At this time, 
during his visit to Cordova in his teens, after he experienced 
a vision,which completely changed the way of his life, he 
met his father's friend,the great Philosopher Ibn Rushd, 
who, after a short mystic discussion, became amazed at the 
development of Ibn 'Arabi's spiritual poweriP As another 
example and personal experience of his spiritual progress 
we like to mention here that during this period,when he 
frequently used to pastime," in contemplation, in the grave­
yards , one night he dreamt the Prophet who was standing near 
a palm-tree in one of the busy streets cf Seville, and the 
tree was complaining to him, saying: "0 Messenger of Allah! 
the people want to cut me down because,inclining towards the 
road, I prevented them from passing'.1 So the Messenger of 
God passed (masaha) his blessed hand over the plam-tree 
and it straightened up (fastaqama). In the following
2?
= Kurkis al-'Awwad, "Pihris mu'allahfat Muhyi 'l-DIn b. 
'Arabi", in Majallat al-Majma' al-'Islamf al-'Arabi,
XXI (Damascus, 1954), 344-59,527-36,XXX (1955),51-60, 
268-80, 395-410, this lists 248 works some said to be 
uncompleted ; (3) the "igazah", which_Ibn 'Arab! gave 
to the Ayyubid Ghazi b. al-Malik al-'Adil in 632/1234, 
this contains 289 works’.' Of. Ibid.
18. Cf. Rasa'il Ibnul' 1-1 Arab!, II, No.29* 1948; Al-Sayyid al- 
Sharif al-Jurjani, Kitab al-Ta'rifat, pp.283-298.
19- Of. M.M. Sharif, H.M.P., I. PP., 398-9.
20. Of. U.S.I., art. Ibn al-fArabI, al-Qaranl, al-Shaikh 
al-Akbar, pp.22455 art Ibn al-'Arabi; HMP. p.399*21. Esad Ef. 177, See Histoire et classification de L* oeuvre 
D'Ibn 'Arabi, I, p.192.
22. Of. Ibid., Nafh al-tib, II, pp.162-3; Put (a),I,p.2-4, 
including the details.
23* Of. HMP.,p. 399; E.I?, art Ibn 'Arabi. His meeting
with Ibn Rushd, who desired to meet Ibn 'Arabi personally, 
was arranged by Ibn 1Arabi's father. Cf.Eut (a)I,p.199; -
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morning he visited the same place and found that what he
24saw m  the dream had happened exactly.
In 590/1193, at the age of thirty he first left 
Spain and went to Tunis to see his friend al-Hahadaw?^
where he spent time studying books, composing poems and
_ 26 meeting Sufi firends0
In 591/1194 be journeyed to Rez, where he predicted
the glorious conquest of the Almohad Ya'qub al-Mansur over
the Christian armies on the basis of the Qur'anic verse:
"inna fatahna laka fathan mubina'.1^
In the following year, 592/1195, he returned to
OQSeville, where he wrote his book "K. Tahdhib al~akhlaqlT 
By this time, as a great scholar,his reputation spread 
far and wide which increased his friends' love and honour
S.A., pp. 23-45 Surur, pp. 19-225"al-Shaikh al-Akbar" 
pp.28-3 0, for the most interesting discussion between them.
24. Cf. Qazwlnl, "Kosmographie", I, p.334, (Ed.R.Wusten feld, 
1848-9)* Ibn 'Arabi also says, "I mentioned this to the 
people and they were amazed at it and look it as a place 
of visitation, where they sought blessing (mazaran 
mut ab arrakan ) „ C f. Ib id.
25* To whom later he addressed his work Ruh al-Quds.
26. Cf. Ruh al- Suds, PP.3, 59; S.A.p., 27; E.I^./ art Ibn 
al-'Arabi for the details. In Tunis he also met the 
immortal guide of souls al-khidr in a boat near the port 
of Tunis. Cf. Ruh al-§uds, p.84, Rut. (b), I, p.186;
S.A. pp., 25,27,157 for details with some interesting 
stories.
27. Al-Eath, XLVIII: I. ^
Two words of this vers contain the news of conquest, 
(fathan mubina) without the repeatation of <_JO\ which is 
to indicate the j, here at the end of the verse. 
According to the numercal value of the letters total: 
(50+10+2 + 4 0 + 1  + 8  + 400 + 80 =) 591, which\ \ \ i 1 1 t 1 “c 'jt * r, g  £ , o  , <-p
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for him so much so that once he had to break the tense and
formal atmosphere thus caused by his presence?^
By the year 595/11% he travelled again to Pea, where
in the following year he wrote his most important work,
30
"Kitab al-IsraJ ila !l-maqam al-Asra'j and attained to knowle­
dge of the seal of Muhammadan Sainthood (Khatam al-wilayah 
al-Muhammadiyyah)?^ By the year 595/1198, due to unfavour­
able politico - religious atmosphere, he journyed to his
original land Murcia, via Granada and Almeria where he wrote
32
his illustrious work "Hawaqi1 al-Nujum"; and then, in Cordova 
attended the funeral of the great Philosopher Ibn Sushd?^
In 597/1200 he visited Marakkesh where he attained 
great spiritual progress through kome mystic visions?^'
In 598/1201 he wrent again to Tunis where he wrote his 
"Insha1 al-dawa'ir'J through Cairo and Jerusalem, and reached 
Mecca by the end of the same year to perform the hajj.
- signifies the year of Muslims1 clear victory.
Cf. But (b), IV, p.281; S.A., p.29* See al-Munjid, 
p .1 for the definition of the value of the letters.
28. Ed. "Majmu'ah rasa'il", Cairo, 1910.
29° Cf. Put (b), IV, p.539; S.A.,pp. 29-30 for the inter­
esting s£ory.
30. Cf. E.la art. Ibn al-'Arabi. Pihris,n.36; Brock.
GAL.I, 574-/15-16; Jadh, 56; Kashf, I, 82,1390; Histoire,
I,p.320. MS. Veliyuddin (Islanbul, Bayezid Public
Library), 1628, dated 633/1235-6, was read to the 
author. Printed with lot of mistakes: Haydarabad,1367/ 
194-8. This mervellous work was written in rhyning prose 
(Saj') on the progress of the Spritual journey of the 
soul from this lower world of being (Kawn) to the 
presence of God. Cf. Ibid.
^  * of ° Mnhv-i Ti ?1 ? Philosophyof Muhyiddm Ibnul Arabi", pp.98 f. lor very useful"description.
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In Mecca he remained for two years keeping himself busy 
in prayers and performance of religious duties, study, 
contemplation, tawaf (circumembulation of the Kabbah as part 
of the Islamic pilgrimage ceremonies), and making new rela­
tions xtfith eminent Sufi scholars and noble persons of the 
city, and composing some important works like the'uRuh al- 
QudsV "Tag al-rasa * il^ ' Mishkat al-anwar1,1^  "Hilyat al-abdal" ^  
xncludxng the poems of 11 Tar juman al-ashwaq, y which he 
addressed to !Ayn al-Shams Nisam, the pious and beautiful 
daughter of an Isfahan! Shaikh living in Mecca*, and also 
began his great"ffutuhat"which he completed in Damascus^ 0
In the year 600/1205- a group of people from Konya and
Malatya came to Mecca to perform hajj with the then Syrian
resident Majd al-DIn Ishaq, the father of Sadr al-Dxn al-
Qunawx, and Ibn 'Arab! travelled with them by the way of
Baghdad, where he stayed for twelve days, and Mosu}. where
he halted for some months and wrote his"tanazzulat al-Mawsi- 
41liyyah" , and at last came in Malatya, in Turkey, by 601/1205,
32. Cf. But (b), I, p.695 S . A . , pp , p.334; II,p.187; IV,p.9; Ruh al-Quds,.31-2» This was printed xn Gairo,T325 A.H.
33* Cf. E.lf art. Ibn 1 Arabi See Eutuhat (a).,I,p.200 and
S.A. pp. 32-35 for long account of Ibn 'Arabi concerning
34. Cf. But (b),*1 . p.173, II, p.260, IV, p.559 for full 
description from Ibn 1Arabifs pen; and also see S.A.
PP.33-5; Nafh al-txb, II,p.180; Husainx, Ibn al-1Arabi,
pp.6-7 . ‘ ' 2
35. Of. But (b) , I.pp.98-9, E.I art, Ibn al-'Arabi;
S.A., pp.35-6.
36. MS. dated 613/1216-7 and 616/1219-20, heal'd by the 
author; Istanbul, Veliyuddin 1759/1; 784/13: Istanbul, 
Aya Sofya 4875 , fols, 130-46. Printed in Cairo,1328.
It contains eight letters of Ibn Arab!1s spiritual
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and visited Konya with Majd al-Din, where he was offered
enormous gifts by the Sultan of Konya, Kaykhusraw I, with 
42great honour. In the following years he journyed again
- 4^to Mecca via Jerusalem and Cairo.^
jj j\In 606/1209 we see him again in Konya, where he com­
posed his work d&sala^t al-anwar^*but again he journeyed 
from Konya by the way of Kaysarl, Malatya, Siwas, Arzan, 
Dunaisir and at last, in 608/1211-2, reached Baghdad,' where 
he met Shaikh Shihab al-Din fUmar al-Suhrawordhi for only 
one hour, when they looked at each other for once, then 
both of them contemplated for some time and parted with the 
high openion of spiritual status for each other^ in the 
following year he communicated with the new ruler, Kay - 
Ka*us I, giving him religious2.advice, as the ruler desired,
on administrative affairs and how to deal with his Christian
48tenants.
= discussion with the^Ka!hah during his stay there in 
600/1203-4. Cf. E.fi, art.Ibn al-fArabi.
37- Aleppo, 1927.
38. Tr. M. Yalsan, Paris, 1951.
39- Cf. Ed. and trans. R.A. Nicholson, London, 1911;
Commentary printed inBeirut in 1312 A.H. The present 
text contains 61 love poems with two differnet preludes: 
according to the first,the poems were composed in love 
for Nizam, the daughter of Shaikh Makfia al-Din; and 
according to the second, they need allegorical interpre­
tation. Cf. E.l2., art. Ibn. al-!ArabI for the further 
information.
40. Cf. Ibid., S.A. pp.35f.
41. Murad Mollah.1236.
42. Cf. E.I., art. Inb al-'Arabi; S.A- pp.38-9-
43. Cf. Ibid.
44. See a very interesting story of an expert painter, whom 
Ibn 'Arabi met here, in Fut (b) ,II,p.4-24,S.A.pp.4-0-4'1.
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Ibn 1 Arabi again visited Aleppo, in 610/1215'; and 
Mecca, in 611/1214, where he wrote the commentary on his 
"Turjuman al- ashwaq*j and then he visited,once more, S'ivas 
and Malatya in 612/1215?where he, according to his dream 
predicted Kayka'us about his conquest of Anatolya^
After a long period of wandering the aged and tired 
Shaikh chose t.o settle down at Damascus, according to the 
solicitation of its ruler al-Malik al-'Adil (d.6 2 5 /1 2 2 7), 
and lived a peaceful and confortable life in the learned 
and hospitable Ibn Zaki family and among generous members 
of the Ayyubid ruling family, reading, teaching, writing 
and revising his most significant and distinguished works-?0 
like >!Fusus al-hikamy ^  11 EutxftiatM 9 ^fK. iuhaft al-Safara','-^
” al--ltjaz;ahy mystic poems of "al-Diwan al-Akbar"^and “Kitab al-
Acjfp-p 1&4
—1----• He died, in the house of Qadi Muhyi al-Din Ibn al-
Zakl, in Damascus, on the 22nd of RabI1 al-Akhir, 658/10th
November, 12405 aged seventy - seven years, six months and
twenty five days-?^ while he was teaching M s  works one of 
56his students-; and was buried at the foot of Mount Qasiyun, . 
now called Salah, in private sepulchare of the same Ibn Zaki
45o Of. E.I?, art Ibn"al-'Arabi.
46. Cf. Ibid., S.A., p.59- „
47. Cf. "Taublh al-ghabiy..., ^sir Efendi, 115f. 4a; Shad- 
harat, V, pp. 193-4; Rut (a),I,p.9; 'Manaqib" Ibn 1 Arabi1', 
p.29;nal-Shaikh al-Akbar, p.51; S.A., p.42; Husani,
Ibn a;-*Arabi, p. 12.
48. Cf. E.I., art. Ibn A;-'Arabi, Eul(b), IV,pp•547-8;
S.A., pp.42-5-
49- E.3R , Ibn al-'Arabi; 8 .A., p.43.
50. Of. E.x art. Ibn ajp'Arabi; S.A., p.45; AJ,-BaghdadI^=
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family. The Ottoman Sultan Salim I, when he visited
Damascus after1 his Egyptian campaign, in 925-4/1517-8,
ordered a magnificent edifice to be built over the tomb of
the great Shaikhs At the time of his death Ibn ’Arabi
left two sons: Sa’d al-Din Muhammad (618/1221-656/1258),
who was a good poet and left a Diwan; and Imad al-Din Abu
’Abdallah (d.667/1269); both of them were buried next to
their father m  the same turbah;-' He had a daughter namely
60Zamab, who died m  her very early age; He had two sisters
61whom he married off m  Eez. We know about his three wives
= "Manaqib Ibn fArabln, pp.25-65 A.E. , Affifi, The Mystical 
Philosophy of Muhyid Din - Ibnul Arabi, p.XVI.
51. M.S. written by Sadr al-Din in 650/1232-5, revised by 
the author, in Istanbul, MS. Turk-Islam Esleri Muzesi 
1953. This is n- short account of the teaching of 28 
Prophets from Adam to Muhammad (may peace and the 
blessings of Allah be upon them) received from the 
Prophet in a dream at Damascus. It was printed in Cairo 
1252; Istanbul, 1897; Cairo, 1304, 1309,1321,1329. ?tis held in high esteem and has been the subject of many 
commentaries in Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Urdu and 
several other languages. Khaja Khan made an abridged 
Eng. tr.,"Wisdom of the Prophets...," Madras, 1929;
Partial Pr. tr., by T. Burchardt, La sagesse des XDrophetes 
Paris, 1955; Turkish tr.in the series Sarkislam Klasikleri 
by Nuri Gene Osman, Istanbul, 1952. Brockelmann lists 
about 35 commentaries, of which the most important are
(i) Ibn ’Arabi*s own "Miftah al-Pusus, (ii) Sadr al-Dinfs 
"al-Pukuk fl mustanadat Hikam al-Pusus, some others by 
(iii) ’Afif al-Din al-Tilamsani (d. 690/1291), and (vi)
*Abd al-Eazzaq al-Kashani (d. 736/1335)? (v). the 
"Matla’ Khusus al-Kilam" of Dawud al-Qaisari (d*751/ 
1550),(Vi) the ^Naqd al-Nusus" of Jami. Cf. E.I 
art., Ibn al-1Arabi »
52. Istanbul, 1300.
53. Bulaq, 1855.54. The text of this wox*k "was heard and approved by Ibn 
’Arab! twenty days before his death. Cf. E.I., art.
Ibn ’Arabi. p
55* See above p.14; E.I ., art. Ibn al-|’Arabi*
56. Cf. Husanx, "Ibn al-'Arabx., p.27.
with, some certainty; but as the name or any other
particulars of Zainab's mother are not known to us, and
as te know that the Shaikh married a Turkish lady of Konya,
66the mother of Sadr al-Din al-Qunawl, presumably she is 
the mother of Zainab, the fourth wife of the Shaikh.
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57. Of. 33.1., art. Ibn al-1Arabi; Manaqib Ibn 1Arabi
pp.24 ,27; Fawat al-Wafayat, II, p.501; Dhakha'ir al- 
a'laq (biography); Sayyid al-Ahl, p.6 .
58. Of._Nafh al-tlb, II, p.179; E.I^., art. Ibn al-1Arabi 
MunaqibJ p.24.
59. Cf. al-Shaikh al-Akbar, p.162; Wafh al-tib, II,pp.170, 
172; S.A., pp.45-6.
60. Of. Fut (b), IV, p.539 und S.A., p.A4* for an interesting 
event concerning her.
61. Cf. S.A. pp. 75-6 foi/fche description of their marriage 
in details.
62. Cf. Fut (b), I, biography, II, p.18; S.A., p.46;
Tafslr al-Qur'an, biography; al-Yawaqil, I, p.10.
65. This statement is given according to Ibrahim b. 'Abdallah 
al-Baghdadl al-Qari. Cf.”Manaqib Ibn 1 Arabiy pp.25, 
35,38.
His style and nature of thought
The eventful and restless life of Ibn 'Arabi is the 
better example to indicate the abstruse nature of his writing 
and confusing and difficult way of his thinking. His vast 
journey, constant and vigorous study, devotion and deep 
meditation and the association with a large number of great 
scholars made the most brilliant and talented Shaikh 
experienced enough in all aspects which he tried to put in 
black and white, but the theme or the subjects which he 
writes are frequently not so much difficult to understnand 
as the fantastic manner or odd style in which he tries to 
express them. The main essence of his thought is always 
hidden from the eye of the reader. The influence of age and 
circumstances was also greatly responsible for the compli­
cated system of his writing; becuase by the century,in 
which Ibn 'Arabi lived, Islam became a bit liberal, and ideas 
from Greece came in contact with the Muslim doctrines and 
even assimilated with them, and also as we mentioned, and 
Ibn 'Arab! journeyed in all the then Islarafccountries and 
came in contact with various civilizations sand religious 
dogmas. Traditional Western culture in Spain, Eastern 
Christianity in Asia Minor and the Byzantine civilization 
have also influenced his thought.
Ibn 'Arab! was a master of many languages and he has
written hooks on many subjects, and when he writes an a
1. Cf. Husaini, PMI, p.31.
subject he writes as a scholar of Ghat subject. It seems
that he never felt any difficulty for words. He also
often uses Qur1anic words for uncommon meaning and to
express his own ideas, and tries to establish his arguments
by those words* Despite his writing in various topics 
and subjects some times he goes on writing smoothly without
2using any foreign words.
■Though it is correct that sometimes his language : 
and thought are easy and understandable but when he Is 
engrossed in mystical contemplation, his manner of expre­
ssion and style of writing become so much involved,abstruse 
and twisted that even a great scholar feels difficulty to 
realize him. His aim was to baring pantheism and Islamic 
monotheism into an agreement, which naturally made his style 
of writing intricate and entangled. As we have mentioned, 
it is his nature to use Qur1 anic text or words and Ph.ophetic 
Traditions and their parts to express his ideas; and he 
explained them mystically and even pantheistically,as we 
nee in the "Kitab al-Isra1 ila1 l-Maqam al-AsraynHutuhatmand 
n Hus us al-takam*.* ^ His words are so easy that when they are 
separated from the sentences then an average student of
Arabic also can easily understand them, but when they are 
used in a complicated sentence then the same words become
4very abstruse.
He could change the - meaning of his writings
when he was blamed for that or when he felt the necessity
2. Cf * Ibid. , pp. 33-4-0
3. Cf. HMP., I. p.402*
4* Cf. Ibid., p. 35
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for doins so, as he did when he was once asked what he 
meant ”'-y one of his verses:
"0 Thou who seest me, while I see not Thee,
How often I see Him while He sees not me"^
He suddenly answex*ed explaining this with some verses
which changed the idea completely:
,l0 Thou who seest me over_prone to sin,
While Thee I see not willing to upbraid.
How oft I see Him grant His grace's aid
aWhile He sees me not seeking grace to win.
In the same manner, he explained the whole poems that 
were collected in a diwan entitled "Tarjuman al-ashwaq" 
to refute the blames and accusations made by the people, 
writing a commentary (sharh) on them?
It is also possible that he intentionally adopted an 
indirect way of expression and involved nature of writing
oto saye his life and for the preservation of his worksr.
in the unfavourable time and circumstances iaken he compo-
sed them, hiding "his ideas from the narrow minded orthodox
9and the uninitiated1.1
He had to resort to this kind of language to give
vent to his thought which is full of emotion, reasoned
5« Tr. is made by E.G. Brown, Ltd. Hist, of Persia, II,
P* 4-99? from "Ya man Yarani wa la arahu,
Kamdha arahu wala yarani"
Of. Put (a), II, p„ 646*, Maqqari, Nath al-tib, II, po168a 
6 o "Ya .man yarani mujriman 
wala arahu akhidhan 
Kamdha arahu mun'iman 
W a la Y arani 1 a 1 i dhan 2 
Cfc Ibid., HKP,I,p.402$al-yaranI,al-Shaikh al-Akbar,pp.87-8
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truths, spiritual knowledge, wide imagination, and for
many other factors,, Thus, doing so, whenever he felt
difficulty to give expression to his feelings he took help
from the text of the wurf an, and the Prophetic traditions
and other Sufisf writings, in which he got equal effect
and terms that he borrowed from Plato, Aristotle, the
Stoics, Philo, and the Neo-Platonists, and all these helped
10him very much to nourish his own philosophy.
there is no doubt that he created a new system of
philosophy, but it is not possible for a reader to find
out that system in a place or in a book, rather whole of
his works contain that system, as he deffused it throughout
them. His mood is changed so frequently that at the time
of writing something he starts some new topic departing
from the main purpose or subject, as we find this in his
1 1"Kitab alr»Israf and "Pntupat" His works are full of 
relevant and irrelevant materials, which make themselves 
unintelligible and create very much difficulty for even 
a veteran scholar to produce a literal translation of his 
text. P.A. Nicholson rightly says, "Many years ago I 
translated the greater part of the work (Pusus al-hikam) 
with the commentary by fAbd al-Razzaq al-Kashani, for my
7. Of, A.I. , art. Ibn al-1Arabi5 HMP.,I.P.403 for the 
details .
8. Cf. Iiusani, "Ibn al 1 Arabi, p.32.
9o Cf. HMP., I, p.403.
10. Cf. Ibid.
11. See his own clear statement concerning this point, in 
his "Putuhat'1 (a) , I, pp. 47-8; HMP., I, p. 405.
own use, but the author's language is so technical, figura­
tive and involved that a literal reproduction would convey 
very little”^
In spite of his prose and rhymed prose writing,
in which he showed wonderful ability, Ibn 'Arabi is also
• - 13a very good poet. His "Kitab a l - l s r a and many other works
are abound in poetry. Ijt seems that sometimes he intentiona '•
ally versified his thought, which he wrote in addition^to
his prose compositions, without any serious thought or 
14-plan. But "he has probably exhausted all the common
metres, and his poetry is full of wonderful rhythm and
15strange rhyms," ^because sometimes his poetry is very 
smooth and easy but sometimes it is very rugged and uneven.
12. Cf. "Studies in Islamic Mysticism", p.149.
13. Cf. Pols. 3b-4b, 6b-r/a, 9a-9b,f.
14. Cf. PMI., pp.35-8.
1 5. Cf. Ibid.
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His influence on future Sufism
Ibn fArabi was undoubtedly a great mystic philosopher
of Islam, and his lasting influence spread in every part
of the Muslim world within one centroy of his death.
Despite the serious attack by few authorities for his ideas
and teachings, he is praised everywhere by the people of
all ranks, particularly in the Middle East, Turkey, Persia,
Pakistan, India and Indonesia. His influence in the East
was specially very deep rooted and for that reason he was call
1
ed thereof or the first time, !l&l«Shaikh al- Akbar" (the
2greatest Master), as said Maulana Tayyib.
Ibn 1Arabi*s teachings and theories,,with his writings, 
spread, like a conflagration, even during his life time, 
throughout the Muslim world, particularly among the Sufi 
circles. He was the real pioneer for all the subsequent
Sufis, who followed him and his teachings for the oentories.
His works are still studied in the Sufi circles as it was
3centorxes ago.
His teachings were well accepted by the people of 
Persia with great honour and special care, particularly 
by the Sufis and the theologians, who transformed his works 
1 * Of. H.mP, I, p.4*08.
2. He is the Muhtamim of "Jami1 al-'Ulumy Diwband, India.
He himself a great living QufI, and declared, mwe, 
including our worthy ancestors and venerable forefathers (al-Salax al-Salih), consider Ibn *Arabx as the real
"al-Shaik al-AkbarU' He made this statment, which, 
including his further valuable discussions, I recoi*ded 
in a long tape, in London, when he came here in 197^> 
by the invitation of his followers (spiritual disciples).
5* Of. S. I!. Nasr, "Three Muslim sages" , p. 118.
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and elaborately explained them so much so that his 
"ffuisus al- hiteam” and other important works are still 
taught in the religious institutions and mystic assemblies. 
All Persian Sufis including Jalal al~Dxn Rumi, through 
Ibn fArabIb disciple Sa'dar al-Din al-Qunawi; were so 
deeply influenced by Ibn 1Arabi and his teachings that 
Rumx's “Musnawl” is generally called,in.-Persia the “Futuhat1
Zlin Persian language.
Among the celebrated author^P after iSumi.,who were 
greatly influenced, directly or indirectly, by Ibn fArabIfs 
teachings, and who propagated the doctx'ines of Ibn 1 Arabi 
through their writings in Persia, the following luminaries 
and their works are most remarkable?
'Aziz NasafI, Sa'd al-Din Hamuyah; 'Ala' al-Dawlah 
Sirananx; poets Hafiz and Sa'di; Fakhr al-Din al-*Iraqi? 
a disciple of Sadr al-Din al-Qunawi, through his IThama'at| 
Mahm-ud Shabistari, thx'ough M s  Gulshan-i-raz (the Secret 
of Rose Garden) 5 Shaikh Muhammad Lahiji, the founder of 
the "Hurhakhshx Sufi order”, through his commenbary on 
the “Gulshan-i-Paz” Shah Ni'matullah Wall? the founder 
of the tTNi 'matullahx order, commenting on and translating 
the "Fusus al-OgLikam" into Persian prose and poetry; the 
great poet !Abd al-Rahman Jam! (d. 898 A.H.) and Safay-i- 
Isfahanl?
4. Cf. Ibid.
5» Qf. .Ibid., pp.118f. for the elaborate description about them.
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Among them some Shi'ite theologians and gnostics: 
such as Sa'yyid Haider Amuli, through his commentary on 
the "ffugug11; Ibn Turkah through his 11 fahmid al-qawa1 id11, j^ ii 
an introduction to the nPuqu§11; Ibn Abi Jumhur, through his 
Kitab al-muj1l reflecting many of Ibn TArabi1s doctrines.
Also many others, such as Sadr al-Din Shirazl or Nulla 
Sadra, through his 11 As far1,1 quouting sufficiently from the
"Ausug" and the ’’Putuhat11, Nulla Sadra1s disciples Nulla
_ -  ^ - -  - - - „ _ '^10 ’All Nuri^Haji Nulla Hadi Sabzii^ari and Nulla fAli runuzi;
Iiarazah Parani, through his "Nisbah al- 1 uns11 a commentary
11on Sadr al-Din al-QunawIT s nNiftah al-ghaib11.
fAhd al- Aazzaq Kashami, 'All Hamadanf, fAla al-Dawlah 
3imnani,3ali Afandl and Nabulsi, through their remarkable 
commentaries on the 11 Pus usy spi Sha1 rani, through his many
commandable works on the "l?utuhatH and the teachings of
- 1 2Ibn 1Arabio
Nulla Hasan Lumbani, Nir Sayyid Hasan faliqanl, Mulla 
Muhammad Ja’far Abadihi, Sayyid Radi Mazandarani, Mirza
6 . Cf. Ibid., p. 119 for the interesting description
how he was convinced by Sadr al-Din's lecture,which he 
attended personally.
7. He says i fr ’ . ti , . . . ,
( Tr. "The words of the Pusus set in our heart like a 
jewel, in-'its station. The jewel reached him from the 
Prophet of God and again from his (Ibn !Arabi!s) 
spirit becomes attached to us.’1) Cf. Al-fadhkari,pr. 




11.Cf. Ibid., al-Qari al-Baghdadl, Manaqib Ibn 1Arabi, pp. 2g, 35, ?8 , 49*
Muhammad Rida Qamshilii and Mirza Hasan Rashtl,and many other
1Bdisciples of them.
In the modern times, the Sufi authorities of all countri­
es: Pakistan, India, Afghanistan, Persia,Indonesia,Egypt, and 
other remaining countries of North Africa, including Moroccan 
Shaikh Muhammad al-Tadill and Algerian Shaikh al-’Alawi; all
definitely influenced "by the teachings and doctrines of Ibn -
*14- 1Arabi.
Ibn 1Arabi has also sufficient influence in the West.
The Florentine Mystic Poet Dante, who was born only after 
twenty-five years of Ibn fArabifs death, was deeply influenced 
by Ibn 'Arabi’s philosophical and mystical ideas, and espe­
cially by his “Kitab al-Isra* ila11-Maqam al-Asra1 which jLs'' 
is based on the theme of Mi'raj, and in which he found a 
hidden moral, and an excellant treatment of “esoteric
teaching of the revelations manifested to the soul of che
1 Smysbic m  the course of its ascension to GodV After Dante 
there are also some remarkable authorities who were directly 
influenced by Ibn fArabIfs teachings and his works, such as 
Raymond Lull; and many others wrote and worked on him in 
different x-rays; such as Asin Palacioa; A. J. Arbery, 
Brockelmann, E.G. Brown, T. Burckhardt, H. Corbin, L. Massig- 
non, R.A. Nicholson, B.D. MacDonald, A. kegnier, F. Schuon,
S. Spencer, H.S. Nyberg, R.W.J. Austin etc.
T23~fT'T¥Id77^73^K 
1J. Of. Ibid.
14. Cf.3.Husain Nasr, Three Muslim sages, pp.170f.
15° Cf. Ibid., p. 169; Asin Palacios, "jEslam and the Divine 
comedy", tr. H.Euther land, p.45.
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Opinions of scholars about Ibn 'Arabi
There is a great disxmte among the Muslims on Ibn
'Arabi*s orthodoxy even from his time to this day. Some
people name him as "Zindlq" and some others entitle him
as "Siddlq" and the greatest of the saints. According to
many authorities, he was a true believer and a great Sufi,
on the other hand, some scholars question about his faith.
In fact the main reasons of this are his extremely complicated
system^writing and abstruse language, that he applied through -
2out his works. Therefore, those who criticize him they 
particularly consider his words to which he did never pay 
heed; and that is why they pass sentence upon him with 
heresy and deception-; But those right thingking great 
authorities who understand his mystic feelings and the 
actual meaning hidden under his words, they regard him as 
a great Sufi and a real follower of the truth (aiil al-haqq). 
There is another group of people who could not decide 
anything about him as his writings are far from their 
understanding; so,due to their inability to realize them,
Zlthey do not blame him.
1. Cf. U.L*I., Lahore, 1962-4, pp. 600ff., "Kashf al-Ghita'
'an haqa'iq al-tawhid", pp.Iff., Saiyid al-Ahl , "Muhyi 
al-Din ibn 'Arabi min Shi'rihiy pp.6-9; "Manaqib Ibn*
'Arabi, pp. 6-8 ; Taha 'Abd al^Baqi Surur, "Mhkyi al-Din 
Ibn 'Arab! (Muhyi"al-Din al-Muftara 1alaihi),°p.171; 
"shadharaty V, p.195; Husani, Ibn al 'Arabi, pp.45-4.
H.M.P., I, p.405-6.
2. Cf. Shadharat al-Dhahab, V., p. 191;HMP., I, p.406.
p. Cf. Al-Biqai "Masra1 al-tasawwuf", Cairo, 1953* an<3- ibn 
al-Ahdad, "Kashf al-ghita'", Tunisia, 1964; HMP., I,p.406.
4. Cf. HMP., I, p.406; Taha 'Abd al-Baqi Surur, Muhyi al-Din =
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A Yemenite resident, Jamal al-DIn b. al-Khay;y:at, 
was the main agitator and a leading person among those who
vehemently criticised Ibn Arabi for his writings.and doctrines
Some authors also belong to this grup, such as !Ali al-Qari,
Imam Jamal al-Din Muhammad b. Nur al-Din, al-Taftazani,
HaiAbalite Ibn Tymiyyah (d. 728/1328) and some others1? Among
a large number of scholars,who praised,defended and refuted
all blames and criticism against Ibn 1Arabi by their
writings and declaration of their opinion;?, following
authorities are well-known: Firuzabadi, Siraj al-Dln al-
Makhzuml, al-Siraj al-Balqninl, Jalal al-Suyuti, Qutb al-Din
7al-IIamawi, al-Qutb al-Shirazi, Fakhr al-Dm al-Razi, Ibn 
Kamal Pasha, Munawi, *Izs al-Din b. 'Abd al-Salam, 'Abd 
al-Wahhab al-Sha'rani, Shaikh Kamal al-Din al- Zamlaannl,
'Abd al- Razsaq al-Kashani, Shams al-Din al-IIafiz al- 
Dhahabl(d«673-748 H.), laj b. Ata' Allah of Alexandria.®
5
Suyuti considers the position of Ibn 'Arabi higher 
than that of Jun&id, because Ibn 'Arabi is the Shaikh of
pp.34, 180f; Nafh al- tib, II, p.183; Manaqib Ibn 
' Arabi, pe. 29 ? 37 ? 4-0 <> 41.
5. Cf. "Nafh al-tlb II, p.176; Put (a) I, p.6 (biography); 
al Yawaqit w a * 11-Jawahir", I, pp.7-8, "al-Shaikh. al- 
akbar", pp.158ff.; "Manaqib Ibn 'Arabi", p.6-8;
Shadharat al-dhahab, pp.194ff., HMP., p.406.
6. Cf. Ibid.
A book namely "Fadihat al-Mulhidln Naslhat al-Muwahhidrn 
is a work written*against Ibn Arabi. 'The authorship of 
this work gs generally ascribed to faftazani; hut Prof. 
Ismail PInl, the author of "Wahdat -i-VJujud wa Ibn 
Arabi" (1928), argues that the author of this work is 
some 'Ala al-Dln Bukhari not laftazani. Cf. pp.101-2;
PM.I., p.38.
7* Por his openion see itManaqib Ibn 1 ArabiV p.25-6;
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gnostics (*arifln), who<are far more advanced on the Way
9than the beginners, who are led by Junaid*
According to 'Allahmah Jamal al-Din, Ibn 'Arabi
was a greatest Sufi scholar, whose followers were also
10
great scholars and authors° Ibn Kamal Pasha issued the
Patwa, writing a book, prasing and declaring Ibn 'Arab! as
a complete "Mujtahid" with unique attainments and astoni-
11shing wonders, and blaming Ibn 'Arabi's critics, Majd al- 
Din Firuzabadi (729-817/1328-1414) composed a book praising 
Ibn 'Arab! as a great saint and a scholar and advised the 
scholars to solicit Divine Grace aid to solve their difficult 
problems through the recitation^fand studying his works.
He branded Ibn ’Arab!1s critics with the lack of understand­
ing; and declared that "bheir unfortunate hands have not
'12reached the fruits on account of their shortness" Shaikh 
al-Islam Salah al-Din and many other great Sufi scholars 
describe the most interesting and important statement of 
the servant of !Izz al-Din Ibn 'Abd al-Salam (578-660/1182- 
1261) containing his (Shaikh 'Izz al-Din' s ))openion that
Ibn 'Arabi devoted to him a book namely "Rasalah al- 
Shaikh ila al-Imam al-Razi". Cf. Rasa'il Ibnul 'Arabi, 
Ilydarabad, 1948; HMP, , I. , p.406,
8. Cfo "Nafh al-tib',' II, pp.178 ffo"'fanbih al-ghabiy bi 
tabri'ati IbnJ 'Arabi, fol.1b,ff "Mandqib Ibn 'Arabi", 
pp. 125 ff o, HMP.I, p o 406, "al-Shaikh al-Akbar",pp»151? 
161; "Muhyi al-Din Ibn 'Arab! min Shi'rihi," pp-.7»ff«? 
Husaini," "Ibn al-1Arabi, pp.43ff»
9„ Cf, HMP,, I., p.406.
1 0o Cf» Nafh al-tib, II, pp ,168 , 182; Husaini, "Ibn al- 
1Arab!",p ,43; al-Qarani, "a ;-Shaikh al-Akbar, p .158 ;
"Shadhara b al—Dhahab, y 5 p q9 5• »Dhakha'ir al-a'laq ? -
"Ibn 'Arabi was the most distinguished saint of the age1,'
Among all the critics of Ibn 'Arabi the most violent
one was Burhah al-Din Ibrahim al-Biqa'l (d. 858/14-54-)? who
composed two works blaming and criticizing Ibn 'Arabi; and
in one of these works,"tanbih al-ghabiy 'ala takfir Ibn 
14-1 Arabi", he mentioned that flbn 'Arab! elieated the sincere
muslims and misleaded his followers very ...tactfully in
- . 15disguise of a §ufi and in the name of a saint, A.E. 'Affifi
refuting all these blames and giving a long account of Ibn
'Arabifs works, declares that "these accusations are unjust
"16as they are unfounded,,
There is also difference of openions among the
European writers about Ibn 'Arabi, RIA. Nicholson refutes
Dozy's unjust criticism and charge of falsification, against
17Ibn 'Arabi, with several strong grounds*' H*A* Nicholson
describes his openion thus," Ibn 'Arab! combined in him the
1Rmost extravagant mysticism with the straightest orthodoxy1*'
He also mentions that, "Ibn 'Arabi appears to have set his 
face against the extreme pantheistic tendencies which 
characterised Persian Sufism, with all his marvellous 
visions and revelations, his prophetic vision and luxuriant 
fancy which delighted in Pythagorian theories of numbers and
= (biography);"Tanbih al-Ghabiy" fol* 2b; Put (a), I, (bio*)
11«Cf* "Shadharat", Vf, p.195; al-Qaranl, al-Shaikh... . 
p. 160; Husani, Ibn al-'Arabi, pp.4-3-4-*
12*Cfo "Al-Yawaqit. *. " , I, pp.7ff.; Husaiill, "Ibn 'Arabi", 
p.4-5; Shadharat, V, p*194-; Qarani^ "al-Shaikh. .* "pp. 157-8; 




and letters, he did not allow himself to gorget that the
10Divine and human natures are essentially different", B.B. 
MacDonald declares about Ibn 1Arabi*s writings as "a strange 
jumble of Theosophy and metaphysical paradoxes, all much 
like the Theosophy of our day?^ Khaja Khan mentioned in his
book a letter of recommendation, which he received from L.
. , . 21Massignon, containing his good openion about Ibn 'Arable
13* Of. Iiusanl, "Ibn al-'Arabi", pp.4-6-7; 2ut (a), I, p.7? 
(Biography); "Nafh al-tlb", II, p.178; "tanblh al-G-habiy 
..o’,1 fol.lb ff. ; "Manaqib.,pp.27-2 9; al-Qarani, "al- 
Shaikh,..", p.157? "Shadharat..,", V, p.193;"al-Yawaqit..",
I, p.11.
14. Ed. 'Abd al-Rahman al-Wakil, and named "Masra' al-tasawwuf" 
ttairo, 1372/1953.15* Cf. "Masra' al-tasawwuf", pp.19-20.
16. Cf. HMP^, I, p.407.
17. Of. "Tarjuman al-Ashwaq", edited and translated by A.A. 
Nicholson, London, 1911, pp.2-6.
18o Of. Husaini, citing R.A. Nicholson, "Ibn al-'Arabi", 
p . 48.
19. Cf. Ibid.20. Cf. "Development of Muslim Theosophy. Jurisprudence 
and constitutional Theory',' New Yoa?k, 1903? p» 262;
Husaini, Ibn al-'Arabi", p.49.
21. See the letter, containing L* Massignonb openion, 
along with Kha^a Khan's work "Wisdom of the prophets',' 
the tr. of the "Fusus al-hikam" of Ibn 'Arabi. p.IX-XI, 
(introduction).
His teachers and disciples
Ibn 1Arab! was fortunate enough to study under the most 
erudite scholars of his time and to derive Benefit in the 
Sufi Way of the hereafter from great Shaikhs who were 
spiritual guides (murshidun) possessing extraordinary power 
to lead their followers on the right path and to advance 
them through the Way of the Truth.
He was endowed with very good qualities of heart and 
head and became famous for his learning,even in his very
qearly age; and people used to visit him from far and near.
He Journeyed all over Spain in quest of good teachers and 
2knowledge. As a result of his vast Journey throughout the 
Muslim world, he personally acquainted with hundreds of 
scholars with whom he discussed various ideas,and who 
contributed to his knowledge to a great extent. He listened 
to them and quoted, from them in his works. His list of 
compositions, "futuhat1,1 UH. Ruh al-QudsTI and "al-Durrat al- 
kakhhirah fi dhikr man intafaftu bihi fi tariq al- 
akhirah1,1 are the best records of his masters and those 
from whom he gained benefit in the Pai;h of hereafter.
Among many other lumineries Ibn 'Arabi mentioned with 
certainty 71 eminent masters, in his "Ruh al-Quds" and
1. Cf. Husaini, "Ibn al-Aral",pI4.
2o Cf. HMPc, I,p.399.
p. Hsad Ef. 177  ^ 0 Yahya,"Hisboire at classification de
1 1 oeuvre D ' Ibn 1 Arabi, (1964) , Vo}.. I , p . 192; Eng. tr.
(33bac luding part of R,Ruh al-Quds), K.W.J.Austin, "Sufis 
of Andalusia", Great Britain, 1971*
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"Durrah"„ who exerted a lasting influence on him0 Among
, N lLthem four were old ladies (Shaikhas);
Ibn 1Arabi had a large number of disciples, almost 
all of whom were spiritual guides, greab scholars and 
distinguished authors, including Badr al-Din al- HabashI? 
The most eminent of them we??e Muhammad Ibn Ishaq Sadr al- 
Dlh al-Quhawif (do 673/1275) and Isma'il ibn Sawdakin^ al- 
Nuri (do 646/1248) who were with Ibn 1Arabi in his last 
days and spent their lives in teaching and commenting on 
i:heir master's works?
4. For the detailed description of these masters see above 
mentioned works; Irofo Asin , El”. Mi Mistico Murciano 
Abenarabi, vol. I, pp.11-19; Prof. H.3. Nyberq, "Kleinere 
mchriften Les Ibn al-'Arabi, Introduction, pp.21:-7;
P.W.J.Austin, "Sufis of Andalusia.
5. He was a loyal student and servant of Ibn 'Arabi. Gee 
A..do Affifi, The Mystical Philosophy of Muhyid Din- 
Ibnul Arabi, Cambr dge, 1964, p.XVI; al-Qaranl, "al- 
Shaikh al-Aglbar", p.163,26 . Cf. A.I., art. Ibn al™'Arab!.
76 Ibn Sawdakin wrote some very useful commentaries
(Shuruh) on some of Ibn 'Arabifs abstruse works including 
his "K. at-Isra* ila 11-Maqam al-Asra" and "K. al- 
Mashaliid", Of. Ibid; Ind. Off. Library, MS.Ho.3699 in 
the Loth Gat.2
8. Of. E. I ., art. Ibn 1Arabi.
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His contributions
Ibn 1Arabi Is undoubtedly the most prolife writer in
the history of Islam, and particularly in the field of 
1Sufismo Still the true number of his v/orks is uncertain.
2Brockelmann mentions a list of about 239 of his works, but
A, Atel considers the number is certainly, not less than
four hundreds 5 for still many of Ibn 1Arabifs works, mainly
in the libraries of Istanbul and Anatolia, are undiscovered
and, therefore, properly uncatalogued; and Brockelmann also
could not search them out, for which, a thorough and careful
investigation is necessary. Sha'rani also says that Ibn
'Arabi wrote 400 iaooks, while Jami mentions the figure of
500^ Muhammad Rajab Hilmi counts,in his book, 284 works
6of Ibn 'Arabi. Osman Yahya mentions about 846 titles of
7books ascribed to Ibn ’Arabi. But, according to different
versions available, concerning his11 Memoramdum" we are
certain about at least 248 - 289 of his works, which he 
recorded, at the request of his friends, in 632/1234, some
Qsix yea^s before his death.
1. Gf. HMP. , I, p.400: E.I^., art.Ibn al-'Arabi.
2. Cf. Brock. I, 571-82,SI, 791-802.
3* Cfo E.l2c, art Ibn al-'Arabi.
4. Of. Brock. GAL, I,p.44; HMP.,I ,p.400.
3o Gf. al-Yawaqit wa’1-Jawahir, p .10; AE. 'Affifl,HMP•,I ,
p.400; the Mystical Philosphy of Muhyid Bin Ibnul 'Arabi, 
p.XVII,(introduction).
6. See his book 'Al-Burhan al-Azhar fi Manaqib al-Shaik 
al-Akhar" ; HMP. , L ,  p. 400.
7. See his most valuable work "Histoire et classification 
de 1* oeuvre d* Ibn *ArabiU Bamas, 1964.
8. Cf. HMP.I, p.400; E*I? art,Ibn al-*Arabi.
There is also difference of opinions about the
size of his works* Some writers mention that his commentory
on the Qur'an consists of ninety five volumes and some others
9say that they are only few./ Similarly,opinions vary about 
-his "Futufcat" , "Muhadarat" , and some others .
Ibn 1Arabi wrote most of his works in the East,
particularly at Mecca and Damascus* The most important of
his works, with definite and comprehensive philosophical and
mystical system, were written after 611/121A, except one or
two* The doctrine and key note of his "Pusuig al-hikam"
were prefigured in his "Futuhat al-Makkiyah11 which are the
11best of his contributions.
As a distinguished author of many epoch - making
books, his indefatigable pen produced very large number of
invaluable works on Qur'anic exegesis, Hodith, fiqh,
Theology, History, Mystical ethics, Esoterism, Metaphysics,
the Biography of the Prophet, Philosophy,Literature, Sufi
poetry and natural sciences, correspondence etc* and so on.
His works comprise both brochures and short treatises as well
as voluminous books like the "Futuhat" and "Tafsir al- 
1?Qur 1 an'J
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9- Cf. She/rani, al~Yawaq.it wa! 1-Jawahir, p. 10; A.E. 'Affifi, 
"The Mystical Philosophy of Muhyid Din Ibnul Arabi1,* 
p.XVII (Introduction).
10.Cf. Ifutubl, Pawat al-hafayat, pp*301, 302: A.E. vAffifi, 
"The Mystical Philosophy...", Introduction.
'I'I.uj.. A.ji. ’Afxifi, "1'he Mystical Philosophy..." (Introduction) HMP.,I,p.401. ~
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'The dates of at least twenty two of Ibn T Arabi* s 
works are certainly knowrlc
Ibn 1Arabifs works may be divided mainly into ten 
major heads: (i) fafsir and Qur'anic .Sciences; (ii) Hadith;
(iii) Eiqh; (iv) Theology; (v) History; (vi). Mystical 
Ethics; (vii). Esoterism] (viii).Metaphysics; (ix) .poetry; 
and (x) Correspondence*
12* See his "Tafsir al-Qur’an al-Karlm" (Commentary on 
the Qur1anj^Tol. 1-2 , Beirut, 1587/1968*
13* Cf* R.W.J.Austin, S.M.Q. ,PP&5-6 for sixteen of them, 
and the remaining are (1)"Kitab al-Isra ila 11-Maqam 
al-Asra", date: 594/1197* (See E.I^,, art. Ibn al-'Arabi)
(2) "K.Ruh al-Quds", date 600/1203 (Ed. Damascus 1964, 
Cairo, 1281 A.H.); (3) "Taj al-Rasa.Iil", date: 600/1203
(See E.I., art* Ibn al-’Arabi)^ 4) "Tajalliyat al- 
Ilahiyyah", date: 610/1213 (Brock* No. 86(1,446,Suppl.I *,
798) and Histoire, Vol. 2,page 493)5 (5) "K. Dhakha'ir 
al-a'laq sharh Tarjuman al-ashwaq", date: 6 1 2 /1 2 1 5
(Ed* by Muhammad 'Abd al-Rahman al-Kurdi, Cairo, 1968;
(6) "Istilahat al-Sufiyyah", date: 612/1215 (Edited at 
Hyderabad 1948, tr* with notes by A. Regnier, Lanvain 
1935)* The correct date of "Tarjuman al-Ashwaq" is 612/ 
1215 (See "Tarjuman al-Ashwaq", Edited with a literal 
version of the text and abridge tr* of the apthor's 
commentary thereon, by R.A. Nicholson, p.6 , London 1911*
A brief review on Kitab al-Isra1
One of the most important works of Ibn 'Arabi is Kitab
al-Isra* ila 1 1-Maqam a-Asra, the nucleus for his elabot*ate
system of Sufi Milraj, a book of his mystical interpretation
toof the Prophet's Ascension/heaven written in rhymed prose 
(sag') in Fez in 59/+/1198. Commenting on this monumental 
work, M.Asin Palacios says,HThe more interesting ... work 
of the Murcian Muhyi ad~Din ibn ‘Arabi, the prince of 
Iiispano-Moslem mystics, who died twenty-five years before 
the Florentine poet (Dante) was born. One of his works is 
based upon the Mi'raj, in which: he seeks to discover a hidden 
moral. He treats it as esoteric teaching of the revelations 
manifested to the soul of the mystic in the course of its 
ascension to God. This work, unfortunately has not yet been 
edited, is entitled "The Book of the Nocturnal Journey towards 
the Majesty of the Most Magnanimous„*'
P«K*Hitti says, "It is ... in another work still unpubli­
shed, entitled al-Isra* ila 11-Maqam al-Asra, where he (Ibn
’Arabi) develops the theme of the Prophet's ascension to the
2seventh heaven, that Ibn 'Arabi anticipates Dante
As regards the title of the work, the following varia­
tions are on record: (a)Kitab al-Isra1 ila * 1-maqam al-Asra,
1. Cf. Asin, Abenmasarra,p.110-115, where other works by the 
author and his master Ribera on the life and system of 
Ibn ’Arabi are quo bed.
2. Cf. History of the Arabs, London,p.586.
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( b ) Kitab al-Isra1 ila 11-maqam al-Asra wa ikhtigar tartib 
al-Rihla ila ' 1-raab.all al-adna, (c) Ikhtisar tartib al-rihlah.$________________   to • ' ' '_____ J
(d) Kitab al-Hi’ raj, (e) Kitab al-asrar wa ikbtisar al~rihla,
(f) Al-asrar wakhtisar tartib al~rihlah min ’alam al-kawni... . - .  ______ — —  _ii___________________________*■ —-
ila 11-mawqif al-a!la. All these titles, though they differ
very little, stand for one and the same work written by Ibn
TArabi. Thou the different manuscripts of this work bear
different titles ,it is clear that the authorship of these
titles cannot be ascribed to Ibn 'Arabi. It is evident from
most of the Tabaqat works and his Ijazah ( "the list of books"
written by Ibn 'Arabi ) that the original title of the
work given by the author ‘himself is "Kitab al-Isra’ ila
zTl~Maqam al-Asra."
Ibn 'Arab? composed this work particularly for the bene-
_  -  Afit of the Sufis, as he claims it to be. In the preface,
he states that the theme is a Mi'raj of the soul written both 
in verse and prose, and in a style which combines allegory 
as well as literal meaning. He begins by saying: "I set out 
from the land of Andalus (Spain) in the direction of Jerusalem 
my steed(jawad) the faith of Islam, with asceticism (mujahadah) 
as my bed (mihad) and abnegation (tawakkul) as provision (zad)
3* Cf. Ijazah li’l-Malik al- 1 Adil. • . , (Br. Nlus. Or. 8021),
fol.3b. No .11. ; Kashf * 1,82,1390; Brockelmann,GAL. I, 574-/15-6- 
4-. Cf. Kitab al-Isra’ , fol.16«
5. Cf. Ibid.,fol.2a,
w6 _ for the journey." He meets a youth of spiritual nature (ruhani
al-dhat), £ent from God to act as his guide; hut in the Ascen­
sion from Jerusalem he is guided hy another, "the envoy of 
Divine Grace", with whom he ascends through the celestial 
spheres into the .presence of God.^ The poetical fragment, of 
which a rendering is given hereunder, will suffice to indicate 
its general outline;
The Sufis or mystics are the heirs of the Prophet whose 
life and doctrine they follow. Ey devoting all their days 
to meditation and the practice of the mysteries of the QurVan 
and maintaining the memories of their "beloved, they are at 
last led into the presence of God. Buraq, the beast of heaven 
that conveys them swiftly on their journey, is the symbol of 
divine love. The holy city of Jerusalem of Jrucalom, the emblem 
of light and truth, foj»ms the first stage of the journey.
’Here, as did the Prophet, they wait close to the wall, repre­
senting purity of heart, that bars access to the profane.
Having partaken of milk, the symbol of the true direction 
of revealed doctrine, they knock at the gate of heaven, 
allegorical of bodily moiTtification* Beyond the gate they 
see paradise and hell. With right eye they witness the happi­
ness of the blessed; with the left, they weep over the terrors
6 . Of. ibid., fol. 2b.
7. Of. ibid.
of the infernal fires- They reach the Lotus-tree, the symbol 
faith and virtue, and eat their fill of the fruit, whereby' 
the most sublime powers of man become perfected- Thus prepared, 
they arrive at the final stage of their journey. The veils 
enshrouding the spirit are drawn aside end the hidden secret 
of the mystery of mysteries is made manifest to them*
This MiTraj, to the Divine Throne through the same stages 
traversed by the Prophet, had already beem made a theme of 
meditation and personal experimentation by the Sufis,notably 
by Abu Yasid al-Bistami; and it is this theme that Ibn 1Arabi 
develops and • systemstises in the present treatise * It is 
interesting to note that of this treatise, in many ways the 
mosst important of his books, a manuscript is preserved in 
Istanbul (Welieddin, Bayezid Publid Library, 1628) which 
was read, before Ibn TArabi in A.H. 633/1235*
Most valuable commentaries, on this work, written by 
(a) his learned disciple IsmaTil b w Sawdakin al-Nuri (d.646/ 
1248), (b) Sitt al-'Ajam bint al-Nafis, and (c) Zainal 
1Abidin b. !Abd al~Rafuf al-Munawi (1022/1613)®
The work is divided into 38 chapters. Some of the 
headings can be situated within the main body of the work 
without difficulty, such as the heading "Ay at Munajat al-Imam
^  ^  oAbu Hamid rukn al-ma'alim wa 11-mahamid•"»  *
To the Qur'an and Prophetic Traditions he always look
8. Of. Ibid. ,fol.23t>.
$ 0
for support on whatever he says, whether they have any bearing 
on it or not, The Quranic verses which he quotes may be
pdivided into two main groups: (a) those which are suscqtible 
to pantheistic interpretation, and (b) those which are not.
He inter prets the Qur'an in such a way as to fit in with his 
pantheistic doctrine even at the cost of violaring its langu­
age and grammar,. Some times he interprets the text with the 
help of some ingenious philological devices in stjch a way
Qas to elxcxt whatever doctrine he himself wishes to explain.'
Many 'Traditions, verses of the Qur'an and some pieces
of portry, employed, by Ibn 'Arabi to illustrate his arguments,
are not accompanied by any indications as to their original
reference-.or source# In this respect, misquatation has
presented and added difficulty in tracing their sources.
In the case of the Qur’an, notable example appears on fol.30b
'°of the text where, for,Tinnahu ana' llahu. * of a 'budun" , he has
"innanx ... fa'budun*" In the case of the Traditions, the
multitude of accepted variats makes judgement impossible.
With respect to the poetical quotations, four verses which
have been possible to trace has undergone considerable 
11alteration*
9. Of. ibid., fol.1b,21 a,32b*
1 0.Another notable example appears on the fol„7t, where, for 
"wa;. lakin haqqat kalimatu 'l-'adhab 'ala ' 1-kafirlnhe
has "wa haqqat 'alaihim kalimat al-adhabe" See many other 
examplrs on fols. 3a, 19a, 21b, 29b, 3 1a, 3 3a..
11,Of. Kitab al-Isra, fols. 22a,and 32b.
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He was a man of colossal mrmory and extensive erudition, 
and he availed himself of every source that was accessible 
to him. He shows no preference for one source to another; 
but selects from them all that appeared to him to be relevant 
to his general system.
His language is pure and faultless and is highly theolo­
gical and abounds in expressions commonly current in the 
language of orthodox theology. His work is full.of illusions 
to all sorts of stories, true or imaginary, and he has written 
the work with the pen of reasons and the ink of mythology. 
Unless one is familiar with all the superstitious stories 
that were current then in the Muslim world, it will be impossi­
ble for one to understand the work well. His language is so 
t.echnical, figurative and involved that a literal reproduction 
would convey very little. It appears as if he has woven a
network around his main ideas with the deliberate .purpose of
12making them less intelligible. But the ideas hidden under 
such an intricate and complex cover are so valuable that it 
is worthwhile to undergo all the hardships that has to 
endure brfore getting at them. The pleasure of getting at the 
central idea after a hard struggle is really immense.
12.It is this ruggedness of style and involved nature of his 
expressions that have scared away many scolars from making 
a systemstic study of his works.
£2
The work abounds in poetry which, it seems, he has 
written on the spur of the moment. Hence the quality of his 
poems varies greatly. In manjr places it appears as if he has 
writtan down what flowed out sponteneously from his mind, 
and in others one gets the impression that he has deliberately
versifie&^Shoughts.He has written a good deal of it in addition
1bto his rhymed prose compositions counting m  hundreds. ^He has
asin all probability, composed almost all the poems /-he went on
14-w n t m g .  There are no signs of his having thought over them.
Ibn ’Arabi does not use words in this work for the sake
of words as done by Hariri and others. He is often led by his
thoughts rather than by words. Some times he wantonly mixes up
certain obscure words to cover his ideas. His language is
simple although the style and method of expression are rugged.
The words used in this work by Ibn ’Arabi, when separately
taken, are so simple that an average student of Arabic can
easily understand them. But when they are used by him In a
highly complicated sentence, they declinqfco yield a meaning
easily. Very pften he uses popular words in an uncommon sense
1 5so as to avoid detection.
13* Cf. Kitab al-Isra1 ,f61$. 2b, 9a, 10a, 11a, 12a-13a,
14a-b, 17a--19a, 25a~b, 29a.
14-. Cf. ibid., fols. 17b-18a.
15. Cf. ibid.,fols. 11a-b, 12b-13su
£3
His poetry in the present work, like his prose, is also
elusive and not direct. In some places he does not succeed
in expressing his ideas. Hence, if his poems are detached
from their context they are hardly likely to yield the full
sense, and many of them cannot scanned. He has probably
exhausted all the common metres, and his poetry is full of
16wonderfull and strange rhymes. The tone of all the poems 
in this work is serious and sincere0 There is absolutely 
no lightness or humour to relieve the seriousness of the . 
subject. Yet it must be admitted that as one reads through 
this taxing and abstruse work, his poetry and anecdotes 
relieve-'the monotomy to a certain extent.
16. Of. ibid., fols. 18b-19su
Chapter: 2
The way to God.
The Sufis make various spiritual progresses to 
achieve the manifestation (tajalli) of Allah, and finally 
union (wasl) with Him, for this purpose they have to experi­
ence a series of "states’* (ahwal), through which they know 
many unknown secrets, and gradually, after perfectly purify­
ing their hearts, draw near God*, When a Sufi, after a 
series of these experience^ attains his ultimate goal, he 
desires to be permanent at that state of union; and he thinks 
it the state of everlastingness of his being, for the endless 
time, in the everlastingness of the Absolute Being, The 
also maintains that the Prophet returned from the highest 
heaven after he ascended there, but the sufi would never 
return if he would ever attain that stage, as said the great 
sufi fAbd al-Quddus al-Gongohl. This statement signifies 
the real object of the sufi in his earnest endeavour to 
perform a spiritual journey to God.
Ismail ibn Sawdakln mentions,in his commentary on the
"Kitab al-Isrh* ila11-Maqam al-Asra" of Ibn 1Arabi, that
the journeys for Allah In particular are three: (a) journey
from Allah,(safarun minhu); (b) journey to Him (safarun
ilaihi); (c) journey in Him (safarun flhi); and the third
2journey is the final and supreme one. Byv the first journey
1. Cf. Al-Qushairi, Kisalah, art. "al-Pana1 and al-Baqa1," 
p. 4-3; Schimmel, Gabriel fs Wing, Leiden, 1963, p.272;
MU.,p.91.
the traveller passes many realms ('awalim) to reach this 
world, and, therefore, he is far away from God. By the second 
journey he, through a helper (shaikh), attains to the universal 
intellect after the disunion. By the third journey, the endless 
one, he reaches the stage where he lives with God, though 
externally he performs the obligatory rites of Shari1ah. To 
perform the journeys a traveller needs a shaikh, who directs 
him,and provides him with some particular lessons and condi­
tions (shurut) to accomplish, as the Gabriel was the Prophet's 
Shaikh?
The passing away (al-fana1) and the permanence (al-baqa*)
are two states of union (wasl). Passing away means the complete i
exhaustion from all evil nature in the servant, and extinction
of his human qualities and individual consciousness. While
on tile contrary permanence means existence of all good nature
in him and his survival in the will of God, that is with the
perdition of his human disposition and existing by the power
of God of his inmost being' he passes away from himself and 
zlexists m  God. At this stage a Sufi attains the state of
5existence of the heart with Allah without any mediation-; Al- 
Hujwiri mentions this stage as "contemplation (mushahadah), 
which is violence of love, and absorption of human attributes
in realizing' the vision of god, and their annihilation by
" 6 . -the everlastingness of God. Imam al-Qushain maintains that _ , - -
3* Cf. E.I.,art. Ibn al-'Arabi.
4-. Of. Al-Sulami, Darajat al-Mu'amalat, fol„79a;HU. ,pp.91-2.
5o Cf.Kashf,p. 1655 Al-Gazalr, Abu11-Eutuh,Eisalah fi facfiil 
Kalimat al-tawhid, fol. 19a; HU.92.
6, Cf. Kashf. p.165.
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a Sufi reaches this stage when he gets himself rid of 
material impediments and affection for his self, and 
performs some particular conditions0 God grants him 
knowledge and perception due to his constant earnest and 
humble prayer in the heart in vafious stages, till the 
illumination of gnosis is manifested in it. When he realizes 
all truths and, after the disappearance of all doubts, 
strongly feels the calmness of the heart and the tranquilli­
ty of certainty (yaqin), he needs to attain some more states, 
between him and God, of plenty of knowledge of secrets of 
revelations and various apperceptions, then God speaks to 
him in the heart without any covering,, At first there 
will be glimmering in the heart of the gnostic, then rays, 
then revelation, and after that he clearly observes the 
lights and the coming of visions, when it seems that he 
speaks to God, in every thing, and getting answer in every
thing, gaining new knowledge through allAhe does, then
7lights continue to come into his heart conspicuously; 'This
is the supreme state for a Sufi in his gourney.
According to some Sufis, sessions of spiritual 
music (sama1) animates the soul’s inextinguishable longing
for God, and encourages the heart to search for Him, as
,8 ~ - - -says Dhu11-Nun al-Misrx* Another Sufi says, as al-Hugwiri
7* Cf. Al-Yafi’i, Nashr al-Mahasin al-Ghaliya,pp.69,118; 
MU.,p.92.So Cx o Kashf, p «4-0^4-.
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reports, 11 Audition is that which makes the heart aware of
the things in it that produce absence (ma flha min 11-mugha-
yyibat)','^ to influence the heart to be with God*^ Al-
Hujwiri also reports shibliis version thus: "Audition is
outwardly a temptation (fitnah) and inwardly an admonition
('ibrah): he who knows the mystic sign (isharah) may lawfully
hear the admonition; otherwise, he has invited temptation
1 1and exposed himself to calamityV But some Sufis do not
appreciate this audition as a proper way to attain God, for
"Audition is the viaticum of the indigent; one who has
reached his journeyfs end has no need of it1,* because ''Hearing
can perform no Auction where union is; news is heard of the
12absent, but hearing is naught when two are face to face'J 
Abu yazld says that to reach God one should be forgetful of 
the Way
There are various openions concerning the number of
the states (ahwal) and the duration necessary for reaching
the final destination and achieving God, some need one year,
some an instant, while some need seventy years, according
14-to the condition of their hearts. According to the esoteric
science ( 1 ilm al-Batin) , a Ohristiail^ and even a singer^




13.Cf. Kitab al-Nur of al-Sahlaji, p.104.
14-.Cf. Al-Yafi1!, Nashr al-Mahasin al-Ghaliya. ,p.109.
15.Of. Al-Asrar al-MarifuTah fi Tl~Ahadith al-Mawduah, 
fol. 97^; MU.,p.94.
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can attain the degree of Abdal within a very short space
of time* As for the states, their number also differ from
one Sufi authority to another, but the necessary features
of the progress are almost same whatever form they employ
till they reach their final destination. According to
17Ibn 1Arabi and al-Qushairi they are t h r e e w h i l e  al-
A QAnsari says, they are hundred. According to some Sufis,
19 20they are four;' some say that they are nineteen; where
as al-iafi'i says that they are seventy, and he also
21mentions that some Sufis enumerate them a thousand.
According to Abu fAlI al-Jawaani, the best way is to follow
22the Prophet accurately*
All the Sufis emphatically sg.y~th.at to realize 
the secrets and wonders of the Way one must be a Sufi, 
otherwise everything of the Way is completely horrible to 
him?^ Language fails to perfectly express all the human 
feelings. It is like a mirror, and can express every 
activity of a mafl^ but it cannot express every spiritual
16. Cf. Ibid. According to Imam al-Qushairi, even a
drunkard can attain the saintship. Cf. Al-Tahbir.fol. 
71a; al-Abshihl, al-Mustatfaf,vol.p.179.
17* Cf. Mahiyyat al«*Qalb of Ibn 'Arabi, MS.Ind.Off*, 658;
Al-Maqam al-thalathah of al-Qushairi, fol.la.
18. Cf. A.J.Arberry, "'The Way in Islam" in "Aryan Path',1 
vol.XXXII, July, 1961, p.299, August, p.51*5*
19* Cf. Al-Sulami, Kitab al-Suluk al-'Arifin, fol.7b;
MU., p.91*.
20. Cf. Abu Nu'aym, Iiilyat al-Awliya' ,vol. 10,p.242;MU. ,p.91-*
21. Cf. Nashr al-Mahasin, pp. 88, 109; MU. , p . 91-*
22. Cf. Al-Sulami, Tabaqat, ed. Shariba,p.21-7.
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activity of a Sufi.^ JEt is also clear from al-Hujwiri’s
statement, as he says, "Those who tell of contemplation
either in this or the other world only say that it is
possible, not that they have enjoyed or now enjoy it,
because contemplation is an attribute of the heart (sirr)
and cannot be expressed by the tongue except metaphorically.
"26Hence silence ranks higher than speech. It is also very
clear from the account of Ibn Hajar about the condition of
the Sufi that it is impossible for a Sufi to give vent to
his feelings, because the usual language can not express
27his real state.
We find in the Qur’an an evidence of the existence
of a number of Prophet’s companions (ashab) who secrificed 
their lives for God, keeping themselves away from the
material object, being in His prayer and meditation. These
3*
people, who were perfect ascetics, were the pione/trs for
the later Sufis. Allah reminded His Prophet to be attentive 
28to them. Thus Sufis obtain the bases of their Way and
2J. Cf. Al-Qushairl, Al-Tahbir, folo67b.
24. Cf. E. Classen, outlines of the History of English 
Language,p.2.
2 5. Cf. Islamic Quarterly, vol.I, No.2, July, 1954,p.79*
26. Cf. Kashf al-Mah;Jub, pp.352-3*
27. Cf. Al-Ta’arruf fi’l-’Aslain waf 1-Tasawwlif,fol.15b.
Also Cf. Mashriq, p.20 for the clear * version of al- 
Habbagh on this point* MUl, p.96.
28. A small group of the Prophet’s Companions, who abandoned 
worldly pleasures and engrossed in devotion,used to live 
in the mosque in a very poor state,about whom Allah 
enjoined His Prophet thus, "And withhold yourself with 
those who call on their Lord morning and evening 
desiring His good will, and let not your eyes pass
from them, desiring the beauties of this world?s life;
.... '* (Al-Kahf, XVIII: 28) .
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practice from mysterious explanation of the Qur'an and
the spiritual life ofthe Prophet, The instances concerning
the Prophet*s devine intercourse and relation with God
and his ascension to Bmm and many other spiritual aspects
of his life lead the Sufis to enter into sincere and
straight relations with God traversing various states and
stations. The social condition of the then Muslim World
influenced them that to save their strong faith in Allah
they should avoid too much wealth and free indulgence
in rich diet, gorgeous and costly dress; as it is reported
that after the murder of 'Uthman ' Alfhllah b.'Umar did
60not eat his fill. Afterwards the turmoil situation
bhrough the Muslim world deprived the Sufis of their
61peaceful sleepf even many of them occupied themselves
62wholly m  His devotion in the graveyards. Turing this
period, due to the politico-religious situations,Sufis
desired to endure the suffering on their death-beds for
God's mercy-^ Pear of the Day of Joudgement and the Hell
made the Sufis so much terrified that 'Utbabnal^Ghulam
lost the taste of his sleep and used to scream^f and
29. Sufis are inspired by several Qur'anic verses, as 
Allah says, "And remebers the name of your Lord and 
devote yourself to Him with (exclusive) devotion;" 
and they find the idea of "passing away" and "existence" 
from another verse, "Every one on it (the earth) must 
pass away. And there will endure for ever the person 
of your Lord, the Lord of glory and honour." See al- 
Muzsammil, LXXIII:8; Ar-Hal^man, LV:26-75respectively.
50o See Abu Talib al-Makki, Qut al-Qulub, Vol.I,p.46.
51. Cf. Hilyah, Vol. IV., p. 159, MU., p.100.
62. Of. Ibn Sa'ad, VI, p. Ill; MU., p.100.
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even 'A'ishah, Prophet’s beloved wife used to head 
copious tears for the fear of Pear of God and
Hell which was mainly preached by al-Hasan al-Basri and 
Rabi'ah in the second centory, horrified the Sufis so 
much so that Rabah al-Qaisi used to weep in the mosque, 
at home, graveyard - everywhere^ and al-Rasibl also used
37to weep like a mother who lost her child* Rabi!ah hersell
iFOwas/much fearful of Hell that whenever she heard ot it
38she would lose her conscience^
Some Sufis maintain that if a man, after the 
evanescence of his phenomenal-self, exists with his real 
self, then he is above the obligatory duties of reli­
gion, but the distinguished Sufis are completely against 
this idea® All the eminent Sufis say that the Prophet's
life and his practice are perfect ideals for all Muslims 
to be followed; and as the Sufis are the followers of
truth (ahl al-haqq), they should be more devoted to these 
40duties® According to .Sahl b. 'Abdullah al-Tustari, the
33** Of® Ibn al-Jawzi, Sifat al-Safwa, III, p. 48; Al-
Kharraz; Kitab al-Sidq, ed. and tr.by A.J. Arberry, 
Calcutta, 1937?P*54; MU®, p.100.
34. Cf® Al-Antaki, laziyxn al-Ashwaq, I, p. 28; MU®, p.101. 
35* Of. Al-Malati, Kitab al-Tanblhjwa' 1-radd, p. 80; 
Al-Malibari, Ahadith; p.67; MU®,p.101.
36. Bee MU., p.104; al-Kawakib al-Durriyyahof al-Munawi, 
f'olo 101 b ; Badawi, p . 141.
37 • Cf. Ibn Taghri Bardi, al-Nujum, II, p. 15; MU., p . 104
38. Cf. Al-Munawi, al-Kawakib, fol.104b; MU., p.104.
39. See-V/hinfield1s introduction to Gulshan-i-Haz,p.XII.
40. Cf. Arberry, introduction to Sufism,The Pleven 
Religions, p.175*
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fundamental rules ox Sufis are six: (i) to follow the
Qurfan strictly; (ii) to follow the life of the Prophet
exactly; (iii) to eat only the legal food; (iv) to abstain
from injuring others even if they are injured by others;
(v) to refrain from prohibited things and (vi) to perform
zmthe religious duties m  time. Sahl al-Tustarr also
declares that whoever invents some thing in Islam he wilT~ ~ v-
have to answer for it on the Day of Judgement; if it is not
against the sunnah (Practice of the Proxihet) then it is
alright, but if it is against the sunnah then he will be
doomed. According to Al-Junaid, Sufism means hunger
and desertion of the world, and it is the essence of the
43Qur1an and the Sunnah. It is said that gnosis is meaning­
less except the agreement of law and even the Sufis of
44final stage of purity are to obey the religious law. No 
perfect Sufi can avoid the correct way of Law (shari1ah), 
as says al-Zajjaji (d. 348/959)^
Love is also a great favour of God for Sufis, which 
cannot be learned from any human being^ It overpowers 
the Sufi and attracts him to join God through various stages.
41. Cf. fadhkirat al-Awliya1, I,p.261, tr. by P.A. Nicholson, 
J.R.A.S. 1906, p.329; I'iU., p.128.
42. Cf. Ibn. Qudamak al-Maqdisi, 'i’ahrim al-Nazar, ed. 
G.Maqdisi, London, 1962, Arabic text,p. 63, tr. p.42;
HU., pp. 128-9.43* Cf. Ibid.; al-Uatri, Rawdat al-Nazirin, p.9.
44. Cf. Samarrai, citing al Hujwxrl, Has'alat al-’Uruj, 
p.129; Kashf. p.16.
45- Cf. Samarra1!, HU., p.129; Nicholson, Introduction to 
"Kashf al-Hahjub, p.XIII.
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A Sufi can particularly attain the mi*raj by love for God.
Love (hubb) causes desire (shawq), desire causes familia­
rity (*uns); so desire and familiarity are not possible with- 
47out love. That is why sufis are giving paramount importance 
to divine love, which helps to efface the creaturely dis­
position and by which the union with God is possible. Sufis, 
as they are the sincere followers of the Prophet, find in 
him a clea^ instance to vie with for mi1raj as he had. They 
want to attain the same stage by desire and love as the 
Prophet did. According to Abufl -Hasan al Nuri, God bestowed
mi1raj on the Prophet only due to the burning desire of his
48heart for the union with Him. By love the darkness of the
soul can be removed and element of humanity can be eleminated,
and by divine love the soul can progress to its final goal
49m  re-union with Allah.' Love contains burning desire 
(shawq) for God, familiarity (funs) with God, and contentment 
(ridaf) with everything that God confers on the Sufi
46. Cf. Tadhkirat al-Awliya1, I, p.272; MU., p.'137*
47* Al^hubbu Yujibu Shawqan, wa al-shawqu yujibu !unsan, 
faman faqada al-Shawqa wafl-*unsa fa*l yaflam annahu 
ghairu muhibbin. Cf. Al-SulamI, Tabaqat, p.203p MU.,p.138.
48. Cf. Qushairi, Kitab al-Mi'raj, fol. 539-5 al-Risalah,
P*5*49* See E.J.Give, History of Ottoman Poetry, I, P.20; MU.,
p.138.
50. Cf. The Sayings of Junaid in al-Risalah, p.160.;
MU*, p.139*
1hx three Ma' arij
As has been noted above, for the .Sufies the ascension 
of the Prophe j subsequently served as a model for the 
progress of the soul towards the Majesty of the Most 
Magnanimous from the bonds of sensuality0 thus Ibn’Arab! 
expounds it in his two epoch making works: \itab al-Isra1 
ila Haqam al-Asra and Putuhat al-Makklyyah.
Apart from Ibn 1 Arabi 's three Ma1 ari j , with which we 
shall deal below, it is clear that the Sufis1 interpretation 
of the Prophet!s Mi'raj was given the spiritual sense and 
brought nearer to the spiritual mi'raj of the Sufis themselves,. 
It seems that they have made their mi'raj suitable by the 
alteration of the Prophet's Mi'raj to suit their own objects,
So it is not unexpected that the Sufis use the same terms, 
following the same process in its every detail, But it is 
not possible for the human soul to attain to God until it 
becomes forgetful of its all attributes and freed from its 
all bonds of phenomena,
pIn his another remarkable work, "Mahiyyat al-Qalb'j
Ibn 'Arab! describes three ma'arij - three spiritual stages 
of the soul - in some different way, citing many examples,
1. Of .E*L ,a3?t. Mi'raj o In the Putuhat he devoteo. a whole 
chapter, No,367,to this subject of Mi'raj. It contains 
a short mystical commentary on the Mi'.raj of the Prophet; a description of the spiritual Ascensions of the Sufis and
saints; and a long Mi'raj, where he, following the same 
route as the Prophet rose to the heavens and had long 




Qurranic verses and Prophetic traditions to expound them in
details and to make his ideas clear in the theme* But in
spite of the close relationship among the three ma'ai'ig, he
scattered the theory and its component parts throughout the
chapters of this hook, and partly in his Tadblrat al-Ilahiyyah
fi islah al-mamlakat al-insaniyyah, and left the task of
assembling them to the intelligent reader.
Before we proceed further, we propose to give below a
short account of the heart in relation to these ma’arig, as
the heart represents the whole matter including several kinds
of lights and other essential sources, and as opening the gate
way to the spiritual progress and stages of the soul:or, in
other words, its ma'arig.
The technical term "the heart" (al-qalb) In very much
concerned to the theme of spiritual mi1rag, the soul's
spiritual progress, as it is the main centre and organ which
provides the mystic with the true knowledge of God and divine 
4*mysteries* It is the "gnosticfs eye - the organ by which 
God knowrs Himself, reveals Himself to Himself in the form of 
His epixHianies"^ (tagalliyat)* It is like a power house, and
= As for "Kitab al-Isra1...",Cf* Bihris, No.56; Brock* GAL.,
I ? 57J£/y15~6• Isma'il ibn Sawdakin, a well-versed student* of Ibn 1Arabi, wrote a momentous sharh on this work, and I 
completed the critical edition of both the treatises*
2. Of* Histoire*,I*p0297; Brock* S.I.,798/97? MS* Ind* Off* 658^ This work was critically edited and translated, with 
a most valuable commentary, by R.W.J. Austin in his thesds, 
"Studies on the Mahiyat al~Qalbl,T University of London, 1965-
"its power is a secret force or energy (quwwat Khafiyah)
There are many places inside and outside the heart, which have
their own nature and meaning; and the heart includes all of
them? The validity and fruitfulness of all the actions and the
religious practices depend only upon the intention of the heart. 
- On the soundness of the heart depends the soundness of all
other parts of the body, and even if it is corrupt or unsound 
then all other parts of the body become the same, as the 
Prophet said? Imam Tirmidhl is of the opinion that this heart 
is source of the principles of knowledge (usupl al-'ilm), 
and like the spring of water; and it is the origin of 
"light of faith (nur al-iman) and the light of submissi­
veness (khushu1), piety(taquwa), love (mahabbah), consent
(rida1), certainty (yaqin), fear (khawf), hope (rajaf),
9patience (sabr), and contentment (qana'ah). That is why 
/.nh
All/speaks to His true servant in the heart, without-, any
veil of hearing. A perfect gnostic gets in his heart at 
first faint light, then a line of light, then clear lights,
10and then visions. .Sufis maintain that the Prophetfs heart 
was cleansed different times to devote the whole of his 
heart only to Allah®^ The word "himmah" particularly
12signifies the power of the heart. A gnostic, by the
3® Ed. H.S. Nyberg, "Kleinere Schriften des Ibn al-1Arab!,
E.J. Brill, Leiden, 1919? PP* 103^24*0 
4. Of. Creative Imagination in the Sufism of Ibn 1Arabi,p.221.
5® Cf® Ibid®
6. Cf. ibid., p. 222.
7. Cf® Bayan al-Parq, "The Muslim World1,' 51? (1961), pi-28®
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concentration of this "himmah" and with the help of active
imagination, can change th_ states and circumstances in the
outside world* As the different people possess different
kind of hearts, Ibn ’Arabi classifies them into three
different groups: n(a) the disciples of the science of the
heart (ashab al-qulub), (b) the disciples of the rational
intellect (ashab al-'uqul), and (c) the simple believers 
14-(mu * ininun) !*
According to Imam Tirmidhi the heart has four fairly
coherent stations(a) the br*east (sadr), (b) the heart
proper (qalb),(c) the inner heart (fuad), and (d) the intell 
1 5ect (lubb)V Among them every station possesses special 
significance* Such as: the light of Islam (nur al-ialam) 
is the product of the breast, the light of the faith (nur al 
iman) is the product of the heart proper, the light of gnosi 
(nur al- ma’rifah) is the product of the inner heart, and 
the light of unification (nur al-towhid) is the product of
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16the intellect, t, e inmost extent of the heart* However
all these four degrees of heart correspond to the four
. . 17spiritual grades of Sufis*
8* Of* ibid*, p.30 
9® Of* ibid*
10.Of* al-yaf1 1E,Nashr al-Mahasin, p* 118; M*U.,p*211. 
11*Cf. Kitab al-Mi’raj, fol* 5 1 M U * , p 89* 
l2*Cf* CISI«, p.222*
15*Of* ibid*,p*2 2 3* Ibn 1Arabi*s personal experience is a 
clear example to this fact; - he met and spoke to Ahmad
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The successive spiritual stages of the heart help
the traveller to conduce his meditation till he reaches
the final degree of union. At the beginning of Sufism the
stages were very few, but by the passage of time and the
gradual development of the Sufism they increased even to
hundred in number, as al-Ansarl (d.481 A.H.) points them
-  ^  18out in Manazil al-Sairm, According to Imam al-Qushain
they are three; and at the final stage the traveller
19"loses has status in the vision of Reality'.'  ^ In short,
the heart, as a central part, is the stream of esoteric
science ('ilm al-batin), and the most important organ, on 
which depends the whole function of Sufi Mi1raj, wibh its
various states and stations.
As we have already indicated before, Ibn 1Arabi’s 
ideas on the progress of the soul to the clear apprehension 
of its essential identity with the particular intelligence 
in the heart are widely spread in his remarkable work 
al-Qalb1 * He divided the process into three
= al Sabati, a great saint and the son of famous Caliph 
of Baghdad, in his corporeal body, who died many years 
ago. Gf. CISI., p.53®
14.Of. ibid., p.2 3 0®
15oCf."Bayan al-Barq.,.","The Muslim World" 51(1961),
P® 25®
According to Imam Tirmidhi,"the breast is so called 
because it is the first part (sadr) of the heart and 
its first station, just as the sadr of the day is its 
beginning or as the court is the first place in the 
homestead" Of. ibid., p.29.
16.Cf. ibid., pp. 25-6 .
separate stages (ma'arij). It is there complete but 
diffused. Accordingly, an arranged and harmonized abridged
description of the despersed Ma'arij, with relevant Qur'anic
Verses, Prophetic traditions and examples, provided by him, 
given below.
But considering Dr. B.W.J. Austi's commanda'ble work on 
this subject, with his philosophic disposition into a broad 
and fairly coherent system, which is the result of his own 
creative mind, and which I cannot improve anymore; I like 
to limit myself to the short textual description of them in 
ray own way.
As regards the first mi1 raj, the stage of the connection
20between spiritual niceties and subtitles with the heart,
it is the union (ittisal) of the light of the vital soul 
(nafs al-haywaniyyah) with the heart. And this link is not
possible sqiong the traveller is engrossed in the material 
21affairs. This is indicated in the Qur'an thus,"NayI rather 
what they used to do has become like rust upon their hearts.
Nay.I most surely they shall oh that day be debarred from
22 . 27)their Lord. ...Nay, on the hearts are their locks" ^
17. Accordingly,"the breast and the light of Islam within 
it correspond to the first rank, that of the Muslim;the
light of faith in the heart corresponds to the believer 
(mu'minin); the light of gnosis in the inner heart to 
the gnostic ('arif ) ; and the light of unification in the 
intellect/to the highest rank, that of the unifier 
(muwahhid). Cf. ibid., p.26.
18. Cf. Arberry, the Aryan Path,Vol.XXXII, July,1961,p.299; 
M.U., p. 126.
19. Cf. Al-Pisalah, p.44*
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It would, be well if they would keep themselves wibhin certain 
limits to their* essential necessity (al-hajat al-daruriyyah), 
which is possible for them, but they exceeded the limits 
without their urgent need. So this excess is called the
TIlock (qufl) here in the third verse of the Qur'an (....
aqfaluha"), with the indication (al-ta'rid) that the locks
are generally existed in the human nature. And due to their
souls' propensities (aghrad) and inclination towards the
worldly acquisition devils enter into their hearts, and
become partners in their wealth and children, and threaten
them with poverty and ask them to be niggardly; as Allah
says, "The devil threatens you with poverty and enjoins you
24to be niggardly....; ...and share with them in wealth and
children, and hold out promises to them; and the devil makes
25nob promises to them but decive". Then Allah says, "Surely
26(as for) My servants, you have no authority over them..." 
that is, it will not be possible for the devil to enter into 
(to influence) the hearts of those people who will be satis­
fied with the needful portion of the material objects. This 
way the realm of their Lord (spiritual world) becomes clear 
and visible bo their perceptive eyes (basa'ir al-qalbiyyah);
20. Cf. Mahiyyat al-Qalb. fo1.24a; SMQ.p.6,111.
21. Cf. Mahiyyah, fol. 28a; SMC.pp.23-4,126.
22. Al-Tatfif, L XXXIII; 14-15.
23* Muhammad, XLVII: 24.
24. Al-Baqarah, 11:268.
25- Bani-Isra1II, XVII: 64.
26. Bani-Isra'rl, XVII: 65.
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as the Prophet says, "IP the devils would not circle
the hearts of mankind then they would see the angles of
t onheavenly kingdom. ( This kind of diseases (devilish insi­
nuations and rustings) return from the place which belongs, 
outside the heart, to animal sould (nafs bahimfyyah), 
which usually instructs the interests of the body only.
This is mentioned in the Qur!an thus, • most surely 
(menfs) self is wont to command (him to do) evil, except 
such as my Lord has had mercy bn . ..',T28 that is, through 
the fore-knowledge of God (sabiqah azaliyyah), according 
to which the end of every thing happens, and to which all 
the causes are drawn out, even if a man posses whole of 
his life in sin he may die with 'lman; that is why the 
Prophet nays, " Donft see in the activeties of a man 
but father see in his end"29 (whether he died with lman 
or without lman). This stage is called (by Ibn rArabi) the 
first Mi*raj
As the soul is ignorant of this stage of Mi?raj, 
due to remoteness between it and the lights of the 
intellect (anwar al-'aql) and its nearness (relationship) 
to the darkness of the nature (Zulmat al-tab1), it is 
called the soulfl! that exhorts to evil" (al-nafs al- 
ammarah bi al-su').
27. Cf* Mahiyyah, xols* 28a-28b; SMQ., pp. 25-6,126-7
28* Kusuf, XII: 55.
29® Bukhara, Qadar, 5-
50o Of. Mahiyyah, fols* 28a~29&5 SMQ., pp.25-6; 127-
In his attributes a complete man consists of three
realms (thalathatu1awalim): (a) the realm of creation (khalq)
(b) the realm of arrangement (levelling) or intermediate
realm (taswiyah), and (c) the realm of command (amr)o^ When
at last (after completion of three realms respectively) Allah
perfected the creation of man with the commanding breath 
(nafkhah amriyyah), He declared, "certainly Vie created man in
7 7the best make’J ^  This complete shape of man is like the core
of fruits (lubb) in side two shells (qaslrrain). The first
shell is the designing shape and what is connected with this
shape, as the acquisitions, physical movement, the ambitions
(himmah) of the heart, which is connected with the usefulness
of the shapes and mundane desires,, This is called the first
veil (al hijab al awwal)* When a man overcomes it, rejecting
ta ilit, he ascends to the first mi1raj.
Imam Tirmidhifs similar expressions, about bhe breast
which represents the second station of the heart, corroborate
this first mi'raj, in its definition by the phrases: "islam"
35and "rnshirah al sadrl1^
*  *
This stage can be partially compared with Hazx^at 'Inayat 
Khan's ^ express ion, the Sanskrit word, Atma - the soul, a man;
31. Cf. Mahiyyah. fol. 30a ; SMQ., p.31? 132.
32. Cf. Mahiyyah. fols. 46b-zl*8b andSMQ. , pp. 113-122,193-199
for the details.
33. AI-Tin, XCV:4.
3^. Cf. Mahiyyah, fala, 48a-48b; SMQ.,pp.122,199. _
35 • Of. Mahiyyah, fols, 27b, 37a-; SMQ, pp. 21**2,63; Bay an al-
Farq... , “The Muslim World11, 51 9 (1961) ,pp.25,32~7*
36. A great Sufi Mystic who visited Western world in 1910
and stayed there till his death in 1926, teaching and =
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including its three main stages: (a) the animal man; (b) the 
devil man; and (c) the human man,^
As regards the second Mi*raj,it is the connection of the 
minor intelligence ('aql al-jus!i) with the light of the soul 
that attached to the heart, which passes through the devilish 
bar and the barriers of lusts (shahwat) in the soul and the 
innate propensities (aghrad tabl'iyyah) until both the lights 
are united. The union of this intellectual light with heart 
takes place with the help ox eye of discernment ('ain al 
basirah) whose actions of special attribute (khassiyah) are 
related by the ill character, shaping in the heart, which cause 
the perceptible actions of the limbs, certainly it is not due 
to the hidden thoughts (khatarat al batinah) that the soul 
gets power, and the character is enticing. As a result of this, a 
smoke rises from the bottom of the heart to upwards and covers 
the mental vision completely and hinders the light of the 
partial intelligence from uniting with the heart.
This view of Ibn 'Arabi corresponds to the subtle 
expression of Imam Tirmidhi that the self is just like a hot 
smoke, being the origin of ill wishes, selfish desires and 
uncontrolled passions, which fill the breast and block up the
= delivering most valuable lectuers discussing his views, 
through which he developed his philosophy;Cf. "The Sufi 
Message of Hazrat Inayat Khan” London, 1960,Vol.I,p.7-
37.Cf. Ibid., London. 1963, Vol. VIII, part.I,p.28 (The 
.different stages of the Spiritual Development).
38.Of. Mahiyyah, fol. 29a; SMQ. pp.26-7?127-8.
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. » • \ 3 9light (of the heart wrthm the breast) from illuminating.
The people who faced this situation are mentioned in the
Qur'an thus* "... Surely We have placed veils over their hearts
lest they should understand it...$ They whose eyes were under
4-0a cover from My reminder...." Without this veil a heart is
called"intelligent";('aqil) due to the illumination (’ishraq)
of the light of intelligence in its arena; as Allah says,
"Have they not travelled in the land so that they should have
41hearts with which to understand...1,1 that is, by journing and
parting (mufaraqah) from the sensible world by leaving; soul's
42blameworthy character. The Prophet also says, "the intelli**
gence is a light in the heart which recognises the right and
« 43wrong.
When the mental vision retarted from accepting the light
of the intelligence and from its union with the heart, and the
period of this condition lengthened, then it changes its
position from the covers (akinnah) to blindness, and even it
is called blindness. This is mentioned in the Qur'an thus,
for* surely it is not the eyes that are blind , but blind
44are the hearts which are in the breasts. And whoever is
blind in this (world) he shall (also) be blind in the hereafter,
and more erring from the (right) w a y " H e r e  "spiritual
39. Cf. Bayan al-Parq .../'The Muslim World",51,(1961),p.26.
40. Al-Kashf, X V I I I 57*101.
41. Al-Haad» XXII: 46.42. Cf.*Mahiyyah, fol. 29a; SMQ., pp.26-27,128-9.
43. Cf. Ibid.
44. Al-Hadj, XXII: 46.
45. BanI Isra'Il, XVII: 72.
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blindness1 is meant in the verse, which is generally accepted; 
and whoever dies with this quality, he will be the same, with 
more, in the hereafter. Thus Ibn 1Abbas answered to the bitter 
remark of one contemporary (Ibn Jubair) about his physical 
blindness blaiming him (Ibn Jubair) of his spiritual blindness^ 
This is also indicated in some other vei,ses of the Qur'an, as 
Allah says, "And whoever turns away from My reminders, his 
shall surely be a straintened life, and We will raise him on 
the day of resurrection, blind. He shall say: My Lord! why 
hast Thow raised me blind, and I was a seeing one indeed? He 
shall say: Even so: Our communications came to you, but you
liT)neglected them; even thus shall you be forsaken this day',1 {
that is,the intellect, at the back of mental vision, covered
by the darkness of the nature and the propensities of the soul, 
so the man abstained from the exertion in His way (mujahadah)
and from obeying His Messenger1 performing and practising what
he brought, maintaining the existence of the intelligence in
this realm of obligation (taklif); and did not try well to
remove the veils from his spiritual eyes, purifying his heart
from the ill nature, before the disease defied all medical
skill and the viels became the blindness and the healing
becomes impossible. If the man performs all these functions
46* Though at the moment I have no scope to give full refernece 
of the fact, but it is certain that this remark was made 
by Ibn Jubair against Ibn 1Abbas, who became blind in his 
old age, and who was at first the supporter of "mut'a1,1 
a temporary marriage which is contracted for a fixed 
period on rewarding the woman, but Ibn Jubair was deadly against this; as Ibn 1Abbas, before his death, was also
converted to Ibn Jubair's view. Once there was an exchange^
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properly and correctly he will find tlie light of the
intelligence is obvious in the merror of his heart, and he
will behold the signs of his Lord and His management of 
affairs in this world* These are the things by which he can 
know his self well and ascend to the " mifraj al- sa'adah"
(the ascension of the bliss) through the knowledge (ma'rifah) 
of his Lord* As Allah says, 1 And be not like those who
U Oforsook Allah, so He made them forsake their own souls..."
that is^they forgot Allah!s signs turning towards other things,
so Allah deprived them of the knowledge (mafrifah) of their
49 50
selves, which is the clear way to know Him.
In the second mi'raj the soul is cognisant of its
ascension from the lower stage of ignorance to the stage of
proximity to intelligence due to its connection with the arena
of the heart. At this stage the soul is exactly in the middle
of the two stages of obedience and disobedience. For this
reason it is called "Lawwamah" (hanging in between the two
stages). As the soul has at this ^tage necessary knowledge
with irrefutable proof, the disobedience of the soul will be
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a , of hot words between them. Ibn 'Abbas insisted on the 
legality of "mutb. and Ibn Jubair rejecbed the view,and 
threatened him saying,1'!! you commit this I will punish 
you by stoning (rajm)1,' and, indicating the physical blind­
ness of Ibn 'Abbas, said, n that is why Allah made some 
people blind in this world1*1 See the statement _pa-rt±j in
E.I ., art. Muta Sahxh Muslim;Kitab al-Nikah;bab Nikah al
47.?aha, XX: 124-6. * * ”Mut'a;Hadith No. 11 afid 22.
48.A1-Hashr, LIX:19*49*That is "the man who knows that his soul (nafs) is the
reality of the Real Being, he knows his Lord" (through the 
knowledge of his self) (man hrafa nafsahu faqad *arafa 
rabbaliu). Gf. CISI. , p.207 for more details; also see the 
note on the tex of "Kitab al-Isra* ilaTOaqam al-Asra!j
more serious and more punishable than its disobedience at
the stage of ignorance, though this is lower than the stage
of uncovering of the spiritual eye and the illumination of
the lights of the intelligence. This is indicated in the
Qur'an thus, "... and Allah has made him err having knowledge
and has set a seal upon his ear and his heart and put a
" 51covering upon his eye. ^
This second mi*raj is connected with the blaming soul 
(al-nafs al-Lawwamah) and is the span of Sufi Path and the 
duration of the earnest endeavour and the spiritual exercise.
At times the period :L& shortened by the desire and the connec­
tion of the delicate graces of God with the intrinsic movement 
of external limbs, and it can be up to the end of one's life. 
Its result is the guidance by the help of rational stream 
which appears through the uncovering of the eye of discernment, 
then happens the complete opening of the hraast to submission, 
which is the essence of the complete surrender to the authority 
of Allah. At this stage a man does not move any of his external, 
limbs, except it is purely for Allah, and does not think of 
any thing except truly for Allah, and now he becomes externally 
and internally a complete true servant. And its result is to 
weaken the devil every way, as Allah says-',1 ^Surely as regards 
My servants, you have no authority over t h e m . a . .... Then 
by Thy Might I will s^^rely make tham live an evil life, all.
50.Cf. Mahiyyah , fols.29a~30a; SMQ. , pp.27-30,129-131 *
51.A1-Jathiya, XLV: 23, Cf. Mahiyyah, fol. 30§; SMW.,31,132.
52.Al-Hijr, XV:42.
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Except fhy servants from among them, the purified ones'J*^
There are also two groups, of qualities in the second 
mi1raj° First group is a harrier, containing blameworthy 
qualities, which is related to the realm ox soul. They are: 
haughtiness (kibr), vanity (!ujb), stinginess (shuhh), 
covetousness (tama1), hatred (hiqd), grudge (hasad) , quarrel 
(max'aT), wrath (ghadad), faithlessness (khiyanah),falsehood
(kidhb), despondency (qunut), ravenousness (sharah), calumny
(namimah), defamation (ghlbah), self-love (hubb al-nafs), 
ohigh-l^>e (tul al-'amal), love of glorification (hubb al- 
ta'slm),, adorning before the creatures (tazyin al-khalq), 
regarding own course of action and to depend on it, anticipat- 
ing in the creation and be afraid of them, and all other such 
things which obstruct the soul from sincere devotion* Because, 
all of this is a veil from Allah* If a man avoids these bad 
qualities totally and, in exchange, accepts better qualities 
such as: modesty (tawadu* )itfuthfulness (sidq), noblehearted­
ness (lcaram), forbearance (hilm), belief in Allah (lman), 
fulfilment of a promise or discharge of an obligation (al- 
wafa’), endurance (sabr), forgiveness (safh), diffidence 
(haya1), poverty (faqr), satisfaction (qanadah), good will 
and approval (rida1)? probity (fiffah), godliness (taqwa), 
faithfulness or reliability (amanah), safeguarding (siyanah)^
piousness (wara1), trust in Allah (tawakkul), conviction of 
Allah (yaqln), Loving (tawaddud), pardon (!atw), respect and
preference for others (ithar), backing (i'anah), kindness
539 Qadp XXIII; 82-63* Cf* Mahiyyah, fols* 30b-31a; SM££* , -pp*32-4,13^ra^ p5* "
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(rahmah), bravery (shaja'ah), earnest endeavour (mujahadah),
sagasity (hikmal), frankness (ikhlas), perception (ma'rifah),
and ivorship ( ' ubudiyyali) , When the soul acquires these
commandable qualities leaving blameworthy qualities, then
heart ascends to the second mifraj and the second stage
of felicity. 'The first group of the qualities is called
"fana* fan !ala al-suwar" (non existence from the realm of
forms), and the second is "fana1 'an 'alam al-ma'anln
54(non existence from the realm of thought)-;
This second H i 1raj corresponds to Hazrat Inayat Khan's 
terminology of Sanskrit word '"Mahatma" a high soul, an 
illuminated being, a spiritual personality} including its
ECall three stages.^
As regards the third mi'raj, it is the last stage of
, , 56 ,the journey and the grand falicity. It is the loyal
attachment (ikhlas) and the maximum uncovering (al-kashf al- 
aqsa), which ds regarded as the utmost enterprise of the
Sufi (iqdam al-salikin)5^ When the departure of the- virtuous 
soul from the realm of nature takes place, after its sepa­
ration from realm ox form, and once separated from the lower 
stage of brutishness to reach the range of the angels, 
till it lived in the arena of the heart; it makes there
connection with the stream of the intelligence by the eye of
54. Of. Mahiyyah, fols. 48b-49a;SMQ., pp. 122-4-, 199-201.
55. Cf. "The Sufi Messagembf Hazrat Inayat Khan" Vol.VIII, pp.29-30 "for1 the details.
56. Of. Mahiyyah, fol. 32b; SMQ. , pp. 40,139*
57° &f. Mahiyyah, fol. 24a; SMQ., pp. 10, 114.
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discernment till they become united. At this stage the soul
becomes peaceful, the heart becomes open and delighted, and
the eye of certainty becomes unveiled, and divine secrets
become perfectly clear to the soul, and the unknown better
spiritual essences become available. Now every unseen things
became vivid, the faith is confirmed, real union became
evident, and the uncertainty is gone and the certainty exists.
This is indicated in the Qur’an as Allah says,VAnd thus did
We show Abraham the Kingdom of the heavens and the earth and
58that he mxght he of those who are sure'y and this is the
third mi1raj above which there is no degree or goal for the 
59Sufis. This is called "fana* ’an al-fana1” (non-existence 
from the non-existence), and this is the stage of . indepen­
dence, where the heart, being qualified with the praiseworthy 
qualities, becomes partner with the angels in the particular 
servitude (1ubudiyyah), and gains divine gifts (graces), 
with which it becomes completely occupied. Then the spiritual 
traveller travells deep into the realm of heart and becomes
58. Al-An’am, VI: 76. This showing the kingdom of the
heavens and the earth means that Ibrahim received from 
Allah the insight into the Divine Laws of nature function­
ing in the Kingdom of the heavens and the earth. This 
insight convinced Ibrahim that Allah is the real controller 
of the Universe and His power is the .Supreme above all.
Cfo MM.’All The Holy Qur’an, Woking, 1917,p. 505 •
59* Cf. Mahiyyah, fol. 54b; S.M.Q., pp. 50-51? 146-7.
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absorbed with, it so much so that if he talks, he talks 
to it, and if he walks, he walks to it, and if he poins out
something, he points it out to it. Thus the transcendental
world becomes conspicuous to him and he enters into the
spiritual world, being absolutely cut of from the perceptive
world, and then he becomes with the permanent realities, as
it was in the case of Ibrahim, when he was asked to offer up
his son, due to the influence of his son in his heart. So, 
when he submitted himself completely to Allah's will, and .
became ready to carry on His instruction into effect, and
Allah found his heart free from the influence of his son,
60He exempted him from the calamity.
This third mi1raj is related to Hazrat Inayat Khan's
third terminology,1"Paramatma", the divine man, the self
realised person, the God-conscious soul} that is "the highest
*61stage of the awakening ox' the conscious
60„ Of. Mahiyyah, fol. 49a; SMQ. , pp. 124-6,201-2. 
61. Of."The Sufi Message of Hazrat Inayat Khan1,1 vol.
¥111, p.5 1.
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Why the Sufi try for mi1raj
To the Sufi "mi1raj" means proximity (qurb) to Goch!
Subsequently, it was used to indicate the Sufi mi1 raj of the
soul. Nan always endeavours to find out the thuth (haqq)
that
to honour the agreement (mithaq)/he made with his creator
to go back to his former state in which he was before he
2came to this world. Consequently, the Sufi is inquest of 
the way by which he was sent to this world. But to achieve 
this aim, he has to exempt himself from all material bonds 
by annihilating his self. This state can be attained only 
by ever-burning desire, in which the .Sufi gains, in his 
extreme desire for his beloved, better enjoyment than that 
of the inhabitants of paradise, with which 'they are fortunated?
The Sufi, striving to come to the tranquillity of his 
soul, in his unquenchable desire mersing himself in Divine 
Being, seeking his lost peace in this state, desires to 
fulfil this state of extinction ffom his human disposition, 
as the Prophet did on the night of mi1raj. The Prophet 
ascended to the Heavens with the hblp of a ladder^ To the Sufi,
1. Cf$i]£ashf al-Mahjub, p., 238.
2. Cf. Al-Junaid, Kitab al- Mithaq, ed. and tr. by ’Abdel 
I(adir,(Gibb Memorial) 1962, Arhbic Text, pp. 40-43i Engl, tr. pp. 160-4* NU. ,p.184.
3# Cf. A!}-Sulaml, ’hl-Tabaqat’,’ p. 315; NU. , pp. 184-5.
4. Ni’raj, originally ladder, later "ascent", especially 
Prophet Nuhammad’s ascension to heaven. A ladder 
(mirqat) was used for the Prophet’s ascension. This 
ladder was of splendid appearance; it is the divine 
staircase with the help of which the souls of human being 
ascend to the heave, as did the Prophet, and which is =
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this means the rising of the soul to the central point of 
wisdom in search of the truth. On the night of mi1raj when 
the Prophet reached near God and his human power was- 
exhausted, he desired not to come back to this lower and 
natural world; but God returned him offering the similar 
state in this world, Therefore, after he returned to this
world, the Prophet used to ask Bilal to call to grayer
* 5(adhan),to attain the mi*raj. Accordingly, al-HujwIri
says, "Thus to him every time of prayer was an Ascension
”6and a new nearness to God,
Indeed the Sufis are used to explain the religious
rites in their own way and expound the Prophet's expression
metaphorically to fit them with their spiritual purposes.
To the Sufis, therefore, prayer, which keeps men away
_
from indecency and evil; is a way which helps them to
8approach near to God; as it was a mi'raj to the Prophet
whenever -he performed it; and this way the Sufis gain the
.  9nearness when they stand before Him, The prayer, including
the recitation of the Qur'an in it, is an effective method
of freeing from the bondage of sin,and a living belief in
Divine power, and which leads the Sufis to communion with
perhaps similar bo Jacab's ladder, Gf, Aj.-Ibtiliaj
wa?‘l kalam 'ala'l-Isra' wa' 1-Mi 1 ra j , f olsf 29 a and 46a; 
E7l'“ art’o Mi ' ra j', ~ "
5- Cf. Kashf. p, 302; MU,, p. 185.
6. Cf. Ibid.; Hamidullah, Why Pray, Al-Mushlimoon, April-
May, 1962, pp.1-11.
7- Al~!Ankabut, XXIX: 4-5.
8. Cf. Al-Luma*, p, 150.
9. Cf. Kashf, p. 300.
God9 facing to the Ka'bah which corresponds to their
internal Ka'bah (heart) being the Throne of Allah (fArsh);
11which is the secret of Holy meditation,,
According to Al-Kattani (d.328/959)> there are one
thousand states of light and darkness between Allah and His 
12servant. In place of states and stations, some Sufis hold
that there are many natural veils which restrain the followers
of truth (ahl al-haqq) from their progress in the way. Another
Sufi, namely Sahl al-Amull, says that the riches and other
material objects are strong berrierson the way of the Sufi's
mi'raj. Al-Hujwiri mentions the version of A_bu Yazid about
his own experience: "I saw that my spirit (sirr) was born
to the heavens. It looked at nothing and gave no heed,
though Paradise and Hell were displayed to it, for it was
freed from phenomena and veils. Then I became a bird, whose
body was of Oneness and whose wings were of Everlastingness, 
and I continued to fly to the air of the Absolute (huwiyyah),
until I passed into the sphere of purification (tanzlh), and
gazed upon the field of Eternity (azaliyyat) and beheld
84
10
10. Cf. MM. 'All, The Holy Qur'an, pp. 782-3.
11. Cf. Kashf, p. 300. The Sufis maintain that the human
personality does not exist in the final unionu with God 
like a raindrop mersed in the sea is not completely 
vanished but does not exist separately, "so the disem­
bodied soul is indistinguishable from the Universal Deity'.1 
Cf. Nicholson, The Mystics of Islam, p. 167.
12. Cf. Ansarl,"Manazil" it is quoted by A.J. Arbery in
11Aryan Path", Bombay „ India, XXII, July 1961, No. 7? 
p.297; MU., p. 166.
13. Cf. Kashf, pp., 22, 149.
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there the tree of Oneness. When I looked I myself was all
those. I cried: '0 Lord, with my egoism (mani-yi man) I
cannot attain to Thee, and I cannot escape from my selfhood.
What am-’.I to do ? God spake: f0 Abu Tazid, thou must win
release from thy "thou-ness" by following My beloved i.e.
(Muhammad). Smear thine eyes with the dust of his feet and
14
follow him continually!1 The Sufis of all time long for the 
nearness to God, and that nearness is mentioned here by His
indication "follow My beloved...1.1 According to Abu 'All al-
Daqqaq, there is a good similarity between the prayer and
the Prophet's mir'aj in many respects, such as the midraj
has three stages' (manazil):from Macca to Jerusalem, then
to Sidrat al-mumtaha (Lote-tree of the Boundary), and then
to the presence of God (Qaba qawsaini aw adna). In the same
manner, prayer has also three stages: the introductory stand
(al-qiyam), the Kneeling (al-ruku1) and then prostration
(al-sujud), which is the last extreme nearness^ that is
why Allah emjoins His servant, "Make obeisance and draw 
nigh (to Allah)
Sufis claim that they derive the coception of their 
way from the Prophet in all aspects. Their mi*raj takes 
place in the prayer; and they also, like the prophet,ascend 
and see the strange things of the Heaven and Hell, but that
14. Of. Ibid., p. 158.
15® CJT. Kitab al-Mi'raj, fol. 40a; Kitab al-If tihaj ,fols.
64b-65a; MU., pp. 187-8.
16. Al-'Alaq, XCVf:19.
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in dream, as was in the case of Abu Yazid, not in wakefulness,
17
as saw the Prophet. This was explained by al-Hujwiri thus,
1 the ascension of the Prophets takes place outwardly and
in the body, whereas that of saints takes place inwardly and
18 _in the spirit. So, a Sufi can attain mi'raj when he passes
19away from his self to reach near God; and for this purpose
his beginning step should be to controll his lower soul which
is his deadly foe, and thus avoiding all material desires it
becomes stronger when the divine secrets are more visible to
20him and he succeeds all of his wishes.
Sufis also declare that they are the true followers
of the Prophet, therefore, they take each phrase and every
part of his mi'raj as a pattern and model for them. They
find a perfect example of spiritual experience in his mi'raj
but simultaneously they understand that the Prophet's (exact
21the same) mi'raj is not possible for them to attain. They
think that the heart of the Prophet was cleansed perfectly
near the well of Zamzam because its pure state is necessary
for deep and effective meditation which is absolutely for 
22God; and this cleansing took place several times, which suit
17* Cf. Kitab al-Mi'raj, fol. 37^ >; PU** p.188.
18. Of. Kashi?, p. 238.
19. Cf. Kitab al-M'raj, fol. 59b.
20. Of. Kashf, p. 325 •
21. Cf. 'Affifi,"The story of the Prophet's Ascent in Sufi 
thought and literature" Islamic Quarterly’,' vol. II, Wo.I
(1955), P.24.22.Cf. Kitab al-Mi1 raj, fols. 5&, 11a and 51a.
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them better, to dedicate hhe.xr hearts completely for God7 
Similarly, the Prophet did not give any attention to the 
callers from each of two sides of his way to heave^becuase 
whose longing for God is strong he cannot think of any other
P S  tthing. Sufig?keep themselves engrossed in His contemplation
26as the Prophet used to do before his Mi*raj. Sufis also
maintain that the Prophet did nob answer to the callers, for
ocz.he was spiritually united with God. This is why Abu Yazid
did not look at anything, during his spiritual mi1raj, when
27Paradise and Hell were shown to his sirrp lor he was 
emitating the mi1raj of the Prophet in its every detail,
and for when spiritual eye of the gnostic is open his bodily
28eye becomes closed and then he can see nothing exceiot God. 
This stage of the Prophet and Abu Yasid was the final stage 
2Qof fanaJ Al-Wasiti is of the openion that on the night of
mi'raj God took the Prophet up to Him to establish his high
status and to create an example for His true servants to
follow the way, meditating and purifying their hearts, and
being oblivious of their selves, to attain the proximity 
60to Him.
P6
23. Of. Ibid. fol. 51b.
24. Cf. Ibid., fol.t 52a; Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fols. 28b™29a( 
2 5« Cf. KiLbab al—Mi rAj pop^ 35b — 5^a.
26. Of. Ibid. fol. 57b; MU.,p. 190.27. Of. Kashf, p. 2po. ’
28. Of. ladhkirat al-Awliya*, I, p . 234; J.R.A.S.,1906, 
p.308; Kitab al-Mi!raj, fol. 37b.
29. Cf. Ibid.
30o Gf. Kitab al-Mi'raj, fol. 57a; MU.,pp. 190-191*
About tlie mi1 raj of the Prophet al-Hallaj maintains
that when a man is qualified with divine qualities then his
natural characteristics disappear*, Therefore, the Prophet
could attain his mi1 raj when the divine attributes appeared 
and
in him;/even Gabriel, inspite of his high position could not
attend with him, as he expressed his fear that if he would
advance even a finger’s brehdth then he would be perished due
51to the divine light. ’Ustadh al-Qushairi says that on the night 
of mi*raj a special favour was bestowed on the Prophet, which 
no other man can attain even by his earnest endeavour. But
i
it does not mean that on that occasion the Prophet achieved
1any Eternal attribute which would then be a c/early misguiding 
idea?^
‘The Sufis always try to emulate the spiritual experi­
ence of the PropheiPand consider the mi*raj is the mi’raj
54of the soul passing over number of stages m  its way to God.
31. Gf. Ibid., fol. 58b; MU.p.192.
32. Of. Ibid.33* Gf. Picholson, The Legacy of Islam, Mysticism, Oxford- University Press, 1980, p.212.
34. According to Im&m al-Ghaiti and other scholars, the
mi'raj consist of ten stages, the first seven of which 
are through the celestial spheres, the eighth is the stage 
where the Prophet visited the Garden of Pepose (Jannat al- 
Ma'wa), the ninth is where he saw the Lote tree of the 
boundary (sidrat al-Muntaha), and the tenth is where he 
was in tfve presence of God. There he received a vision 
of Lord and heard His Voice proceeding from the Throne.
Cf. Al-I#tihaj, fol. 59a-60a; Targhib al-Mushtaqin, p. 27; 
Arberry, Sufism, p. 29; 'Affifi, op. cit. p. 25.
For them, therefore, mi1raj is the progress of the soul 
and the improvement of its states, and its going forward, 
step by step,until it arrives at its ultimate goal. According 
to this statement, in Sufism, "Tarlqah" means a Prophetic 
mi1 raj, though aits states and stations vary from one Sufi 
to another, but the necessary parts of the course are the 
identical, which they practise till they come to the end 
of their journey. It seems that Abu Tazid was the first 
to claim a spiritual mi'raj for him, and the defination of 
his mi1raj is much dissimilar from that of Ibn 'Arab! and
T*other later Sufis. But m  spite of their different desc/i.p- 
tions of internal advance, they are animated by the similar 
sources and the same causes?^
The "Tarlqah” which to the Sufis, signifies the
spiritual mi1raj, was divided, from the beginning of the
history of Sufism, into several stages (maqamat) and
stations (manazil); and the Sufis1 souls1 progress through
souls 1
fehem according to the condition of their/states (ahwal), 
which they experience but can't express except through the 
metaphorical language. This is the Sufi's mi1raj from this 
material world to the heavenly world. In other words
these states of the soul are the levels of purification,
55* According to A.J. Arberry, a journey to Macca for Hajj 
means,to a Sufi, the spiritual journey to God to be in 
His presence as the final stage. Cf. The way in Islam, 
p .  2 9 7 9
56. Cf. Al-Samarra1 iv, MU., p. 196.
57. Cf. ibid, p. 201.
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and Sufife preparation for mi1raj from one stage to higher 
one; and until he properly fulfils the conditions and 
requirements of one stage he cannot reach the next higher 
one. Thus throughout his journey to God the Sufi is 
purifying himself, and qualifying by the praiseworthy attri­
butes and qualities instead of blameworthy qualities till he
38rases to the final stage*
Obviously, with Al-Shaikh al-Akbar Muhyi al-Din Ibn 
fArabi we find how the Sufi Mifraj adopted the similar process
as that of the Prophet in his marvellous work,"Kitab al-
IRQIsra1 Ila11-Naqam al-Asra, In the preface, Ibn 1Arabi 
states that the theme is a Mifraj of the soul (mi1raj al- 
arwah) written both in verse and prose (bi manthur wa manzum) 
and in a style combining allegory with literal facts.^
He begins by saying, "I set out from the land of Andalus
, . . hA(sjbain) in the direction of Jerusalem, my steed the faith 
of Islam, with asceticism (al-mujahadah) as my bed (mihad) 
and abnegation (al-tawakkul) as provision (zad) for the
hOjourney1.* He meets a youth (f&tan) of spiritual nature
(ruliani al-dhat) , sent from high to act as big guided But
in the Ascension from Jerusalem he is guided by another guide
44the env0y chLVine Grace, with whom he ascends through the
38. Cf. ibid., pp. 201-2; Al-Luma1, p. 211.
39-(fhe book of the Nocturnal Journey towards the Majisty of 
the Most Magnanimous^), Cf. Pihris, No.36; Brock.GAL,I, 
574/15-16; Jadh, 5h; Histoire, I, p. 320.







celestial spheres into the presence of God. During his 
journey through the seven heavens he met and conversed at 
length on theological subjects with Adam, ‘'Isa, Yusuf, Idris, 
Harun, Musa, and Ibrahim. ^ Then progressing further through 
celestial way the Prophet reached the presence of God and 
endowed with Privileges of Eivine gifts, contemplation and 
speech with Ilim^
We also find similar spiritual ma’arij recur in some
4-7 _ ^of Ibn 1Arabifs smaller works. In his Putuhat al-Makkiyah
he devotes a complete chapter, No. 567, to this allegorical
and mystical adaptation of the Mi*raj. It contains a short
mystical commentary oh the mi’raj of the Prophet; a process
of the soul’s spiritual progress or divine ecstasy of the Sufis
and a long Mi1raj, in which Ibn 1Arabi, following the similar
way like the Prophet reached the heavens and talked to the
previous Prophets on religious matters.
The Sufis always prefer a mystic expression and
allegorical interpretation. In the opening Khutbah of his
"Kitab al-Isra1* Ibn ’Arabi, as he always does, follows the
Sufi custom and employs allegory, after the formal hamd
(praising Allah) he says, "shukran bi11-lam la bi 11-ba*
4-5. Cf. Ibid., fols. 6a,7a,8a,9a,10b,and 11b.
4-6. Cf. Ibid, fols, 7^-21a; Prof. Asberry's Divine Collaquy, 
p. 4-3; MU., pp. 203-4-.
4-7* See his Ktab al-Isra*; Mahiyyat al-qalb (Histoire; I, 
p.297; Brock. S.I., 798/97* MS. Ind. Off. 658);Tadbirat 
al-Ilahiyyah fi islalp. al-mamlakat al-insaniyyah (Ed.U.S. 
Nyberg, "Kleinere Schriften des Ibn al-’Arabi," Leiden 
1919, PP. 103-24-0).
4-8. Fut(a),111, pp.4-4-7-1-65, (Bulaq, 1293 A . H )
4-9. Cf. Kitab al-Israi? fol. 1b.
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That is "Shukr" should not he with "ba*” which signifies
human existence; but with "lam”, which signifies negation of
all existence except that of Allah. When a human being thinks
that he is praising God or giving thanks to Him, he is
asserting his own existence, and thereby he is not realising
Allah well. When he exercises nafi (self-denial) then he is
asserting "lam" (non-existence) and thereby announcing ithbat
(the existence of Allah) and thus becoming one with Allah.
Only then does he become a real "shakir” Elimination of the
consciousness of a separate self other than Godfs Supreme Self
is necessary in order to become a true "shakir”. "Lam1,* there-
50fore, signifies the consciousness of self and separation-.
Ibn Qadib al- Ban (d.104-0/1630), a great Sufi, wrote a
51book named "al-mawaqif al-Ilahiyyah1,* certainly following
the"Kitab al-Isra1" of Ibn 1Arabi, on the same theme of the
spiritual mi’raj, in which he mentioned that he ascended to
the Heaven and saw God who looked like Muhammad (may peace
and the blessing of God be upon him) and was fortunate to
52kiss a spot on His body,Which he felt like snow.
In reality Ibn * Arabi1s mi’raj, in his Kitab al-Isra’
is merely-an merei-y^an explanation of the purport of Sufi
5 0. I received this valuable interpretation, of the phrase 
"Shukran bi* 1-Lam la bi'd-ba11,’ through a letter (dated 
6th October, 1972) from Baba Sahib, a renowned Sufi of 
Karachi, Pakistan.
51* Of. The Text, published in Badawi’s ”al Insan al-Kamil fi 
’l-Islam”, Cairo, 1950, pp. 123-75*
5 2. Cf. ibid., p. 135; MU, p* 204.
mi1raj which, he considers, is inward mi'raj rather than
a heavenly journey. In this work, the Buraq*^ that bears
the Sufi quickly to God is simply Divine Lov^,and the remote 
54mosque-^ is only the attractive light; and this is the truth.
When the Sufi comes to this mosque he stands, just ah*-the
Prophet did, which is a mark of the heart's purity, because
it is not permitted to him who is not pure to progress a
step into it. When the Sufi drinks the milk^ which signifies
the spiritual perception, then he knocks at the gates of the 
heavens, this is also a mark of self-abnegation. Ibn 'Arabi 
makes the Sufi* reach the rhree of boundary-^(sidrat al-
muntaha) which is also a representation of certainty (yaqin). 
Similarly, he makes the Sufi attain his destination through
the similar stages that were followed by the Prophet, and this
way he reaches God, the ultimate goal, when all the coverings
ft it
are removed and all mysteries and secrets,^ revealed. In this
stage the Sufi attains Mushahadah (contemplation) in which
57the Truth is manifest, with complete tanquillity.
53. Cf. Kitab al-Isra1, fol. 4b.
54. Cf. Ibid., fol. 2a.
55. Cf. Kitab al-Isra!, fol.18b.
56. Cf. Ibid., fol. 13b.
57® Cf. Samarra'i, MU., p.205*
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Some Theological problems in al-Ghaiti’s 
Kitab al-Ibtihaj
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All the Sufis, without any exception, agree that the
Mi'raj of the Prophet was a great favour conferred on him
by God. To make it clear and to distinguish it from the
spiritual mi*raj of the Sufi we should confess the truth that
the Mi'raj of the Prophet was performed in body. Ibn ’Arabi
also is of this openion, which he mentions in his great book,
"ffutu&aat al-Makkiyah . Imam al-Ghaitl is in accord with
al-Qushairi and Abu Nasr al-Sarraj who stated that if the
Prophet ascended to the Heaven in spirit only, God would not
have used his name as servant (’abd), which certainly included
4his spirit and body together. Perhaps they made this state­
ment as a challenge to the Mu ’tazilites who denie&Gthe mi’raj 
of the Prophet for the reason that its proof was based on the 
evidence of individual traditions, which demand neither belief 
nor disbelief; though they did not disbelieve the journey of
5the Prophet, on that night, upto Jerusalem, which was proved
6by the text of the Qur’an. On the other hand the Orthodox 
maintain that the Mi’raj was performed by the Prpphet with his
1. Cf. Kashf, p. 215? Kitab al-I^tihaj, fol.
2. Cf. Kitab al-Mi’raj, fol. 37^ >; Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fol.34-b.
3* Cf. Put (a), Vol.Ill, p.450.
4. Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fol. 34-b; Kitabl al-Mi’raj, fols.31a~33a; al-Luma1, Arabic text, p.112.
5* Cfo Al-Qadi ’Abd al-Jabbar, al-Mughni fi'1-’Adl wa’l- 
Tawhid, ed. al-Khuli, cairo, 1960, vo1. 16, p .419 °
60 Allah says,, ’’Glory be to Him who made His servant to go
on a night from the sacred mosque to the remote mosque of 
which We have blessed the precincts’.’ Ban! Israil, XVII:1.
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body and in a state of awakefulness. Al-Asli 1 arl was with the 
Orthodox in his belief in the Mi1raj? which was also an 
energetic declaration against the Mu*tazilites from whom 
he differedo the Divine mission of the Prophet was a doctrine 
of paramount importance ito the Muslims* Therefore, during the 
time of al-Ash’arl and Imam Abu Hanlfah, it was conpulsory for 
every Muslim to believe in the corporeal aspect of the Mifraj, 
and whoever* disbelieved it he was regarded as an infidel 
(Kafir), probably meaning the Mu1tazilites, who were also
gcalled the Jahmiies. To give a brief description of the 
orthodox opcnion, we may quote al-Ghaiti1s and al-Tabari*s 
explanation of whether the Mi’raj took place bodily or in 
the spirit. They/iiphold the above mentioned belief of Ahl
i
al-Sunnah waf1- Jama*ah for the causes given below:
(1) If the Mi*raj of the Prophet did not take place with
his body then the event would not be an evidence of his divine
mission and those who did not believe Mi1raj could not be
blamed of infidelity (Kufr). (2) It is mentioned in the
Qur*an that "Allah made His servant to go on a night from
qthe sacred mosq to the remote mosque....  ^ and then he
reached near to Him at two bows length1s distance where
10"He revealed to His servant what He revealed" but He did 
not mention that He made His servant’s spirit to journey 
7 * Of. Ibn ’Asakir, Tabiyin, p. 162.
8. Cf. Al-Malat®, Po77> Al-Nasafi, A Commentary on the creed 
of Islam, p. 136; Y/ensinlc, the Muslim Creed, p.245; MU,,
p.206.
9. Ban! Isra'il, XVII:I.
10. An-Najm, LIII: 10.
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nor that He revealed to His servantfs spirit what He revealed. 
(3) The Bxiraq was used tor Mir raj; hut if the Prophet had been 
carried away in spirit only, the service ox Buraq would not 
have been required, tor the beasts are used for supporting
A Aweight of bodies only not for supporting spirits. Imam al~
Ghaiti, opposing those who claimed that the M i 1raj was in
12 13sleep, argues that the Mi1raj was not in dream but in
Ir­reality, remarking on the significance of the word 1,1 abd1,1
used by God, which is not in agreement with a 'Tradition
attributed to *Afishah, the brilliant wife of the Prophet, 
who opposed the idea that the Prophet had really seen or
talked to God, declaring it a greatest lie ever concocted
15against Allah; and not in agreement with another Tradition
attributed to Mu'awiya, a renowed companion of the Prophet,
who mentioned that the Mi1raj was a true vision (rufyah 
16sadiqah). But Ibn 1Abbas, a great learned Companion of
the Prophet, emphasised that the Prophet certainly saw his
17Lord in the night of the MiTraj.,.. ' Commenting 011 this al-
Ghaitl says that the Traditions related from Ibn 'Abbas
contradict each other; one Tradition contains the idea that
the Prophet saw his Lord with his human eyes, another with 
1his heart.
11. Cf. Kitab al-I'btiha j, fol. 34b; Sevan, Muhammad1 s Ascension
to Heaven, pp. 60-61; Schrieke, E.I., art Israj MU.p.207
12. Cfo Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fol. 61a.
13. Cf. Ibid. fols. 34a, 62b.
14- Cf. Ibid. fols. 4b, 34a-34b.
15® Of. Ibid.fols. 35a,61b,62a; MU;p.207; Kitab al-Mi'raj, 
fol. 47a-47b.
16. Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fol. 34b; al-Suyutl, al-'Ayat =
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Al-Hujwiri, remarking: 011 the Tradition ascribed to 
1A'ishah in which she refused the vision of God by the 
Prophet and declared it a great lie, mentions that "the 
Prophet told 'A'ishah that he did not see God on the night 
of Ascension, but Ibn 'Abbas relates that the Apostle told 
hxm that he saw God on that occasion',)  ^ Thus the controver­
sial problem still remains unsolved, therefore, al-Hujwiri,
w i t h a l l e g o r i c a l  explanation, harmonizes these conflic­
ting traditions and observes, "But in saying that he did
not see God the Apostle was referring to his spiritual eye.
Since 'A'ishah was a formalist and Ibn 'Abbas a spiritualist,
the Apostle spoke with each of them according to their 
20insight',' According to al-Kalabadhi, all the Sufis are
unanimous on a point that Allah will be seen with the eye
21in the hereafter (akhirah), and if anybody claims that he 
has seen Allah in this world then he is straying from the
22 -  .right path. Imam al-Ghaiti is of the opinion that the
Prophet certainly saw in the night of the Mi'raj with his
bodily eyes. To emphasize his openion, he also mentions
= al-Kubra fi sharh Qissat al-Isra', p.3*1; Sweetman,Islam 
and Chfistian Theology,II,p.221.
17-Ibid.
18.Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fol.61b;Kitab al-Mi'raj fol0/4-7b.
19*Cf. Kashf, p.331*
20.Cf. Ibid.;MU.p.208; also see Kitab al-Ibtihaj,fols.61a-63a.
21.Cf* "al-Ta'arruf, eel. by Arberry, pp.20-22;MU.,p.208.
22.Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fol.63a.
that the question of whether the Prophet saw G-od or not is
contended by almost all the theologians of ahl/al-Sunnah
wa11-Jama1ah, which is an obvious evidence ox the probability
and their unanimous agreement is that Allah can be seen;
the p-,
otherwise/controversy in this matter has no justification*
It appears that about all the Sufis maintain that 
Allah can be seen by eye of the heart (ru'yat al-qalb) in
meditation, which can be attained through the careful
performance of religious duties, earnest devotion,consecra­
tion and deep and sincere love for Him; and even a §ufl,
through his concentration, and by His grace, may win
. 24-conversation with Him. At this stage Allah talks to him
in his heart without any covering of hearing; and for this
he gains in his heart first glimmerings, then rays, then
revelation, and then the distinct sight of divine lights
25and the coming of spiritual visions.^
•Though al-Imam al-Ghaiti mentioned the excellent 
merits and several reasons for superiority of the night of
Ascension over the days or other nights of the year, but
concerning the commemoration of this night he says, "There
is no Tradition, weak or reliable (da'if or sahih)^available
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2Jo Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fol. 62a-62b; MU., p.209.
24-. Cf. Al-Muhasibi,"Kitab al-Ri1 ayah,ed.M. Smith (Gibb 
Memorial 194-0 ) , p p . 12,15 * 248; MU. , p „ 210.
25. Cf* AlvYafi'a, Nashr al-Mahasin, p .148; MU.,p . 211.
26. Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, folsI 6b-7a.
for special prayer in this night nor any special reward, 
mentioned hy the Prophet or his companions,for thisl1^
To stress his openion, he also says, "This (Isra1-Hi * raj 
Night) is just a favoui' and honour to the believers
pO(Mu'minun) on the day of resurrection (yawm al-Qiyamah). 
Al-Hafiz Ibn Hajar also is of the openion that the commemo­
ration of this night with special prayer or anything else 
is baseless and false (batil... ma'lum al-fasad)?*^
Moreover, this Night of Isra; and H i 1raj has not been 
particularly mentioned in any genuine tradition, and any­
thing that has been mentioned cannot be regarded as 
correct or considered as the real version of the Prophet, 
because the great traditionists (muhaddithun) did not 
approve that as reliable. So, there are certainly some 
secret reasons behind this concealment and not mentioning 
it specifically or obliterating it from the Prophetfs memoray. 
If some way this night is identified then it will not be 
a virtuous act for the Muslim co ;munity to celebrate the 
night or to specialise it by particular prayers, for the 
Prophet and his companions (ashab) did not do or approve 
the same. If the commemoration ceremonies would be the 
part of religion then the Prophet would definitely make it 
clear for his followers (Ummat) by his actions or words,
27. Ci. Ibid., fol. 7a.
28. Gf. Ibid.
29o Cf. Ibid.
Abu Nmamah b.al-Naqqash says,"The night of Ascension 
is better for the Prophet and the Grand night (Lailat 




which would have certainly transmitted to us by his Compani­
ons, who did not leave any religious matter without passing 
on to us from the Prophet. Therefore, if this would be a 
religious duty then they would definitely observe it,in which 
we could follow them. The Prophet is an ideal example for 
his Community (Ummah) every way. So, as there is no proof 
that the Prophet used to honour this night by celebration 
or asked any one to do the same, it is clear that these 
things are not related to Islam any w&yf
30. Cf. "The Islamic Review and Arab affairs’,1 July-August, 
1 9 7 0, pp„4,28.
This Israf 111 raj Night is considered throughout tt\e 
ftbv Muslim Vs/or Id afe. sacred occasion of a religions festival
to be celebrated, and a national holyday to be observed; 
particularly in Pakistan,Turkey,Egypt and Morocco; which 
signifies how firmly established and widely diffused the 
faith ofMuslims in the Isra1 and Mi1raj of the Prophet.
This celebration takes place on the 2 7th day of 
the month of Rajah. It is reported that, "At constanti- * 
nople the Sultan attended with his court at the services 
held at the night in the mosque of the Seraglio. Lane, 
on p. 430 of his book,"An account of the manners and 
customs of modern Egyptians," describes the processions 
and festivals held in honour of the M i ’raj at Cairo. 
Throughout Morocco, the Mi'raj is celebrated in the same 
manner; it is a day of fast and alms-giving for the 
stricter Muslims, and the Government offices are closed’.’ 
Cf. Asin Palacios, Islam and the Divine Comedy,p.76.
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9. Ibn 'Arabi, Ijazah li'l-Malik al-'Adil . Br. Mus.0r.8021.
10# Ibn 'Arabi, Kitab al-Isra' Ila al-Maqam al-Asra, Vienna
MS.1908; Glasgow MS. 499; India Office Library MS.(i)3699,
(ii) 1843/1292 in the Loth Cat.; Berlin MS.2901/2.
/Sa'd
11. Ibn Abi Jamrah:Abu Muhammad 'Abdallah ibn/al-Azdi al-
Andalusi, Bahjat al-Nufus, Br. Mus. Or. 839*
/'1-'Aslain wa12. Ibn Hajar, Al-Ia'arruf fi/' 1-Tasav/wuf, Baghdad MS. 4750.
13. Ibn al-Jauzi: 'Abd al-Rahman ibn 'Ali, Maulid al-Kabi,
Cairo, 1883.
14. Jami, 'Abd al-Rahman, Nafahat al-'Uns, Arabic translation, 
Paris, MS. Arabic 1370.
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In the glossary, variations and lacunae are indicated 
by abbreviations* In the text, where a variation concerns 
a single word it is given in the footnote, but when the 
variation concerns a portion of a sentence, the part concerned 
is placed in brackets. Besides this, short biographical 
notes, notes on sects and important points, comments, and 
excerpts from other sources have been provided as far as 
possible, where they seemed to be relevant and necessary.
In dating, the Muslim as well as Gregorian calendar 
have been used, the Muslim date is always given firstf
were incorrect, as is frequently the case .in the Manuscripts 
of Kitab al-Isra1, I have corrected them. As regards the 
numbering of the verses, Ku'ad 'Abd al-Baql's Mu' fjam has been 
followed.
As regards the traditions, references to the canonical 
books of badith are given wherever possible. This task 
has not been easy, because the authors some times do not 
themselves indicate sources, and some times give either the 
gist of the badith or a short part of it, which in many cases 
made it impossible to trace the hadith in question. In such 
cases I have referred them to other sources as far as has 
been possible to trace them. Here I confess with gratitude 
that Wensink's Concordance has made possible the difficult 
task of locating the large number of Traditions contained 
in our works. I also confess that in some places Traditions 
could not be found out in any source.
The modern method of Arabic writing has been followed 
in this edition in place of old traditional form used in our 
works: the hamza was used in place of ya1 (e.g. kawa'id 
in place of Pawayd), frequently omitted final hamza and dots 
have bten mentioned (e.g. Baqa', Khulafa1 Anbiya', Ashya* 
in place of Baqa, Khulafa, Anbiya, Ashya), the full forms oF 
such words as Sufyan, Qiyamah, 'Uthman, Ishaq, Isma'il,
Mu'awiyah, Thalathah are given etc.
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Editing notes;
Although I gave priority to the oldest Manscripts,
I have in places adopted from later Manscripts readings 
which seemed to me to fit the sense best, or which were 
more correct, It is for this reason that I have included 
benedictory phrases, rather than omitted them. Only where 
none of the Manscripts readings fitted the sense, the text was 
in any way altered inorder to provide a suitable meaning 
and in such cases a footnote was provided. Otherwise 
I have left the reading as it is and provided a note.
Istilahat of Ibn 'Arabi, al Ta'rifat of Jurjani,
Dastur al 'Ulama* of 'Abd al-Nabi1 and Istilahat al-gufiyyah 
of Kamal al-Din al-Kashi al-Samarqandi have frequently 
been consulted to complete the commentary of two small parts 
Kitab al Na,jat which were left without commentary by 
Ibn Sawdakin.
Shihab al-Din* s Kitab al-Siratj al-Wahhatj (MS. Bri.Mus.
Or. 129^0 and Ahmad Dardir's Hashiyyah 'ala- Qisgat 
al-Mi'ra,j (Cairo, 1881) have been very helpful in order to 
make the text of al-Ibtiha(j more intelligible; and some 
places to clear ambiguities or remove obscurities, quotations 
from these two works have been provided in the glossary.
In this edition, a verse of the Qur'an, or portion 
of a verse, which is being interpreted is always underlined 
and placed in a separate line. Where Qur'anic quotations
Date of copy: 17th Junada al-'ula 1146.
Scribe : Ahmad b, Muhammad Iag/al-Din al-Sa&idio 
I have called this MS. “Ra,"
I had already prepared the critical edition of 
al-Ghaitis present work under its original and correct 
title "Kitab al~Ibtiha(j hi 'l-ICalam ala 'l-Isra1 wa *1- 
Mi1 rat~j" v/hen during my searching, I discovered one printed 
copy of this work. It contains the plain text without any 
critical note for marginal or textual correction, under 
a completely different title, "al-Mi'raj al-Eabir" It 
abounds in grammatical mistakes on minor omissions from 
the text; and a number of passages have been rendered 
incomprehensible owing to the repetition and misplacing 
of phrases and sentences with total confusion of the sense 
Probably, this copy, which was printed in Cairo in 134-7/ 
1928, was made from the Cairo KS. Hod, 137 or 1, 257, 
which have not been available to me. However, this copy 
also has been collated for the purpose of this edition 
and I have called this copy "mim"„
v/a 'l-Kalam 'ala 'l-Isra' v/a 11—I-Ii 'ra.j,1 Polio 2a bears
a stamp-nark containing "Museum Tritannicum01! Second half 
of the work is written by different hand on different paper 
The scribe appears to have taken full care in comparing 
his copy with the original onec This is evident from the 
fact that the sentence "Ijatta balaghs mu q aha lata 1 ala 
I; a sb a. 1-tag ah! * appears in colophon (fol 0 92 0 ) 0 At the end 
a fragment (three folios) of a commentary on a poem 
treating of Arabic grammar, sharlg al-lum1ah al “-mahiyyah 
f i ! i 1m al - 1 Ar ah iyyah, by Yusuf al-Tusie It is not dated „ 
In the edition I have called this MS„ "Jim*"
5a British Museum, I1S0 ITo0 Add0 f 9010
~J2. 30a-53"b; Lines 23; Size 20,5x15,5(13x11 )cra,,
Dark-brown leather binding; written on somewhat 
sullied thick 7/ellowish paper h j deep black Chinese ink, 
thriftily punctuated frugally dotted, clumsy ITaskhi; on 
the front and back fly-leaves many citations from Arabic 
works, as well as several verses by the scribe, in red 
and black ink„ Title of this I..30 , headings of the chapters 
and many phrases like " qawluhu ta * ala,1 "ffaidah" and 
1 alhamdu 1111ahn are in red in overlinedo There are 
frequent marginal and textual corrections in red and black, 
Polios 1^-2 suffer from water spots„ About half of the 
text is missing. The copy was made from an older I-ISQ 
which had been copied by certain Mustafa b. Hashin 
a 1 -"I u s a in a 1 ■-0 an awi °
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made from an older reliable manuscript (nuskhah musahhahah 
nawtliuqah) with full care and making a great effort to 
ensure that the text of the copy is correct so as to fit 
the meaning (saraftu 'inana a 1-hi mm ah fi tasfzih mabanih^
1 ala muqtada ma'aiiiha ..<,)« This copy consistently employs 
the conventional benedictory phrases after the name of 
God and such persons as Muhammad, 'Ali, Jibra'il, etc. 
V/hcreas, except on rare occasions, they are omitted or 
shortened in the other copies. They do, however, occur 
more frequently in the British Museum MS0 I!Oo5 1 5 0°
Date of copy : 112)/1708o
This manuscript has been used in this edition for 
paginating in the margin .
I have called this copy "tad1
2e British museum, MS. ho.Add.5150*
BB. 92; Lines 20; Size 20, 5 x 15(18 x14) era.
Dark-brown leather binding; written on somewhat 
stained thick yellowishvpaper in frugally punctuated clumsy 
haskhi with medium character. This manuscript suffers 
considerably from worm-eaton damages on the three marginal 
sides including many words v/hicb have necessitated repairs, 
thus causing more words; specially at the beginning of 
lines, to become erased. There are frequent marginal and 
textual corrections. Its heading reads "Kitab al-Ibtihaj
Maine: Kitab al-Ibtihaj bi '1-Kalam ' ala '1-Isra1 v/a 'i-Mi'raj.
Author: Majm al-Din al-Ghaiti .
Out of about 24 copies of this work, preserved in 
the different libraries of the world, only four have been 
collated for the purpose of this edition0 A descriptive 
list of them is given below:
1 o British Museum, 118. IIo. 0ro 12558«
MMo 70; Lines 21; Size 22 x 13? 7 0 4  -c 7? 5) cm,
Brownish leather binding with deeply impressed and 
golden decoration and colyxes adorned frame; written on 
dimly glittering white paper in irregularly punctuated 
elegant Maskhi; numerous textual corrections and glossaries, 
mainly from Ramus, on the margin in black and redo Its 
heading reads " Tafsir surt al-Isra*mubayyinar -wa Qiggat 
al -Mi'r a j tax si 1 an „1 The front fly-leaf bears its erroneous 
reference to Ibn Hajar and two stamp-marks, one contains 
'ayat a1-kursi and the other being : Royal Grown with the 
letters "Dolt"; same two stamp-marks are also on the
clcolophon; catchwords are in black; fol. 1c has splendid
floral embellishment with Basmalah amid QurSnic verse
overlined in red; on other folios Our'anic verses are
overlined in black. Broad golden treble border lines on
aevery page. On fol. 70 ? the author states that he completed 
the work on Wednesday, 27th Rajah, 979 A olio The copy was
* 7 ^
3° Berlin, IIS. IT p. 2905
BR. 74a; Lines 23; Size 20 x 13? 0(14, 52-9)cm.
Brownish leather binding; v/ritten in yellowish 
spotted white paper in irregularly punctuated and closely 
inscribed clunsy IlastafLiq tending towards ITaskhi. It 
abounds in grammatical mistakes; points are frequently 
omitted and sometimes incorrectly placed; very few marginal 
and textual corrections; catchwords are in black; front 
fly-leaf bears a stamp-mark containing "Ex Biblioth.
Regia Berolinefi; "plain 'Unwan, no medallion, no borderline, 
no embellishment. This is also a part of a big volume 
which contains some other works of Ibn Sawadakin and Ibn 
'Arabi. In the colophon the scribe adds that the present 
work will bo followed by the commentary of "kitab al- 
Lasliahid."
33ate of copy: 1153/1740.
Scribe : Isma'il b. Khelifah al-Bamav/i.
I have alluded to this manuscript in the critical 
apparatus as "Bun."
Pols. 1 3 73d and 73a--80,:) are misplaced and not serial.
In the edition this manuscript has been used for marginal 
pagination. Date of the copy: 970/15520 In the edition 
I have called this manuscript "ba."
2. India Office Library, MS. ho0 3599 
Xi J in the Loth Catalogue 0
4-1a-15'1a ; Lines 21; Size 20,5 x 13, 5 
(11, 5 x 8, l)crrio
Black and dark-brown leather binding; written on 
sullied thick-yellowish stained paper in closely inscrib ed 
irregularly punctuated clumsy ITaskhi0 Tbis Is a part of 
a big volume which contains some other works of Ibn 1 Arab^ 
copied by the same hand. Sporadic wormeatenl but the 
writing is seldom affected. It abounds in grammatical 
mistakes. There are frequent marginal and textual correc­
tions in red and black by the same hand- Headings of the 
chapters and like "gala 11-Salik1* and "qawluhu" are In 
red; in the beginning two folios are left blank. In the 
colophon the scribe declares that he is going to copy the 
commentary of Kitab al-mashahifl of Ibn fArabi after the 
P3?esent work. lie also adds that this is made from an older 
rnanuscrint which had been copied by al-Shaikh al-Padil
- i. _  *j
al-Kamil Muhammad Muciri!. It seems as if this manuscript
i .  —
was copied out about 1009/1S00 as the date appears on the
bcol oph on o f the previous work ( f o 1.3 9 )» I h ave called 
this manuscript "hat1
3 7 &
This work has survived in seven copies scattered 
in the different libraries of the world*, Of these seven 
manuscripts, three have been available to me. A descriptive 
list of these manuscripts, which I have collated for the 
purpose of this edition, is given below:
1 a Parrs , I-IS Q .To 0 SOI3 °
PP0 118; Lines 19; Size 20 x 14 (14 x 9?5)cn0 
dritten in black Chinese ink on thick yellowish 
snotted white naper in fair Hasta’ liq with medium character
and irregularly?- punctuated; plain 'Unwan; on the front 
and back fly-leaves man;/ citation from Arabic works; no 
medallion, no borderline, no embellishment; catchwords 
in black up to fol« 119°; tolerably v/ormeaten damages*
Its title reads nAl~lTa ja1i min Hujub al-ishtibah1 v/hich 
erroneously is referred to al-Shaikh al-Akbar Muhyi fl- 
Din Ibn ’Arabi; Basmalah, headings of the chapters and 
the text are overlined to distinguish them f?om -foe commentary *
olThere are two small stamp-marks, one on the fol*, 2 on
b . •its bottom margin while the other on the folo 118, containing 
indistinct Arabic words; there are also some marginal 
and textual corrections<, The work contains several readings 
and autographs of the eminent scholars of t h j 10th century 
of hi rah, and has one reading date in 970/1582*
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text* It abounds in grammatical mistakes* There are some 
marginal and textual corrections* Plain 'Unwan, no medallion 
no borderline, no embellishment * This is a part of a big 
volume which contains many other small works 0 Catchwords 
are in black, the front and back fly-leaves bear four 
stamp-marks, two of them indistinct,the other two being:
"The Government of India Delhi Kss," Its heading, on the 
fly-leaf reads 1 Kit ab a1-*Abadilab01 In the edition I 
have called this manuscript "dale,1 It Is not dated*
5° Berlin 0 11GP ITo, 2901 /20
25a-?2°: Lines 17; Size 20 x 13, 3 (1S x S)cm.
Library binding; written on somewhat stained thick
brownish paper in a clear and closely inscribed Pasta*lip
in medium character; catchwords are in black; Basmalah,
Qur*anic verses and headings of the chapters are often
overlined; points are frequently omitted and sometimes
incorrectly olaced; there are some marginal and textual
corrections,, Its heading reads "Kitab al-IIi *3?atj ; n this
is a part of a big volume which contains many other works;
no border line, no embellishment; on the front and back-
afly leaves many persian verses; fol* 37 bears on its 
margin a small stanp-nark which contains ”1 BIbl* Regia 
Berlin;” Date of the copy: 1256/1840*
This nanuscrint I have called "nun*"
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sullied thick yellowish stained paper in closely/ inscribed
thriftily punctuated iTaskhi0 This is also part ox a large
volume which contains some other works of Ton ?Arabi,
copied by the same hando There ax^ e frequent marginal
and textual corrections; sporadic wormeaten damaged but
the writing is seldom affected; catchwords in black; title
Idof the book on fol„ 1, headings of the chapters and phrases 
like '* al\iamdu Tillah" "Qawluhu" "amma ba 1 d, " "gala !l~Salik" 
are in red; front fly-leaf bears one stanp-niark containing 
the date of possession of the manuscript by the India Office 
Library, 11th January, 1906; under the seal this fly-leaf 
also bears the statement "copies of this work (v/hich has 
not been printed) are laiov/n only in the Berlin and Vienna
nLibraries; on the back fly-leaf two Arabic verses addressing 
the reader; fols„ pa-b, ka-b, fa-b, and 8a-b are misplaced 
and not serial; olain 'Unwan, no bordei'4 line, no embelli­
shment o This manuscript I have called ba10 Date of copy: 
Jumada 11-Akhirah 1009 Add
1- o India Office Libraxq/, 1-18 D 170 0 181-5/1292(11) Q
li'7. 85b-12Sb ; Lines 17; Size 22,5 x 
117,8 x 7 7 D  cm. ~
Dark-brown and black leather binding; written in 
black Chinese ink in yellowish white stained paper in fade? 
ITaskhi leading to LTasta'lIq with thick medium character 
points are rarely provided; rubric; somewhat worneaten 
some folios missing at the end; minor omissions in the
,1*7^
Din al-Pumi and an autograph of him and a date ox the 
reading is given as the middle of Dhu!1-Qa!dah, 810 AJh 
I have referred to this manuscript in the critical apparatus 
as "v/av/" This manuscript has been used in the edition 
for paginating in the margin.,
°^ Glasgow, I-iSo To i 99
K ?.33a-  55°; Lines 19; Size 18 x 13 (13 x 10)cm.
Library binding v/ithout a flap; written on thick 
yellowish paper in irregularly punctuated,, frugally dotted, 
clumsy and closely inscribed ITaskhi, with no catchwords,,
3.Eol, 1 bears a seal containing indistinct Arabic writing „ 
This is a part of a big volume which contains five other 
v/orks of Ibn ’Arabi and one work of Sadr al-Din al~0unawi, 
written by different copyists in different ink0 There are 
many textual corrections in the margin by the same hando 
On the front and back fly-leaves many citations from Arabic 
and pcrsian works„ Plain ’Unwan, no med,allion, no border 
line, no embellishment° Title of the work, Basmalah and. 
headings of the chapters are in distinct red. inko It looks 
as if the manuscript was copied out in 737 A„Ho as the 
date appears in the folio 200^ In the edition I called, 
th i s rn anu script ” Gh ai n ’J
3 o India Office Library0 I-IS, ITo0 3699(1) in the 
Loth catalogue„
EE„ 39; Lines 21; Size 19 x IT (15 - 9) cm,
Black and dark-brown leather binding; written on
The I'ianu scripts 
llarne : Kitab al-Isra1 ila 11-Ha a am al-Asra®
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Author : I-Iufoyi 11-Din ibn 11 Arabi
This v/ork has survived in about thirty copies 
scattered in the different libraries of the world® Out 
of these conies five have been available to me® There 
follows a description of these five manuscripts which 
I have collated in this edition®
I« Vienna, MS® IToo 1908
IT„ 33; Lines 20; Size 22x18 (18 x 13)cn®
Light brown fine decorated leather binding; written
in elegant nasta1liq on somewhat spotted white paper in
thick medium character; plain fUnwan; catchwords in black
unto folo 9; tidy but careless handwriting; irregularly
punctuated and frugally dotted; no broder line, no
embellishment, no medallion; sometimes parts of the
text written on the margins; fol® 33h® bears one stamp-
mark, containing illegible Arabic writing* at the bottom
of the left-hand side margin® In the colophon the scribe,
Isma’il al-Haitami al-Shafi'i, adds that he has completed * * —
the copying on Wednesday, 27th Randan, 710 A«II«/1310* 
in the presence and dictation of Sayyid Shaikh Imam 
Shihab al-Din Ahmad® The manuscript contains a note 
stating that it has been read by 1 certain Abu’l Khair 
Muhammad al-MaadisI b. Abu 'l-Barakat al-Shaifch Fakhr al-
materials most of which can he termed as "isra1iliyat" 
while at-Ghai^i demonstrates a very rational way of 
expression and tries to keep himself aloof from the 
isra'iliyat".
While al-Ghaiti quoted more and more Qur'anic 
verses and relevant parts of Prophetic traditions Ibn 
'Arabi tried to give the gist of them.
The language of all the three authors is studied 
classical, but at-Ghaiti's language is always lucid 
and comparatively easy; while Ibn 1Arabi's language 
is very difficult to understand and deep in meaning .
In respect of the treatment of the subject, 
novelty of approach and being the very important and
ppioneering works in the field dymystic philosophy, these 
three important books occupy a unique place on the theme 
of Isra' and Mi'raj and beyond any doubt excel all other 
works on this subject. The publication of these monumental 
works, within a correct edition, will certainly meet a 
cherished longing of scholars and lovers of knowledge.
works written in the traditional system on the theme 
of Isra7and Mi1raj; Kitab al-Isra1, for the first time 
develops and systematises the states (ahwal) and stations 
(maqamat) of spiritual ascension and marks the beginning 
of the new era for the Sufis Mi!raj; and Kitab al-Najat 
is the best commentary of this abstruse text.
The authors of the three works are thorough 
dialecticians with deep insight,broad outlook and profound 
knowledge of the philosophical systems and scholastic 
theologv. Al-Ghaiti's main endeavour was to find out 
rational solution, for the conflicting traditions, ideas 
and other problems on the theme of Isra' and Mi1raj, 
according to the views of ahl al-Sunna wa'1-Jama'ah while 
Ibn 'Arabi, as a great Sufi paid great attention to make 
this MiTraj a theme for meditation and personal experimen-
— 9 —tation interpreting the Prophet's Isra and Mi'raj in a 
mystical way.
About half of al-Ghaiti's work deals with the 
various aspects of the Qur'an, concerning to the theme 
of Isra' and Mi'raj, such as the philological, Grammati­
cal, legal, historical and scholastic aspects, and so
on; while Ibn Arabi's work is full of mystical terms
words
including abstruse and ambiguous/most of which were
explained by Ibn Sawdakin in his commentary.
Ibn 'Arabi quotes such traditions and other
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asra bi'abdihi lailan minal masjidi 11-garam ila '1-majidi
' 1-aqsa alladhi barakna hawlahu  al-basir1'. Phrases
and sentences like baina ana na' im, Buraq, Shaqqa gadri, 
akhraja qalbi... , alga f i T 1-Tasht. .. , rama minhu jqizz 
al Shaitan..., ghasala bi ma'in..., thumma khatama 
!alaihi bi Khatam..., wa asra bi min haram..., fa rabaft.u1 
'1-buraq bi- halqati babihi... , wa raka1tu fi mihrab...,
thumma Zajja bi. .. , wa'utitu bifKhamar wa'l-Laban fa 
Sharabtu .... tamam 11-laban wa taraktu1l~Khamar wa T amma 
Law Kana 11-mashrubu 1asalan mattakhadh aJiadunfl-sharkata 
QABLAN...., thumma ashraftu min ’l-hawa'ala 11-wadi '1- 
magdis.. . Sidrat al-Munlaha, sab* al-matharfef, qaba qawsain 
aw adna, al-lawh, al-kursi , aswidah, sarif al-qalam, 
al-maqam al-muhammadi.... , 'Utitu jawami1al-Kalim...., 
al-Bait al-ma'mur, al-rafraff, al-najm idha hawa..., al-sama' 
... al - 1ula, al-sama1... al-thaniah, ... thalf-fchah, 
rabi1 ah,.Khamisah, ... sadisah, .... sabi T ah, could be 
found in each of the three works.
In order to show the special characteristics and
3 isthe treatment of the subject, a critical sptdy of the 
three works is given below:
Al-Ghaiti was the follower of the school of Imam 
Shafi‘5 while Ibn 'Arabiwas the follower of Imam Malik and 
Ibn Sawdakin was the follower of Imam Abu Hanifa.
Kitab al-Ibtihaj of al-Ghaiti is the pioneer and 
by far the best and the most valuable work mmong the
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rather than a heavenly journey. The Buraq that carries 
them swiftly to God is nothing but Divine love, the 
remotest mosque is nothing but the light that attracts 
and this is the Truth. When they come to this mosque 
they stand, just as the Prophet did, which is an indica­
tion of the heartTs purity, for it is not allowed to
him who is not clean to advance a step into it. If they 
drink the milk, which is a symbol of spiritual discern­
ment, they knock at the doors of the heavens, this is 
also a symbol of self-mortification. Ibn 'Arabi made his 
Sufis reach the tree of the boundary which is a symbol 
of certainty. In a like manner he made them reach their 
destination by the same steps that were taken by the 
Prophet, thus they reached God when all veils were lifted 
and all secrets revealed. In short, all the three treatises; 
deal with the theme of Isra' and Hi'raj in different way: 
Kitab al-Ibtihaj deals with the complete story of physical 
Isra’ and Hi*raj of the Prophet at his wakefulness while 
Kitab al-Isra1 deals with the spiritual Mi'raj or the 
mystical interpretation of the Prophet’s Isra’ and Mi’raj 
and Kitab al-Najat deals with the commenteries on the
text of Kitab al-Isra1.
A careful perusal of all three works will also 
show that each of them begins, after the preface, with
1 - Vthe same Qur’anic Verse, ,Sura, 17: "Subhana 1lladhi
■ i 6 $
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This work consist of complete 
discussion of Isra' and Miraj with detailed description 
of the Night Journey from Mecca to Jerusalem, the Prophet’s 
meeting of and prayer with other prophets at Bait al-Maqdis, 
Heaven, Hell, Buraq, and many other aspects including 
30 most valuahle and scientific reasons, harmonising con­
flicting traditions, selecting proper Qur’anic verses and 
authentic traditions with excellent arguments and various 
versions of companions of the Prophet and renowned narrators 
of hadiths and other authorities, very decidedly supporting 
the opinion of ahl al-Sunnah wa11-Jama’ah: that the 
Journey of Isra1 and Mi1 raj was performed by the Prophet 
bodily in a state of awakefulness. On the other hand 
Kitab al-Isra1 and Kitab al-Najat contain the mystic
interpretation of the same story of Isra' and Mi'raj 
exact the same way. The love of God, which overwhelms the 
Sufis, leads inevitably to the idea of Union through 
ascension to Him. Having claimed they are most faithful 
to the Prophet’s Sunna, Sufis saw in him a vivid example 
to emulate; why should they not have a Mi’raj as the 
Prophet had? Indeed they take their way from the Prophet 
in every detail.
As has also been explained, Ibn 'Arabi’s ascension 
is only an exposition of the significance of the Mi1 raj 
in Sufi view which, he thinks, is internal ascension
and Prophetic traditions for the same purpose in the same 
way.
A comparative perusal of these two works with the 
”Kitab al-Ibtihaj bi’l-kalam ’ala al-Isra1 wa ’l-Hi’raj- of 
Imam al-Ghai^r will show that all the three works contain 
the same theme of Isra* and Mi'raj though their style and 
method of expression, construction of sentences and the use 
of technique of works are a bit different.
As has already been explained, Kitab al-Ibtihaj 
contains the story of the Prophet’s Ascension( Hi’raj) to 
heaven in its entirety on the basis of the Qur’anic verses 
and the Prophetic traditions. «
f, io kCHAPTER - 5 
The Works
Critical views and comparison of the works p."
A comparative perusal of Kitab al-Najatfland the
Kitab al-Isra1 of Ibn ’Arabi may well suggest that the
style and the method of expression, construction of sentences
and the use of technique of both the works,? are as it were,
those of one mind and one author. Although the former is a
commentary on the latter, many abstruse and ambiguous words
and sentences are common to both the works. A tone of
difference and deep huminity pervades throughout these works.
Phrases like "wa billah ahtadi", " ’ alaihi atawakkafcu
wa bihi ahtadi" , 1 wa billah 'L-tawfiq", "wallahu a ’lam” ,
"fatahaqqaq turshad", "fa'lam dhalika", and "fafharn", havw
1been used in both the works. The main difference between
these two monumental works is that the latter is the complete
text of Ibn 'Arabi while the former contains most of that
text with together with a commentary. Each of the works
consists of 38 chapters with the same headings.
The critical method followed by Ibn Sawdakin in his
commentary may be compared with that of Kitab al-Isra’
employed by Ibn 'Arabi. Both the authors used a lot of verse
2to explain their views. As regards the traditions both
of them avoided the isuad and in most cases alloted the
relevant portion of any particular tradition instead of 
quoting it in its entirety. Both of them used Qur'anic verses
1. Cf. Kitab al-Najat, fols.12a,16,18b,83a, 84-a, 87a, 91b, 
97b; Kitab al-Isra', fols. 2b, 6a ... .
2. Cf. Kitab al-Najat, fols. 6b,9b, and see Kitab al-Isra'.
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•|times hji or?. 3 all bho Hi ’ raj books.
Taking a thorough account of his life and the impact 
of bis teaching cn Hus 1 in; thought, we can say bhat at a very 
critical period of the history of Islam, when conflicting 
ideas and antagonistic attitudes created chaos and. 
confusion in Huslim thought; and shook bhe very foundation 
of the beliefs al Ghaiti appeared to deCend. the views of 
ahl al-Sunnah wa 11—Jama’ah, struggling personally, he 
endeavoured to solve bhe crisis both by sabisfying reason 
and conforming bo revelation.
1^2. Cf. E.I.arb. Hi’r&i.
credulous and the instances quoted above illustrate how 
easy it was for the misleading sects to turn them against 
the Ahl al-Sunna wa 11-Jama1 at and particularly Shafi'ites. 
This might have been the reason behind al-Ghaiti’s 
compilation of kitab al-Ibtihaj, in which, if we accept 
that he incorporated some weak traditions, used the same 
weapon that was turned against his views.
Kitab al-Ibtihaj ushered in a new era of understanding 
and interpreting the story of Isra’ and Mi1 raj not merely 
by the traditional method but also by consistent application 
of intellect. This book is an eloquent testimony to his 
attempt to establish the liberal orthodox theological views 
traditionally and rationally. In this work he showed that 
there can be no conflict between revelation and reason, as 
the article of faith are derived from the former and the 
function of the latter is to understand them correctly.
His Kitab al-Ibtihaj is a detailed work of the highest 
importance for the following reasons : (a) it is an extensive 
text on Muslim theology that begins with an exposition of 
theme Isra’ and Mi'raj; (b) it is an extremely r^ich mine 
of imformation on all aspects of previous development of 
this subject; (c) the whole book is more authentic than 
any book written on this subject and systematically 
arranged; (d) "this is the most popular work in modern
( 6  If--:
endeavoured to propagate its own doctrine. In this
intellectual war the Shafi'ites and the Karramites were
participating equally. Al-Ghaiti spared no effort in his
power to deal strongly with the Karramites on the one hand
the Mu'tazilites on the other.
The strength of the Karramites depended on their
reputation for piety which was essential to attract the laity,
who were easily led against the Shafi'ites. We have more
than one proof that the laity showed a marked preference
for the lying and imprudent inventions of the story-tellers
who appealed to their superficial understanding of religion
to turn them against the most authoritative doctors of
hagtheology. Al-hhajbi reports that la'far b.al-Hajjaj al-Mawsili
said : "When Muhammad al-Samarqandi came to Mawsil, he related
rejected and fabricated traditions. A group of Shaikhs agreed
to go and ask him to stop relating ....  but then dared not
129reveal the purpose that they came for, fearing the laity'.'
Al-Sha'bi, protesting against a sotry-teller in a mosque
190was beaten up by the people gathering around him.  ^ Al-Tabari 
the prominent historian and theologian, was forced to stay 
in his house by the mobs of Baghdad who stoned his door
191until the stones, piling one on the other, covered the door.
It is a fact that the ordinary ignorant Muslims were incredibly
129- Cf. 'All al-Qari, al-Asrar al-Marffi'a fi'1-Ahadith. 
Al-Mawdu'a, fol.10b.
150. Cf.Ibid.
151. Cf. Ibid., fol.11b.
( fa hi , s.’
Now the question may well he asked, why Imam al-Ghaiti
QJjutilizes the weak traditions though he express/ criticism and
suspicion? The cause may have been that he wrote this book
as a counterblast to and in refutation of the argument of the
Mu'tazilites and the Karramites who denied the corporeal
126ascension of the Prophet. As we have mentioned earlier,
he was continuously ordering people to do what is good
forbidding them to do what is bad, doing so in the face of
princes and great notables fearing no Man's censure for the
127sake of Allah. Al-Ghaiti was a Sufi who belonged to the 
Shafi'ite school of Law, and lived at the time when different 
adherents of different schools and sects were engaged in bitter 
theological conflicts, including corruption in the Government 
system. Once some remarkable persons caused trouble by taking 
people's posts unlawfully. Imam al-Ghaiti stood up and faced 
the Pasha and the Princes with a strongly worded protest 
which none of his colleagues could utter. It is owing to 
him that the trouble died out. His fame reached the land 
of the Greeks, the Hijaz and Syria, and the Muslims thanked i
si 2Shim for that. s> In Religion too every sect or school
126. The opinion of Ahl al-Sunnah wa'1-Jama'ah is that the
Journey of Isra1 and Mi1raj was performed by the Prophet 
with his body and awake. Al-Ghaiti in his work very 
decidedly supports this view for several reasons.
Cf.Kitab al-Ibtihaj for his arguments,fol.34a-b•
127- Of. 'All Mubarak Pasha, Al-Khut;at al-tafigiyyah,
vol.8, p. 26; Ibn al-' Imad,_Sh.adh.arat al-Dhahab , Vol.8 
p.406; Najm al-Din al-Ghazzi, al-Kawakib al-Sa'irah bi 
a'yan al-mi'at al-'ashirah, vol.3, P-5^*
128. Cf. Ibid.
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— 1 PC) —Ma'mur, because it is always inhabited, 1 Ibn Jarir al
Tabari and al-Hakim, on the authority of Anas, relate that
"1 PIit is on the seventh heaven.'~
The gigantic angel who has seventy faces, in each face 
seventy thousand tongues by which, he praises Allah in seventy 
thousand languages ... is rejected and considered utterly
The whole conversation between God and the Prophet was
related, says Abu Sulaiman al-Khattabi, on the authority of
Sharik (on whose authority, with severe criticism, al-Ghaiti
mentions five traditions)1 -who is known for relating
1PM-rejected traditions,
The story of the sea which is situated above the seventh
heaven and the distance between its surface and bed is five
hundred years, "is false" says Ibn al-Jawzi. Ahmad b. Hanbal
rejected this story and bonded its transmitter, Yahya b.
125al-'Ala’, as a liar who fabricated traditions. ^
120. Gf. 'Usamah b. Munqidh, Kitab al-Manazil wa1l~Diyarat, 
fol.198b.
121. Gf. al-Ghaiti, Kitab al-Ibtihaj bi'l-Kalam ' ala! l-Isra* 
wa11-Mi 1 raj, fol.55a.
122. Gf. al-Tahnawi Kashshaf fi Istilahat al-Punun, p.545* 
‘Allamah Muhaddi^hHafiz Tayyib, a great learned existing 
Sufi of India, Mudir al-Jami'ah al-’Ulum of Diwband,
in long discussions, with fine arguments, authenticated 
this Hadith, on the authority of Shah Waliall&h al-Dihlawi.
I recorded all these discussions, between fhkm and myself, 
upon this point, including many other aspects on the 
theme of Isra1 and Mi'raj, in four tapes, which are now 
in my possession.
123. Gf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fols. 2a, 35a? ^9§, 65a and 66a.
124. Cf. Ibn al-Jawzi, Daf1 Shubhat al-Tashbih, p.22.
125. Cf. Ibid., p.70.
to say..." or ,!I was told by dim whom I do not accuse from
11 6Abu SaFid al-Khudri . .." " or when he quoted an invalid
authority he would change his name or call him by his Kunyah
as he did with Muhammad b. al-Sa’ib al-Kalbi (d.140/757)
(on whose authority al-Ghaiti also mentions a version^ who
117was rejected as unreliable. '
In the course of time the sayings ascribed to the Prophet
increased in number. Whenever need arose politically,
religiously or even socially, men invented traditions to
support their views, The political rivalry between the
different and irreconcilable elements, the hostility betxveen
Arabs and non-Arabs, these and similar exigencies provided
ample opportunity for the fabrication of Hadith, and the
story of the Mi'raj was a 1 v/ays the readiest medium for
whatever opinion was to be expressed and put into mouth
of the Prophet.
Authorities differ as to where al-Bait al-Ma'mur is
11Bsituated. Ka'b al-Ahbar relates that it is in heaven,
others relate it is under the Throne of Allah, Al-'Uqaili,
condemning the transmitter, Abu Hadhaifah, Bishr b. Ishaq
(a rejected transmitter) says: "This tradition is sheer
119fabrication and has no origin" (laisa lahu aslim). Al-Hasan 
al-Basri thought it was, in fact, ''Mecca; that it was called
115. Bee Sirat Rasuli Fl-lah, ed. wu. Gottingen 1859, PP-265,268,
116. Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fol.17b.
117. Cf. Cfash Kubra Zada, Miftah al-Sa,adah, Hyderabad, 1911 , 
p . 4-02.
118. Cf.Al-Samarqandi, Bustan al-'Arifin, fol.85a.
119- Cf. Tcthdhrb Tavikh Ibn 1 Asakir, vol. 2 ,pp431 "2.
related that out of an old, effaced hook."109 Besides this
the second Caliph TUmar threatened him:"If you do not stop
relating from the ancients(al-'uwal, meaning the Jews and
Christians), I will banish you to the land of monkeys"
(probably meaning Africa).110 This might well be the cause
111of his being called "the Jewish astrologer."
Muhammad b. Ishaq(on whose authority al-Ghaiti mentions
112three traditions ), the author of the Sira, has been 
described by Malik b. Anas being a Shi1ite and as being 
the inventor of many legends and poems transmitted by him.
The most interesting of these charges, from our standpoint, 
is that levelled by Ibn al-Nadim who says: "He quoted legends
113from the Jews and Christians;' whom he called in his book
"Ashad al-llm al-'Awwal" (the possessors of the ancient
N 114science or knowledge). As a traditionist, Ibn Ishaq met 
with the criticism that he did not distinguish between 
authentic and doubtful traditions, and that he was not 
sufficiently careful as to whose authority he quoted or that 
he went even further, not mentioning the name of the authority 
he quotes. In the story of the Ascension he said:"I was 
informed by a member of Abu Bakr's family that 'A'ishah used
109. Cf. Al-Tha'labl, Qisas al-Anbiya! , p. 11 ; al-Kisa' i , Qisas 
al-Anbiya', p.16.
110. Cf. Ibn Kathlr, al-Bidayah wa11-Nihayah_, vol.8, p„106._
111. Cf. Abu'l-Putuh M  Abi'l-Hasan al-Samiri, Kitab al~Tarikh 
'an'l-'Aba', p^1 7 3-
112. Cf. Kibab al-Ibtihaj, fols. 34b, 35a and 36b.
113. Cf .al-Fihris ,p.92; the same charge was produced by 'Abdullah 
b. 'Idris, see Yaqut, Irshad al-'Arib, ed. Margoliouth, 
vol.6, p.399; Tarikh Baghdad, vol.1,P.222.
114. Cf. al-Pihris, p.92.
had read ninety-three revealed books of Prophets. As for
his position in the eye of historians, he was known for his
10?vast knowledge of the legends of Israel “ like Ka'b and
101Muhammad b. Ishaq. v Rashid Rida violently accused Wahb of 
introducing many Israelites legends into the body of tradition, 
calling him "The hero of the legends of Israel, the cheater of 
Mus1ims.^  ^
Ka'b al-Ahbar (d.32/652) (On whose authority al-Ghaiti 
mentions four traditions and two versions, with suspecion)^^ 
and 'Abdallah b. Salam (d. 4*3/663) both of whom were Jews, 
natives of Yaman had been converted to Islam, and were, accor­
ding to al-Sha'raSfl^ responsible for introducing Jewish teaching
—  ■'1 OOand legends into Islamic Hadith. Ibn 'Abbas, whose name
is often connected with the tradition of Mi1raj in Kitab 
107al-Ibtiha;], ' branded KaTb as "liar" when he related as
proiDhebic tradibion the following tale: " On the day of Judgeme-n.
Judgement, God will bring the Sun and the Moon like two
10Rhamstrung bulls, and cast them into Hell." "This is a 
Jewish legend he wanted to interpolate into Islam," says Ibn 
'Abbas. When this was conveyed to Ka'b, he said: "I have
1 01
101. Ibid., p.2.
102. Cf. Ibn Habban^ Mashahir 'Ulama' al-Am§ar, pp.122-3;Ibn 
' Asakirj/ Tahdhib Tarikh Ibn 'Asakir, vol.1, p.234-; Ibn 
al-Jawzi, Talbis, pp. 26-9.
103. Cf. Muhammad al-Hanbali al-Maqdisi, al^Sarim al-Munki,p.83•
104. Cf. Tafsir al-Manar, vol. 9? p.4-98.
105. Cf, Kitab al-Ibtihaj1 fols. 9a, 2Ja, 28b, 5^k, 58b,and 61b.
106. Cf. Tabaqat al-Sha1 rani, vol.1, p.39*
107. Cf. fals. 19a? 22a, 23a, 26b, 61a. An entire book is
ascribed to him as "Kitab al-Isra' wa'1-Mi'raj,"
Maktabat Muhammad Sabih, Cairo, n.d.
108. Cf. Al-La'ali, volll, p.56.
Prophet. This event,, in fact, according to sone report, is
98connected wish ais childhood,  ^ though the versions vary 
largely regard L?ag what was cleansed, where this took place 
and even the time and age of the Prophet* It may be realised 
that this confusion is still prevalent in almost all Mi1 raj
_  qghooks including "Kitab al-Mlraj of al-Qushairim To avoid 
this confusion, Imam al-G-haiti in his book enumerates four* 4
cleansings, which the holy Prophet underwent, solving the
questions what was cleansed and how, when and where these 
97took place.'1
Some authorities traced back the Tradition of the Mi'raj
98either to Wahb b.Munabbihx or Ka’b al-Ahbar, and some to
Muhammad b. Ishaq. Wahb b. Munabbih (d.113-5/728-30),(on whose
x 99authority al-Ghaiti mentions two t r a d i t i o n s ) a  Yamanite of 
Persian descent, had been a Jew before his conversion to 
Islam. He is said to have written the Book of Zabur, the 
Mubtada' and the Isra’illyyat (legends of Israel) and his 
writings, in particular in Kitab al-Tijan, is of much interest 
where he mentioned the cleansing process as being performed 
for ’Abir b.Shalikh ... b. Huh, in a dream in the same manner 
as that which the Prophet u n d e r w e n t H e  confessed’that he
93- Gf. al-Tabari, vol. 1, p.1104.
96. Cf. India Office Library MS* under Rotos, 29, fols. 5a, 
10b, 11a,.
97* Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj,_fols. 37a-39b.
98. Cf. A.l-Tha1 alibi , Hadith al-Mi ’ ra j , fol. 21a.
99. Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fols. 40b and 43b.
100. Cf. Kitab al-Tijan, p.28.
do not touch upon his views or dogmatic practice or 
Ahkam al-Shar1, he should not be blamed. This must not lead 
us to formulate the idea that al-Ghaiti was not a scrupulous 
traditionist. Apart from this, a careful investigation of the 
weak traditions mentioned in "Kitab al-Ibtihaj" reveals the 
fact that al-Ghaiti does not conceal his suspicion and doubt 
concerning their authenticity, using the term: "lam yarid fi 
khabrin thabitin^" 1 wa huv/a khabarun rnursaiun la-taqumu bihi 
1 1-hu j jatu f 1 hadha11-bab ; " on the other hand he authenticates 
the traditions, using the terms: In a s s anahu 11 -Haf i z anf; 
wa1 l~IJadith rijaluhu mawthuquna, . . . wa ghalibuhurn min rijal
QZLal-sahihi which were wrongly criticised by some authority.y
It is very difficult to separate what may be considered 
as historically authentic from that meant to be considered 
as merely the production of devout fantasy, as at a very early 
time stories, including Israr and Mi'raj, began to be gathered 
and related in which imagination played a tremendous part. 
Confusion and irregularities, on the transmitter’s part, 
were very apparent, including, some times, traditions which 
have no connection with the story of Isra1 and M^raj.
For instance, there are Traditions about the internal purifi­
cation (shaqq sadr) performed by Gabriel and Michael for the
= al-Ls’ali*, vol.2, p.2 5 1.
92. Cf. Tarikh a]-Islam, fo1.176b.
93« Or. al-Manac, p . 19; al-Qari, al-Asrar al-Marfu1 a fi11- 
Akhbar al-Maudu’ah, fol* 83a.
91. Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fols. 50b, 61a and 69a.
for Allah has wished that Abu Bakr will be your success." ^
Another Hadith, which at Qushairi mentioned as sound,
86
JL ^  /aTu^ vGju JLw dJl Jiis regarded by al-Khatib
Qrnas sheer falsification, invented and devised as a counter­
bias b ti the Shi'ites. The matter is the same in the case 
of ’Uthman,^® Mu’awiyah,^ Abu Hanifah and al-Shafi’i „ ^  j
A certain seller of "harisah"(pounded wheat and meat together) 
fabricated Hadiths m  praise of hms goods. Al-Dhahabi writes:
"The story of the Mi*raj has expanded as time went on until
92it has corne to resemble a story told by a story-teller."
Exaggeration and senseless prolongation of details,
according to Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, are sign of fabrication,
such seventy thousand toungues, each speaks seventy thousand
languages s.. or seventy thousand towns, in each seventy
98thousand palaces, m  each seventy thousand damsels. I wonder 
how many seventy thousands occur in the tradition concerned?
Although Imam al-Ghaiti, to show opinions and versions 
of different authors wish their proofs, in bis book writes 
down traditions which were suspected by many authorities 
of being forgeries or, ab best, weak as long as the traditions
85 - Of. al-Shawkani , Mxihammad ’ Ali , al-Fawa’ id al-MaJmiT' a , p. 284,
86. Cf. kitab al-Mi'raj” fol. 36a.
37• Cf. al-Suyuti, al-La’ali', vol. 1, pp. 286™7*
88. Cf0 ibid. pp. 312-5• lb Ohe .dory of the damsel coming out of an apple bhe name some times changes from ’Uthman to 
’Ali, ibid. p.515*
89- Cf. Ibid., pp.415-24, See also the very interesting incide­
nt which happened in Wasit in the presence of al-Maqdisi, 
in "Ahsan al-Taqasim, p. 126, concerning hot/ Allah will 
cause Mu’awiyah’fo sit by His side.
903 Cf. al-H§.kim, op. oit. p .30. _
91. CC, Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya, al-Manar, pp.19-20; "
■xm
Whatever the narrators may have fabricated, there 
remains more than one element who, in support of their views,
politically, socially or even professionally, found a wide 
field for their indulgence in fabrication, and the story 
of the Ascension of the Prophet (mi'rag al-Nabi) lent itself 
to each of these elements. The Shi’ites, in support of *Ali1s 
claim to the Caliphate, fabricated innumerable traditions, 
using, the story of the Ascension, thus:"The Prophet said:
’When 1 was in Paradise, Gabriel gave me Safarjal (quince) 
but soon it split open and a beautiful damsel appeared.
I said, "Who are you?" and she said, "I am the contented,
God created me for your Wazir and successor ’All . . , " and 
I was brought near the Throne of God ('Arsh Allah) , there was 
'Ali standing. I was amazed but Gabriel told me that he was 
an angel who assumed the features of ’Ali, and whenever the
i — RZlangels feel longing for ’Ali they would visit that angel... " 
The supporters of Abu Bakr /In his claim to the Caliphate^/ 
reacted strongly and followed the same method of fabrication, 
exploiting the story of Ni'raj like the Shi'ites, thus:
" The Prophet said: 'On the sight of my Ascension I said,
"0 my Lord I Nay you choose 'Ali to be my successor I But 
the Sky pealed with thunder and the angels exclained:
'0 Nuhammad, recite " You may not wish except when Allah wills,"
83* Cf. Al-Jami' li-akhlaq al-Pawi, fol. 14-71*
84-. Cf. Ni'raj al-Nabi, published from Shi' ite sources 
by N. al-Kazimi, pp. 15 & 21.
One of these story-tellers stood insolently before 
Ahmad b. Hanbal& Yahya b. Ma’in and related a tradition 
similar to the tradition in question on their authority.
He said: Ahmad b. Hanbal and Yahya b. Ma'in told us that 
'Abd al-Eazzaq told them that Ma'mar informed him from 
Hammam b.Munabbih from Abu Hurairah who said that Allah's 
Apostle said, 'If any one says "there is no God but Allah"
(La ilaha illallah), there will be created from every word
of it a bird with a golden beak and coral feathers
and told a story that would occupy about twenty pages."
When Yahya enquired about this, the story-teller said; "It 
would seem that the world contains no Yahya b.Ma'in and 
Ahmad b. Hanbal but you two ! I have written /tradition/ 
from nineteen men besides you called Ahmad b. Hanbal and 
Yahya b. Na'in.^They speak of different subjects, give
many false traditions in connection with these subjects,
- 82 and attach them to some isnad," says al-Qushairi. Abu
Ayyub describes the bad effect exercised by the story-tellers
and the part they played in the corruption of the Hadith,
to such an extent that they are the sol#* people responsible
for this.®^
81* Cf. Ibn Kathlr, al-Ba'ith al-Hadithj_ pp. 95-^;
Tawdih_al-Afkar, ed. M. 'Abd al-Hamid, Cairo,1386AH.; 
al-Hakim, al-Madkhal, tr.p.52.
82. Cf.^Al-Qurtubi, al-Jami1 li Ahkam al-Qur'an, vol.1, p.68.
The fanciful description of the Buraq "is false and
- - 77fabrication", says al-Suyuti.‘(
The situation of "al-Bait al-Ma ?.mur" and Gabriel's
bathing in a river*, when he has shaken his wings God creates
an angel from each drop:this "has no origin and is sheer
fabrication", says al-Hafiz 'Abd al-Ghani.^
The incredible and fanciful description of Heaven
and Hell seems to be a faithful imitation of the story-teller
(qassas) whom Abu Ayyub al-Sukhtyani branded as "the great
liar " and of whom al-Suyuti speaks thus: "He cares only
that men should gather round him and will invent those
traditions that will give them satisfaction, stir their
souls and move their feeling. It is the greatest of calamities
79that he should Ire against the Prophet."These imaginative 
details of Heaven and Hell can only be produced by man 
like these "who solicit alms by standing in the markets, 
mosques and meeting places and falsely attribute tradition 
on the spot to Allah's Apostle with a sound isnad which 
they have memorized, and they mention the forgeries with 
those isnads.
77* Cf.a1-La'ali1 al-Fiasnu'ah, vol. 1 ,PP. 375-7- 78. Ibid P.91.
79- Cf.Ibid. Cairo ed.l317?vol.2, P.249
80. Cf.a1-Hakim,al-Nadkhal 'ila Ha:Mifat al-Ikhlas,
ed.tr.J.Robson,published by the Royal Asiatic Society 
of Gt.Britain and Ireland, 1955,P.51-
Kitab al-Mi'raj^  of Imam al-Qushairi (&.465/1072) , 
reveals how much extreme exaggeration, senseless prolongation 
of details, fictitious traditions and extraneous talks and 
and stories are interpolated in their works, and how 
fanciful and imaginative those writers were*
To make this point more clear and to shed more light 
on this a discussion on the subject is given below, with 
criticism and refutation of general fabrications in this 
field*
Al-Qushairi states : „ . \ - i5 * . kt -1 <s*J 3 {jiJ Q*i 3 cuaJisL/i
(Then I Journyed until there was only the
nil.distance of two bows or nearer between me and my Lordr ) 
while Imam al-Ghaiti's statement runs as follows :
4 J UJ  ^ (JLjmv  ^ wU9 |a-l <t\t 2 ddp dJJ I LftJ iu I I) J J 1
h QQ y I 2 Apb Low dJU 1 JU J j wUaJ I j^a dlli jj <J ^
11 <diJ ^ ^ 49 tuJ ^ L Aj ip *<! I * ^
Then interpreting the verse of surat al-NaJm al-Ghaiti says: 
o«*4 i^lnM ^ dl 1 * ijiJLdJ ■ 1^* w J ^ * * * * 1 »U5 w J 1
(Then Gabriel drew near to Muhammad^ ^ ). This statement is
76sanctioned by almost all orthodox theologians!
73. Cf. Photostats of this work under Rotos.29,India Office 
Library.
74. Cf.Kitab al-Mi'raj,fol.23b.
73- Cf.Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fol.19a 
73a. Ibid.
76. Cf.al-Piruzabadi, Tafsir Ibn ' Abbas ,P. 387 *, Ibn al-Shuhna, 
Kitab Rawdat al-Manazir, (Br.Mus.MS. Or.7328) f01.23b; 




When he quotes the traditions mentioning the principal 
narrator only, or citing the opinions of some authority,
or refutes the views of certain sect or person he uses the
72 * -terms. 4 t dJ'Sl j y j — ^  uai ^  J
 ^ A tv ^
• jslfcl lo-v9 (LLuJI JjZ 4 ) l j  Llwh  ^j&
b^L>. *Aq jjb tS^ • t ^ i^lc' •i5 . . . * Jjbt idJLuu aa? etU
i j auI ^ • dJ J oUL*v <. 9 l^ u 11 (Jjj j  • I J h  j  JVSLi'i! I ~^3u jj dj j  . a \j*i o, i 1
» « * » . . * * * .  • . . . dJykj
Besides this he paid great attention to refute the 
individual opinions.
After preface in fol.2a he, seeking AllahTs help, 
states,what he is going to put forward in all three parts 
of his book.Similarly in fols.26b and 34-a, at the beginning 
of second and third parts, he reassures the reader about 
the contents. Accordingly he completes the work without 
breaking the promises or altering them.
We have enough evidence, after a thorough study of the 
whole contents of the work, to state safely that al-Ghaiti 
has written down many traditions, marked by exaggeration 
and incredible descriptions of Heavens, Hell, al-Bait al- 
Ma * mur, and Buraq etc., and unauthentic versions, writing 
different opinions and disagreements. A comparative study 
and careful perusal of other books, written on this subject, 
by dintinguished authorities before and after him,including
72. Cf.Kitab al-Ibtihaj,fols.db,16a,26a,35b, 56a, 61a, 
67a-b.
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wallahu Ta'ala a 1 lamu bi Tl-Sawab; wallahu taTala yafralu
ma yasha1 ; la ya* lamuhu illallah; la ilaha illallah; wallahu
subfoanahu wa ta1ala a 1lamu; could be found frequently after
the discussion of a controversial point or after an explana-
tion of a word or verse or before a proposal or assurance.
Thus he fulfilled the conditions of ta'wil by leaving the
truth and real meaning to the knowledge of Allah(tafwid).
He describes the views of others in his own simple
and lucid language and style, and made them clear by using
the following formulas: Kama naqalahu, .. ; gala ba1 du 11-
muhaqqiqin. . . ; a^jihajia. , . . ; 1 ayyana, ,. ; jazama. . . ; ;dhahaba
jama 1 atun, , . ; dhakara. .. ; gala. , . ; mana 1 a ta'ifatun. . . ;
Jawwaza qaumun. , . . ; !ajaba . . . ; nuqila 'an ' 1-Imam.. , ;
70madhhab al-Imam,...
In doing so he does not merge his own views with
those of others and at the end of a long version he generally
uses the distinctive terms: intaha and haithu intaha. Thus
he successfully preserves opinions of all in clear terms*
Quoted authorities are usually designated, in course of
work, by their kuniyat. His views are mostly in the form
of answers to the questions put by him. Each question is
put using the form "fa’in qila"^ (if it should be said...)
and he answers it at length with convincing theological and
69.Of, Kitab al-Ibtiha j , f ols. 21 ,26b, 5^ -h ,44a ,15b, 64aQ8a. ... 
7 0.Cf.Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fols.10b,11a,lib,17b,19a,35b,36a,38a. 
7 1.Some times,to express his views,al-Ghaiti uses also the1  ^ ■'* ft - i  C fi |HVcerms . t j^ \ c i d p  h * j
.  ................. C tU  J jlcufyS JS Jj.Jl
fif-s
Al-Ghaiti also gives the causes of Journey to Jerusalem that
this place is supremely eminent and most highly blessed, as
mentioned in the Qur'an. Allah wished to raise His Messenger
to heaven through this glorious road, in order to glorify
this city and in-order that the glory and dignity of both
the holy cities might centre in him, and that that part of
66the earth is nearest to heaven. He also explains why the
Ascension took place during the night, and why the Prophet
was not informed of his Ascension while Musa was given forty
67days to wait. (
He laid particular stress on quoting traditions mainly 
from thirty one reliable sahaba^?rom whom the story of Isra1 
and Mi'raj, briefly (mukhtasaran) and elaborately (mutawwalan), 
came down to us.
A tone of diffidence and deep humility pervades through­
out his work. Phrases like, mustamiddan minallah ta'ala;
66. Cf. ibid., fol.36a.
67. Ibid., fol.37a.
68. They are : 1) Anas, 2) Ubay b. Ka'b, 3) Buraidah,
A) Jabir b.'Abdallah, 5) Hudhaifah ibn al-Yaman,
6) Samurah b.Jundub, 7) Sahl b. sa'd, 8)Shaddad b.Aus,
9) Suhaib, 10) Ibn 'Abbas, 11) Ibn 'Umar, 12)Ibn 'Amr,
13) Ibn Mas'ud, 14) 'Abdallah b.Ah^ad b.Zurarah, 15)'Abd 
al-Rahman b.Qur^, 16) Ali b.Abi Talib, 17) 'Umar b.al- 
Khattab, 18) Malik b. Sa'sa'ah, 19) Abu 'Umamah, 20) Abu 
Ayvub, 21 Abu yabbah, 22) Abu '1-Hamra' 23) Abu Dharr,_
24) Abu Sa'Id al-Khudari, 25) Abu” Sufyan_b.Harb, 26)Abu 
Laila al-Ansari, 27) Abu Hurairah, 28) 'A'ishah bint 
Abi Bakr, 29) Asma' bint Abi Bakr, 30) Umm Hani', and 
Umm Salmah, may Allah be pleased with them all* Cf.Suyuti, 
Kitab al-Mu'Jizat wa' 1-Khasa'is al-Kubra, vol.1,P.152. 
Imam al-Ghaiti says, 'About forty sahaba narrated the 
story of Isra' and Mi'raj". Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj,fol.60b.
.  t-lft
Objection was raised to the assertion that the Prophet 
on this occasion saw Allah face to face and the question 
was also raised at an early date whether the Ascension was 
a dream or a reality, whether only the soul of the Prophet 
was carried up or also his body. Imam al-Ghaiti discussed 
all these (as well as many other most interesting and 
important) points in details, in part three of this work 
giving the excellent arguments with various reports (riwayat) 
of the renowned rarrators and versions of other authorities 
in favour and against the subjects, supporting the views 
of the ahl al-Sunnah wa11-Jama1 ah. As for instance: the 
orthodox opinion is that the Journey of Isra1 and Mi'raj 
was performed by the Prophet with his body and while 
awake. Al-Ghaiti, in his work, very decidedly supports -v 
this meaning for the following reasons:
1) If the Prophet had not been carried away in a
corporeal sense the event would afford no proof of his divine
mission and those who disbelieved the story could not be
accused of infidelity. Por this type of dream was not
unbelievable to them. 2) It is stated in the Qur'an that
Allah caused his servant to journey not that He caused
His servant's spirit to journey. 3) If the Prophet had been
carried away in spirit only, the services of Buraq would not
have been required, since animals are used for carrying
• • 63bodies not for carrying spirits. ^
65* Ibid., fol. 34-a-b.
a day as obligatory prayers for his people. On his descent
the Prophet communicates the commandment to Musa. Then on
Musa's suggestion the Prophet asks .Allah several times for
an alleviation and each time Allah grants it; hut when Musa 
61says five salats are still too many, the Prophet refuses
62to ask for less being quite ashamed.
- - 66Then Musa says, "Descend in the name of Allah." On the
way back the Prophet sees some evil tactics of devils from
the first heaven and reaches again Bait al-Maqdis. There he
mounted on the Buraq and came back to his companions at Mecca
before dawn. On his way back from Jerusalem he passed by
a caravan of Quraish in a certain place which he mentions
to disbeliving Quraish to prove the story while Abu Bakr 
64-bore witness.
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60. Ibid., fol. 32b.
61. Finally the salats are reduced to five, and these shall
be considered as fifty salats. Also Allah declares: 
"Whoever designs to do a good deed, and effects it not, 
Allah will give him that good deed's reward. Whosoever 
effects it, he will be given ten-fold. Whosoever medita­
tes on evil work, and effect it not, he is given nothing
at all. Whosoever effects it one single punishment
will be given for that one single ill deed." Cf. Kitab 
al-Ibtihaj, fol. 32b.
62. The Prophet says, "I came down last time to Musa, who 
desired me to return again, but I said: I have gone back 
tc my Lord until I am quite ashamed (hatta astahyaitu 
minhu). Cf. ibid., fol. 33a.
63. Ibid.
64. Ibid.
for neither man nor angel nor their knowledge may pass beyond
it. Its leaves are as large as the ears of an elephant and
its fruit, like pitchers. This tree is raised to the very
highest splendour and perfect beauty that creature can possively
possess. Its branches, laden with leaves, whereon dwell the
celestial spirits, extend throughout paradise. Prom its
root (min asliha) spring four rivers: two hidden that water
Paradise, and two visible, the Euphrates and the Nile, that
36irrigate the earth..v-
Then the Prophet visits the "Kauthar" and enters the
Paradise. There he sees what no body could ever see nor could
37hear nor could think of. ^( Thereafter the Prophet was con­
ducted to the "Nustawan" (on an equal level) where he heard
. . 38the creaking of Divine pens-. The last stage has now been
reached, cho Prophet beholds his Lord, and the Almighty
39Himself reveals to him His mysteries. Among these revela­
tions is Allah's commandment Imposing upon him fifty salat
either as meaning a place in which the Prophet was 
was chosen for Divine favours and great blessings, 
or as signifying the tree under which the companions 
of the Prophet took the pledge to defend him with their 
lives when al-Hudaibiyya, the mention in the latter case 
being Prophetic. The qualification of "Sidrah" by 
"al-muntaha" shows that it is a place beyond which human 
knowledge_does not go. One of the explanations given by 
Zamakhsari being, "the knowledge of angels and others end. 
there, and no- one knows what is beyond it." Hence the 
significance conveyed by the words is that the Prophet's 
knowledge of things Divine was the utmost which could be
i n i t  m  f i  tv a  -i * ti n n  -i I j\ 1  * r m  t t  H  /"\vouchsafed to man. GIL M.oulvi Muhammad 'Ali, The Holy Qur' an,
56. Ibid., fol. 51b.
57. Ibid.
58. Cf. ibid., fol. 32a. 59. Ibid.
between two hosts of men, the one with white, and the 
other with spotted faces. The latter bathe in three rivers, 
emerging from the third with faces as white as those of 
other host which they now join. The one host, Gabriel 
explains, are the believers of unspotted soul and the other, 
penitent sinners. The three rivers are symbolic of the 
"Bahmatallah" (Mercy of God), "Kimatallah" (Grace of God), 
and the third is "Saqahum Rabbuhum Sharaban tahuran11^
(their Lord shall make them drink a pure drink). The Prophet 
performed salat in the Bait al-Ma1mur with the believers of 
unspotted soul and angels. According to one report (riwayah) 
he was offered here again three glasses of milk,honey and 
wine, he drinks of the milk and Gabriel approved his choice^ 
Then the Prophet visits the eighth stage of Mi’raj,
"Sidrat al-MuntahaM> (the farthest lote-tree of the boundary)
= of the Karba9 Were the Bait al-Ma'mur to fall to the 
earth, it would assuredly fall on the ka'ba, or if a 
stone were dropped from Bait al-Ma'mur, it would fall 
upon the ka'ba. Everyday, seventy thousand angels 
enter into this House wrho shall not return to it until 
the day of judgement. Cf.Ibid., fols.30b-31a.
52. Cf.ibid.
53- Ibid., fol.31a.
54. Cf.Qur1 an; LIII/13-17-The Sidrah, or the lotc tree, is, in Arabia, the 
tree in the shade of which people elight and rest, or 
in the shade of which people gather together. The word 
occurs elsewhere in the Qur'an as indicating a tree in 
paradise, and Eaghib thus explains the word: "and the 
shade of it is sought, and thus it is made to serve 
as a parable for the shade of Paradise and its blessings 
in the v/obds 'fi siarin makhdud' (amid thornless 
lote tree: 56/28) on account of the ampleness of its 
shadow." As for its meaning che same authority takes it =
'Isa in the second, Yusuf in the third, Idris in the
fourth, Harun in the fifth, Musa in the sixth, and Ibrahim
49xn the seventh heaven. y
Adam appears as judge over the spirits of the dead.
He is seen between two hosts of spirits of men, now smiling
now weeping, as he glances to the right and left alternately.
The Prophet learns from Gabriel that these two hosts of
SOspirxts are the blessed and damned. 'The cousins 'Isa and 
Yahya appear together; 'Isa of medium stature, with a fair 
complexion and lank hair, and fresh as if just coming from 
his bath. Yusuf is of wonderful beauty. Musa, with flowing 
hair, tall and of stately appearance, burst into tears 
when he remembered that more Muslims will find salvation 
than those of his faith. Of other messengers of Allah,
Musa is an exception who expressly says that Prophet 
Muhammad is higher in the esteem of Allah than himself and 
that the number of his followers surpasses his own.Lastly, 
Ibrahim, to whom Muhammad bears a greater resemblance than 
any son, is seen as a venerable old man, seated at the 
entrance to paradise, on a chair leaning against the wall
szyiof the celestial House of Habitation (al-Bait al-Ma'mur),^
49. Cf.Kitab al-Ibtihaj,fols.29a-31a.
50. Ibid.fol.29a-b.
51. "Bait al-Ma'mfir" which is .••.but the counterpart of the 
"Ka'ba", and, as this is reported to have built by 
Ibrahim, so he is represented as residing near the 
heavenly Bait al-Ma1 mur. More over-, as al-Ghaifi says, 
this temple of paradise lies in the vertical projection -
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entered the mosque by the gate wherein the Sun and the
ZfZLMoon set. Two rak'ats of salat are performed by all, 
the Prophet acting as Imam^2nd thereby taking precedence 
of all the other prophets there assembled. Having prayed, 
the Prophet was seized with extreme thirst, the severest 
he ever felt. Upon this, three cups of milk, water and
wine are offered to him, he drinks of the milk and Gabried
, ■ 4-6approved his choice.
4-7Then a ladder ' (Mi’raj) of splendid appearance was
placed for the Ascent, and both the Prophet and Gabriel
ascended, till they reached one of the gates of the first
heaven. At the gate of each of the seven heavens through
which he went on with the Prophet, Gabriel is asked for
his own name and that of his companion. After he gives 
these he is next asked if the Prophet Muhammad has already
4-8been called for or sent as a prophet (awaqad bu’itha 
ilaihi). In each heaven they meet ore of the earlier 
messengers of Allah, usually Adam in the first, Yahya and 
4-4-. Ibid.
4-5* Gabriel holds the sacred office of Muazzin and called 
the Messengers and angels to prayer. Cf.ibid.
4-6. Ibid., fol.29a.
4-7. This ladder is stretched from Bait al-Maqdis to heaven. 
Its rungs are of gold, silver and emerald. By it the 
souls of the blessed rise, and on either side angels 
stand in line. By m-:;ans of this ladder the Prophet, with 
Gabriel, reaches heaven. Gf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj,fol.29a; 
Dardrr, P.18-19.
4-8. This indicates that the Ascension originally belonged 
to the period immediately after his Prophethood.
and if he would answer to them then his people would
convert to their creeds. Then the Prophet encounters the
Devil, who in turn tries to lure him from path; but, at
TOGabriel’s warning he hasten on. * Proceeding further more, 
the Prophet meets a very old woman wh.o, adorned in finery, 
from the roadside endeavours to entice him to tary with 
her for dialogue; but the Prophet turns a deep ear and 
passes on unheading. Gabriel explains that this woman is an 
allegory of the w^orld. Her tinsel represents the allurements 
of the world, which like her is effete, for so short is 
life of man that it resembles the brief years of the age of 
the world and if he would answer he call his people would 
prefer the worthiness to the hereafter(akhirat)^*
Then the Prophet reaches the city of Bait al-Maqdis, 
the goal of the Nocturnal Journey, and he enters the city 
at the right hand side through the gate al-Xamani. Near 
the glorious Sakhra (on the left side) the Prophet beholds 
some fair and pretty women (virgins of paradise or al-hur 
al-!yln) whom he saluted and who replied to his salam and 
interrogatories. At Jerusalem the Prophet was greeted, by 
all other Prophets and a great number of angeli'T After
fastening up the Buraq with the Ring^(al-halqah) he
TO. Of. ibid., fol.28a-b.
T1. Ibid., fol.28b.
T2. Ibid.
T3- With this Ring previous prophets used to fasten the 
Buraq. Cf.ibid.
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which led them to reject their wives and seek the embraces
of loose women.^ At this juncture the traveller’s path is
barred by the trunk of a tree, and in crossing it their
clothes get torn. The Prophet comes to know from his guide,
Gabriel, that this obstaale is a symbol of the bad people
of his nation (ummah) who lead others off the path of virtue.?^ 
An aged wood-cutter, who toils to heap still higher the
pile of wood he collected, although his strength forbids 
his carrying his loads away, next comes into view, symbo­
lising the man who hoards the wealth entrusted to his care
37which he cannot pay back. r Proceeding, they witness the
torture of the hypocritical preachers, who have their
tongues and lips cut with scissors of iron. Whenever the
38tortured recover the torture is renewed without end.
A huge bull, which rushing out of a narrow hole, now vainly
trying to re-enter it, is figurative of the torment undergone
by the conscience of those who speak hasty words they
xqafterwards regret. ^
Proceeding further, the Prophet is called upon to
halt by two voices, one from either side of his path, but
the Prophet does not answer and passes on. Gabriel explains
that these are the voices of the Jewish and Christian faiths
35- Cf. ibid., fol.28a.
36. Cf. ibid.
37* Cf. ibid.38. Cf. ibid.
39. Cf. ibid.
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him a prayer, by repeating which he is enabled to 
extinguish the demon's torch. * Then the Prophet beholds 
men cutting corn (yahsuduna) sown but the day before, and, 
in amazement, he sees the stubble grow as fast as the 
corn is cut. These, Gabriel informs him, are symbolic of 
the Muslims who wage a holy war against unbelievers and 
devote their all to the spreading of the faith (al-mujahidun) 
and whom Allah rewards seven-hundred fold (sab'u mi'ati 
di'fin)5.2
Then follows the torture of the crushed head . The
Prophet sees some people whose heads are being crushed and
when the tortured recover it is renewed without end. The
Prophet stands aghast and asks Gabriel who they are and
what crimes they have committed. Gabriel explains that they
are the hypocrites who, though outwardly professing to
honour the holy book, fails to abide by its precepts. ^
Thereafter, the Prophet sees the punishment of those
who failed to make the offerings required by rite. Clothed
34in rags, these graze like beasts, chewing wild herbs of 
the field. Further,on, the adulters sit around the big urns 
bearing both wholesome meat, and raw and putrid flesh. The 
latter they devour in due punishment for their lewdness,
30.- Cf. ibid., f ols .26b-27a. _
31. Cf. ibid., fol.27a; Dardir, P.9-
32. Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fol.27b.
33-;Cf. ibid.
34. Cf. ibid., fols. 27b~28a.
to prepare him for the Ascension. They took him to the
29well of Zamzam and laid him on his back, then opened
his breast and extracted his heart, brought water from the
Zamzam and three times washed away all that they found
within his body of doubt and error together with a black
blood-clot. They then brought a golden vessel which was
filled with wisdom and belief and from it his breast was
filled with wisdom, belief, forbearance, knowledge and
Islam. They then closed it and stamped between his two
shoulders writh the seal of prophethood. Then a winged
white celestial animal, called Buraq, which was smaller
than a mule and larger than an ass, was brought to the
Prophet to mount for the Nocturnal Journey to Jerusalem.
The angels Gabriel and Michael also journeyed together,
BOGabriel on the right and Michael on the left. ^
On the way they encounter several good and several 
wicked powers and visit Tibah, Madyan near the tree of 
Musa (Shajaratu Musa), Tur Sina and Bethlehem (baitu lahm).
At the outset of the journey an 'ifrit, armed with a fire 
brand, bars the Prophet's way. Attacked and persued by the 
demon, the Prophet is comforted by Gabriel, who teaches
29. The other versions of the same story show many addi­
tions and variants; according to one, for example, 
Gabriel came to the Prophet through the roof of his 
house which opened to receive him; according to another 
it was Gabriel alone who appeared to him and there are 
many similar variants. All these versions, however, 
put the Prophet's ascension at an early period and 
make it a kind of dedication of him as a Prophet, for 
which the purification of the heart had paved the way. 
Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fol. 26 b.
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Ml1 raj of al-Nahrawi (d.1210/1796); (xviii) Mi 1 raj 
of 'Isa !Abd al-Juwad al~Jadidi al Shafi'i (d.1205/1790);
(xix) Husn al-Tabyin lima wag 1 a fl Mi 1 raj a 1-Shaikh. ITajm 
al-Din of fAli b. fAbd al-Qadir al-Nabtiti (d.1062/1652);
(xx) Mi 1 rajiyyah of Hafiz Isma'il al-Burusl (d.1229/1814);
(xxi) Mi 1rajiyyah of Shaikh 'Uthman Maulavi (1227/1812);(xxii) 
(Kitab fi Mi1 raj al-Nabi of Hafiz 'Abd al-'Aziz (d.1202/1787);
(xxiii) Mi'raj Namah (in Urdu.) of Sayyid Bulaqi (d.some time 
in the beginning of 11th century A.H.); (xxiv) Husn al- 
Tabyin lima waq1 a fi Mi'raj al-Shaikh Uajm Din of Muhammad 
al-Sanbawi (d. 1252/1817); (xx?) Risalat al-Mi1 raj of 'Alam 
Allah b. 'Abd al-Razzaq al-Makki Hanafi (d.some time in
the beginning of 11th century A.H,).
Before we proceed further, we propose to give below
a short account of Isra' and Mi'raj, as depicted by al-
Ghaiti, pointing out the distinctive features.
27Before the Hijra f when the Prophet had received his 
revelation one night he was sleeping in the vicinity of 
the Ka'ba at Mecca (or in the house of Umm Hani' near Shi'b
Abi Talib) between two persons, Hamjah and Ja'far, the
- 28 angels Gabreil and Micha'il came to him and woke him up
27. Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fols.55b-36b for the different
versions about the year,month, day and place of Isra'
and Mi'raj.
28. According to one report (riwayah),they said "With regard 
to whom have we received order? Whereupon they themselves 
answered: With regard to their Lord.Thereupon they went 
'•weixt* away but came back the next night three of them.
wa 11-Mi 1 raj of Imam Shihab al-Din al-Ghazall al-Shafi 11 
(d.1191/1777)» (ii) Kitab al-MiT raj of Shaikh Ibrahim 
b. Muhammad b.-'Isa al-Mamuni al-Shafi'i (d.1080/1669) ;
(iii) Qisgat al-Mi*raj of Jafar b. IJasan al-Barzanji 
(d.1179/1765); (iv) Kitab al-Minhaj ila ma'rifat al-MiTraj 
of TAbd al-Qadir al-'Aidurusi (d.1038/1628); (v) ITusn 
al-Uhikra fi Sha'n al-Isra1 of Muhammad al-Sunbawi----- - . 1 A
(d.1232/1017) (vi) Sharh Kitab al-Isra1 of Hasan b.'Ali 
al-Madabighi (d.1170/1756); (vii) al-Mi'raj of 'Abd al 
Kafi al-Pahbi (d.1109/1698); (viii) Mi'raj namah (in Urdu) 
of Muhammad 'Aziz al-Din Shah (d. some time in the 
beginning of the 12th century A.II., published, Arcot,1890),
(ix) Risalah fi daf' istihalati Isra' Muhammad of 
Muhammad b.'Umar (d. 1069/1658) ; (x) Sharh Qiggat al-Mi'raj !
al-Nabi of Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Dardir (d.1201/1786);
(xi) Kitab al-Miraj of Shihab al-Bin al-Qalyubi (d.1069/ 
1658), (xii) Mi'raj Nameh (in Turkish) of Mir Maider- 
medjzoul Ajwardi (d.some time in the beginning of 12th 
century A.H. published, Paris 1882); (xiii)Kitab al-Mi'raj 
(al-Uur al-Wahhaj fl'l-Kalam 'ala '1-Isra' wa '1-Miraj)
of Abu'l-Irshad al-Maliki (d.1066/1656); (xiv) Qiggat 
Mi'raj al-Nabi of Muhammad b/Ali al-Khatib (d. 1157/17^0 5&v)i
Sharh Qiggat al-Mifraj of Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Andalusi 
al-Salawi (d.1243/1827); (xvi) Mi'raj al-Nabi of Muhammad 
b. Ahmad al-Hammadl (d.1081/1679); (xvii) Taqrirat al-
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easily prove that the Kitab al-lbtihaj as a very useful 
and excellent production of its kind being the extant work. 
Explaining further the treatment of subject it can be 
safely said that al-Ghaiti, though he did not build up any 
system of theology, laid the foundation of a new system 
of writing on the theme of Isra1 and Mi'raj in its 
completeness. Through the book he explained the story 
in bhe light of a new philosophy. It is by far, the best, 
most valuable work written in traditional (hadith) style.
As time went on this critical system, introduced by him 
in his last days, became the order of the d.ay. From his 
time onward the book v/as held m  high veneration^and was 
considered as an invaluable source of reference by 
subsequent authors.^
In order to show the impact and influence of 
this system on the subsequent generation, we ennumerate 
here some of the important works written in accordnance 
with this system;
(i) Kitab al-Siraj al-Wahhaj 1ala Qissat al-Isra'
25* ‘‘Kitab al-lbtihaj, was held in high veneration which 
people passed from hand to band and was read by the 
scholars of the Azhar University every year in the 
month of Rajab.n Cf. Ibn 1Imad,Shadharat al-Dhahab, 
vol.VIII,P.406.
26. Cf. Al-SiraJ al-WahhaJ, op.cit.
of Isra* and Mi’raj on several aspects (min ’iddatip)
awjuhim) under thirty different main headings?^ These folios
are also related to some more useful reasons and lessons
under several independent and complementary headings:
1 tanbih11, "fa 1 idahM , 1 tatimmah" , "al-hikmah11, "fawa ’ id” ,
24"Khatimah", "tawjih1 In this part he explains the whole 
story, written in the second part, phrase by phrase, and 
sometimes, word by word with the help of traditions and 
quotations from many other authorities.
A careful perusal of the Kitab al-Iftihaj would 
convince one, beyond any doubt, that it is not a work 
composed out of notes, but it is a production of a master 
mind. His style and method of expression, construction of 
sentences rhetorical expressions, systematic arrangement 
of contents being coordinated with the arrangement of 
prophetic traditions and Qur’anic verses, exercise of reason 
and rationalism harmonising conflicting traditions, 
selection of proper Qur’anic verses and authentic traditions 
of principal narrators taking only the relevant portions, 
answer to controvertial questions, quotations from his 
previous and contemporary reliable authors, bitterly 
criticising for unreasonable remarks and. weak/all these
2J. Cf.Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fol.34a.
24. Cf.Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fols.46a,551,37a,58a,60b,
69a-b respectively.
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the text of the Quranic revelation could he brought into 
argument with this theme. Alongside the interpretation 
according to the meaning of the text there is a tendentious 
allegorical explanation which import even the far fetched 
ideas into the literal text. He included under these verses 
the continuous commentaries in which he explained them 
phrase by phrase and often, word by word. These commentaries 
are not of the same kind as those of other works.
(2) Pols. 26b-3J-a deal with the main story of Isra' 
and Mi'rag. Though the sotry was taken (ma'khudhatun) from 
many different Prophetic traditions (ahaditha muta'addidah)
but its arrangement is in one and excellent co-ordinated
20 -  21 -  22 order. Both the Isra’ and the Mi1rag are related
separately in the Qur'an, and in the Hadiths and voluminous
Tafasir these are with repeatations of their greater parts.
But in this part the two are fused by al-Ghaiti into one
continuous and uninterrupted story.
(3) Pols.34-a-70a comprise many marvellous reasons 
and useful lessons (al-fawa'id) concerning to the story
20. Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihag, fol.26b for al-Ghaitis version 
concerning to this statement.
21. The term Isra' is taken from the Qur'an, Sura XVII.1: 
"Glory be to Him Who made His servant to go on a night 
(asrabi 'abdihi Lailan) from the sacred mosque (of 
Mecca) to the remote mosque (of Jerusalem) of which we 
wirirc-h blessed the precincts so that We may show to him 
some of Our signs; surely He is the Hearing, the Seeing^" 
The original signification of this story is to be the 
initiation to the Prophetic career. Cf.Sevan,Mohammad's 
Ascension to Heaven, P.36.
22. Mi'rag,originally ladder,later "ascent",is related in 
the Qur'anic Sura Liii,l-18.
,  r3% *
that the authorship of all of these titles cannot be 
ascribed to al-Ghaiti* It may be argued that as the main 
purpose of al-Ghaiti, in writing this, was to uphold the 
cause and to vindicate the beliefs of ahl al-Sunna wa 
11-Jama1 ah on the theme of Isra1 and Mi!raj and to make 
the Muslims delighted (ibtihaj) and to reanimate (an1ash)
_  "I Qthe hearts (quiub) of believers (muTminin), as he claimed,
accordingly he named it "Kitab al-Ibtihaj biTl -Kalam 'ala
’1-Isra1 wa 11-MiTraj".
The work may roughly be divided into three parts
according to subject matter :
19(1) Fols.lb-26b concern all aspects of the commenta­
ries on the first verse of the Qur’anic Sura Subhana and 
the beginning eighteen verses of sura al-Najm: the narrative 
of the events giving rise to the revelation of the verses 
(ayat asbab al-nuzul), i.e. the historical connections and 
references of the text; comments on the grammar, philology 
and rhetoric of the text; its dogmatic and jurisdical 
importance and so on. It is worth noticing here that these 
commentaries are about the circumstances and to settle the 
points of and prepare the ground for the theme of Isra1 
and Mi’raj, as he found in these verses a means by which
18. Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fol.26b.
19. Cf. Fols.lb-llb deal with the commentaries oafcbhe
on the first verse of the Sura Subhana and fols.llb-26b 
comprise the commentaries on the eighteen verses from the 
beginning of the Sura al-Najm.
"Tafsir Surat al-Isra', a treatise on the Night
Journey of the Prophet Muhammad, with reference to the
Surat al-Isra' and the Surat al-Najm. The above title is
probably not the author's but is taken from the fly-leaf.
Since the colophon states that the author gave Rajab 2 7th,
979 A.H. as the date of the compilation of the work, the
Ibn Hajar referred to on the fly-leaf is no doubt Ibn Hajar
al-Haitami (d.994/1586), though according to some authorities
he died in 1565. This manuscript, in fine naskhi script,
with gold ruled margine and contemporary binding, was copied
in 1120/1708 from an 'old reliable manuscript' ",
Most probably the erroneous reference to 'allamah
Ibn Hajar was given by some copyist as happened concerning
the title, and the confusion arose from the verses by Ibn
Hajar, which were interpolated by some earlier copyist at
the end of the manuscript. Many authors, like Brockel Mann,
have confused the titles of this work in enumerating the
books ascribed to al-Ghaiti and assumed different titles
17for different books.'
It is worth mentioning that the different manuscripts 
of this work bear different titles. So, it is now clear
=16. Cf. List of Oriental Manuscripts, Or.11820-12898(1948-64).
17. Cf. Brock.GAL.11,P.445-6,S.11,P.467-8, Brockel Mann put 
"al-Ibtihaj bi'l-Kalam 'ala '1-Isra' wa_'1-Mi'raj" 
against No.4, and "Qissat Mi1raj al-Nabi" or "al-Mi'raj 
al-Kabir" against No.5-
7 ftpreparatory comments to the second/and third parts of
his work that al-Ghaiti preferred the use of "al-ibtihaj", 
"al-Kalam" and "al-Isra1 wa 11-Mi1 raj1 in respect of 
discussing and writing the sotry of the Nocturnal Journey 
and Ascension of the Prophet to Heaven, and expounding 
in great detail the viewpoints to other terms. In most 
Tabaqat works it is mentioned as Qiggat al-Mi'taj or
al-Mi'raj al-Kabir or Qissat al-Mi'raj al-Sagh±a or Qissat
- -9 10al-Mi1 raj. Perhaps this is why Zirkili, Ibn 'Imad,
- 11 - 12 Yusuf ibn Ilyan Sarkis and !Ali Mubarak Pasha have mention-v.
ed it by these names. On the other hand 'Umar Rida Kahhalah"^14and bar al-Kutub al-Zahiriyah mentioned it as "Kitab al-
Ibtihaj bi'l-Kalam 1ala 'l-Isra' wa11-Mi'raj which seems
to be more reasonable when all the parts of the title
15are available m  the book m  proper places. ^
In one title the work was erroneously referred to 
'Allamah Ibn Hajar as follows:
• 1 Cjii U>*aJ1 j  ^j tS" Qa jJb j L#d dJJ 1 1 IOIrJUI discovered the following wrong statement ,concerning
16
to this reference, from the British Museum Record :
7. Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, fol.26b.
8. Cf. Ibid. , fol. 34a.
9. Cf. al-A'lam, vol.6 ,P.234.
10.Cf. Shadhrat al-Dhahab, vol.VIII.
11.Cf. Mu'jam al-matbu'at,P.406.
12.Cf. Al-Khitat al-taufiqiyah,vol.8, P.26. 
Ip.Cf. Mu'jam al-Mu'allifIn,vol.8, P.293-
14.Cf. Pihris Makhtutat al-Kutub, P.37 
15-Cf. Kitab al-Ibtihaj, 26b, and 34a.
The text of al-Ghaiti is a very useful and good
production of its kind. Shaikh Najm al-Din al-Ghazzi and
lb}} al-1Imad (d.1089) say in unison, "When Imam al-Ghaiti
speaks on Prophetic Tradition with his flowing words every
~  - 6Muslim admits that he is Imam Bukhari.
As regards the title of the work, the following 
variations are on record; (a) Kitab al-Ibtihaj hi11-Kalam 
'ala '1-Isra' wa!1-Mi'raj, (b ) Kitab al-Ibtihaj wa 11-Kalam 
'ala 11-Isra' wa 11-Mi'raj, (c) Al-Ibtihaj fi 11-Kalam 
'ala' 11-Isra1 wa '1-Mi'raj, (d) Al-Ibtihaj bi'l-Kalam 
'ala' 'I-Isra' wa T1-Mi'raj, (e) Qissat al-Mi'raj al-Sughra, 
(f) Al-Mi'raj al-Kabir, (g) Qi^^at al-Mi'raj al-Kubra,
(h) Qissat al-Mi'raj, (i) Qisgat al-Mi'raj al-Nabi 
(j) Tafsir Surat al-Isra1 mutabayyinan wa Qig^at al-Mi'raj 
taf§ilan. All these titles, though they differ very little, 
stand for one and the same work on the theme of Isra' and 
Mi'raj written by Imam al-Ghaiti. It is difficult to say 
what was the original title of the work given by the 
author himself. However, It is evident from his short
- uses new material drawn from al-Ghaiti's "Kitab al- 
Ibtihaj " to substantiate and support the theories that
have already been discussed by his predecessors.
3.Cf. al-Siraj al-Wahhaj 'ala Qissat al-Isra' wa'1-Mi'raj, 
Br.Mus.Qr.129 AA. * ~
A. Cf.Kitab al-Mi'raj, Br.Mus.Qr.597^-
5. Cf. Brock.G_AL,II,P.4A5-6, S.II, P.A67-8
6. Cf. Shadharat al-Dhahab, vol.VIII, P.A06; al-Kawakib, 
vol.3,P-93- " 1
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A BRIEF SURVEY/REVIEW ON KITAB AL-IBTIHAJ
The most important and epoch-making work of Imam
Najm al-Din al-Ghaiti is "Ketab al-Ibtihaj hi11-Kalam
’ala11-Isra’ wa1 l-Mi'raj11, a comprehensive book on the
theme of Isra* and Mi^mj in the scholastic method. The 
author has made in it a thorough endeavour to establish
and expound the theme in great detail on the principles
of ahlal-Sunnah wa’l-Jama’ah and refuted the contemporary
antagonistic ideas and views with rational, traditional
and Qur'anic evidence and provided for it a sound basis.
This is a unique book with which no book of the earlier
authors on this subject can stand comparison.
The contents of this invaluable book have been
copiously quoted by the subsequent scholastic philosophers
2and mystics (including R.Hartmann, Imam 'Allamah Shaikh
d - - - - 4 nShihab al-Din-' and Imam ’Allamah Shaikh Ibrahim al-Mamum, etc)
in their works. More than ten authorities (including Imam
al-'arif Ahmad al-Dardlr (d.120/1786), al-Barzanji (d.1177/
1764-), al-Qalyubi (d.1069/1658), al-Madabighi,(d.1170/1756)
an Nahrawi (d.1210/1796), al-Birmawi al-Azhari, Muhammad
b.Nasr al-Andalusi(d.1243/1827)) etc.) wrote extensive
5commentaries on this book.
1. Cf. Najm al-Din al-Ghazzi, al-Kawakib al-Sa'irah,
vol.3,P.51-3; Ibn al-'Imad, Shadharat al-Dhahab,Vol.VIII, 
P. 406
2. Cf.,Die Himmelsreise Muhammedas,Bibliothek Warberg, Vorurage 1928-9, l erpzig 1930 PP 42-65.-Hartmann =
ikT
(xxii) Jawab ..... (Some fragments without title),
1. Cairo, M.S.No.VI, 202.
2. Gotha, M.S.No.91/3.
3. Iiamb. Or. Sem. M.S.No.14/7.
(xxiii) As!ila wa 'a.iwiba fi ahwal al-mauta.
1. Alexandria (Fun.) M.S.No.135/1.
- .  ^(xxiv) Risala fi fl-Islam wa 11-Imam.
41. Of. Srockelmann, GAL. Vol.2, F.445. S. vol.2, p.4^7.
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X. Cairo, MS. No.X, 77.
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1. Rampur, MS. No.l, 3&9/342.
(xvi ii). Al-Ta’yidat al-'aliya lil auqaf al-Misriya.
1. Cairo, MS. No.l, 502.
(xix). Fatwa ( On the lands lent to Tamim al-Dari by the Prophet),
(xx). Ithaf ahl al-igan bi fawa'id tata’allag bil Islam \-m 1l°Imam.
1. Bat. Suppl. MS. No.109.
(xxl) Risala fi sama Val-mauta.
1. Rarnpur, MS. No.l, 303/160.
(viii) *Ataya !l-!arifin«
1. Rampur, MS. Wo. 1, 37l/3oG.
(ix) Al-Para^id al-munazzama \-m ’l-fawa^d al-muhakkama fima yaqalu 
fi 'btida1 tadrls al-hadith al-Sharif.
1, Cairo, MS.N0.246.
(x) Arba'una hadithan fi tarik al-palat wa mani1 al~Zakat.wa lI-_
1. Damascus (Z.), MS. No. 62,
2. Damascus (Z.), MS. No. 185/3.
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(xii) Mashvakha.
1. Cairo, MS. No.l, 248.
(xiii) A l-A.iwiba al-mufida (al-sadida) (ala ^-agtjla al-’adida (al-^ali
1. Algeria, MS. No. 864.
2. Alexandria (Fun.), MS. No.134/2.
3. Asfif, MS. No.l, 604/272.
4. Berlin, MS. No.2687/8.
5. Bibl. Dahdah, MS. No.40.
6. Cairo, MS. No.VII, 13*
7. Chankov, MS. No.202.
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9. Rampur, MS. No.11, 137/260.
10. Paris, MS. No.5316.
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1. Cairo, MS. No.VI, 163.
2. Cairo, MS, No.i/TI, 136.
3. Cairo, MS.No.513*
4* Rampur, N'MS* No. 1, 698/37.
1. Beirut, MS. No.W*CS.
2. Berlin, MS. No. 2608.
3. Cairo, MS. No.l, 384.•
4. Cairo, MS. No.VII, 65.
5* Cairo, MS. No.207.
6. Cairo, MS. No.2v> 62.
7. Cairo, MS. No. V. 295.
8. Paris, MS. No. 1985.
(iii) Kitab al-Isra1 wa 1 l-Mi'ra.j.
1. Paris, MS. No.1985.
(iv) Al-Sira.i al-wahha.i fi 1 I-Mi1 ra .1.
1. Tunis, Zait, MS. No. II, 302/1263.
(v) Bah.iat (Tuhfat al-Samjtjn wa ‘l-Nazirin bi maulid Savvid a.l~ 
Awwalln wa 1l-Akhirln.
1. Algeria, MS. No, 729/1-
2. Berlin, MS. No. 9532.
3. Bat. Suppl. MS. No. 532.
4* Cairo, MS. No. 1, 93.
5. Cairo, MS. No.V, 378.
6. Sbath, MS. No. 1159.
(vi) Fi 11-Autb wa 'l-Autad wa tl-Nu.jabat.
1. Berlin, MS. No. 3366.
(vii) Risalah fi 11-Kalam ’ala Khidr.
1. Alexandria(Fun.) MS. No.120/5.
2. Alexandria (Fun) PS. No.166/2.
Books ascribed to al-Ghaiti,
(i) Kitab al-Ibtiha.i bi 11-Kalam *ala
1. Berlin, MS. No.2603.
2. Paris, PS, No.1985.
3. Br. Mus., PS. No. Or. 12658.
4. Br. Mus., PS. No. Add. 5150,
5. Br. Mus., IS. No. Add.6904.
6. Cairo, MS. No.I, 257.
7. Cairo, MS. No.V, 335.
8. Cairo, PS. No.VII, 513.
9. Algeria, IS. No.729/2.
10. Princ, PS. No.304.
11. Damascus, Z., IS. No.62.
12. Damascus, Z., PS. N0.I85/2.
13. Alexandria (Had.),PS. No. 147/8.
14. Alexandria (Had.) PS. No. 147/2.
15. Bat. Suppl., PS. No.229.
16. Bat. Suppl., IS. No.552.
17. Buhar, PS. No.455.
18. Garr., MS. No. 2177/1.
19. Haupt, PS. No.189.
20. Mosul, MS. No.230/58,
21. Rampur, PS. No.l, 28l/l.
22. oerlin, PS. No.9532.
■-Isra_[
Works of al-Ghaiti.
The facile pen of al~Ghaiti has produced very many important
and pioneering works on Mystic Philosophy, Hadith, Tajwid, Scholastic
theology and so on. Some of his works are in high esteem and are read
by the scholars with abidity and veneration. His work on the theme of
Isra1 and Mi1raj had been provided with commentaries, abridged or
390
summarised by more than ten celebrated scholars. His works comprise 
both voluminous books as well as small booklets and leaflets. Many of his 
valuable works seem to have been lost to posterity. However, it is a 
source of satisfaction that the most important and by far the best work 
of al-Ghaiti, Kitab al-Xbtiha.i bi! 1-Kalam 'ala * 1-Isra1 v/a 11-MI' ra .i. 
along with some of his other works, is still e x x s t e 'n t  *
The authors of Shafi’ite Tabaqat and other sources after 
giving some of the titles of his works, have suggested that he has many
IP
more works to his credit. There appears to be a great deal of confusion 
because of anomalous ascription to him. Sometimes the same book is ascribed 
to him under different titles. We shall give here the titles of books 
ascribed to al**Ohaiti and also shall try to locate their manuscripts and 
enumerate their copies extant in different libraries of the world.
\ 2 %
39* Of. 'Abd al-Wahhab al-Sha'ram, Kitab Lawaqih al-Anwar fi Tabaqat 
al-akhyar (3r. Mus. MS. Add. 19914) 9 fol. 347^.
4&, Cf, Ibn al-Imad, Shadharat al-Dhahab, vol. 8, P.406.
where people from all parts of the country used to come for various 
purposes* In any case, it is not known to us that he had ever travelled 
beyond the frontiers of Alexandria and Cairo.
After completing his studies* al-Ghaiti devoted himself to 
disseminating knowledge and writing books in defence of the tenets of 
ahl al-Sunna wa 11-Jama'ah. He wrote more than 24 works* only a few 
of which have remained. His final and most important work is the 
Kitab al-Ibtihaj bi ^-Kalam !ala ^-Isra1 wa 11-Mi1 raj* which had 
a lasting effect on the theology of all the subsequent generations and 
a decisive influence on all the writings on the theme of Isra* and 
Mi’ ra j.
He died at the age of 71 in Safar35981~5/l573-7. The scholars
of Egypt date his death in the phrase: "ImSm al-Hadith ma!a ahl al-na^m" 
(the scholar of Prophetic tradition with the people of paradise). That
is the total of the numerical values of the Arabic letters in " A *
. .36 - f*
„ « "is 9&2(the year of his death?. However* the author
r- 1 ^ 37 33of Shadharat al-Dhahab says* he died in 9&4 and some others say in 9&U
35. Cf, brockelmann* GAL, /ol. II* P. 445. __
36. Cf. Yusuf b. Ilyan Sarkis, Mu*jam al-matbuTat* p'. 1422.
37. Cf, Ibn al4lm£d* Shadharat al-Dhahab, vol. 8* p. 406.
38. Cf. al-Kitab al-taufiqiyah, vol.8* p. 26; Fihris Makhtir&at Dar al- 
kutub al-Zahiriyah* p. 37.
t&o '
chain of narrators. I have seen one of his companions called
1 fJ?he true story of the land to Tamim (al-qawl al~qawim fi
iqta' Tamim).^
!Abd al-Hayy Ibn al-'Imad (d.1089/1678) writes, "His
treatise ' al-Mi’raj ’ (i.e. Kitab al-Ibtihaj bi 11-Kalam
'ala ’1-Isra* wa '1-Mi’raj), a complete marvalous book on the
Nocturnal Journey and Ascension of the Prophet to the Heaven,
which people pass from hand to hand, is read by the scholars
"51of the Azhar University every year in the month of Rajab."^
Nov/ it remains a questions whether al-Ghaiti ever 
undertook any journey outside Alexandria and Cairo for 
acquiring or imparting knowledge? We have no Internal explicit j 
evidence for this,but we can have an attempt on the basis of 
the external implicit evidence that is the places with which 
his teachers are affiliated. It may be deduced that he took
lessons from al-Ramli of MonufiyyaSf Ibn Abi Sharif of Jeru-
33 ~ _ - T . -salem,  ^ Zakariyya al-Ansan, called al-Sniki, of Sharqiyyah
34Province-' and many other great scholars, all are from different 
parts of Egypt. It may also be probable that he studied under 
all of his teachers in Alexandria, his native town, then 
capital of Egypt, and in Cairo. These two centres were of 
specil importance as centres of commerce and culture,
30. Cf. ibid.; 'Alii- Mubarak Pasha, al-Khutat al-Taufiqiyah, 
vol.8,p.26.
31. Cf. Shadharat al-Uhahab, vol.8, p,406.
32. Cf. al-Kawakib al-Sa'irah, vol.2,p. 119.
33. Cf. ibid.; vol.I,p.102; Shadharat al-Dhahab, vol.8,p.118.
34* Cf. ibid.,p. 196*
\ \
A1-Sha’rain reports, ”1 have never heard him backbiting anyone.
Somebody hurt him very much but he did not say a single word in reply
and so the people’s love and respect for him increased and as did
their hatred for his enemy. I have not seen any one of the friends of
Allah, Most High(’auliya1 Allah ta’ala), of Egypt who did not love him
and respect him, especially Shaikh Nur al-Din al-Shuni (d. 944/1537),
- o pofor his father was one of the best friends of Shaikh Nur al-Din.
Our Shaikh Qadi Muhibb al-Din al-Hanafi (d. 10l6/l608) mentioned
* o  v
him in his Journey to Egypt (al-Durrat al-Madiyyah fi ’1-Ruhlah al- 
Misriyyah), uThe hafiz of our time, who is unique in this age (wahid 
dahrihi), the transmitter of Prophetic traditions in Egypt, the Imam, 
to whom people come from distant land, the great scholar Shaikh Najm 
al-Din al-Ghaiti is the Muhaddith par excellence of the region, possessing 
fine perfections and supreme moral qualities. He has acquired all virtues 
and sciences and is master of marvelous prose and poetry (bada’i* al- 
manthur wa ’l-Manzum). When he speaks on Prophetic tradition with his 
flowing words every Muslim admits that he is Imam al-Bukhari ^idha 
takallama fi ’l-Hadith bi Lafzihi '1-jari 'aqarra kullu Miuslimin bi’annahu 
!1-Bukhari). The scholars of all the nations are agreed that he is the 
first in knowledge of Hadith, and that he is supreme as regards his
29. Of. ibid., Ibn al-’Imad Shadharat al-Dhahab, vol. 8, p. 4.O6
;l\£
three thousand various subjects, which only one who had seen them could
believe existed. He used to spend his nights in prayer weeping, supplication
and fear of God and some nights his face used to light up like the stars
26a fact which only an enemy or envious person could deny. ^
Al-Sha1raiox also mentions that God cast love of him into the 
hearts of people. So no one hated him except criminals (mujrim) or 
hypocrites (munafiq). He was continuously enjoining upon people to do 
what is good and forbidding them to do what is bad,.'-.doing so regardless 
of princes and great notables fearing no man^ censure for the sake of
pA -Allah, Al~Sha1 rami said, "When some people caused trouble by taking 
peoples1 posts unlawfully he stood up and faced the Pasha and the Princes 
v/ith a strongly worded protest which none of his colleagues could utter.
It is owing to him that the trouble died out. His fame reached the 
Greeks (ahl al-Rum), the Hijaz and Sham and all the Muslims thanked him 
for that. He became the Director of al-Salahiyyah^ near (bi jawar) Imam 
Shafi!i and also of al-Khanqah and al-Siryaqusiyyah (madrasahs) which 
are among the highest offices of Islamic dignitaries (fajallu waza*if 
masha'ikh al-Islam). He got these posts without asking for them, the 
people of Egypt being unanimous in holding him in high esteem.11 ^8
25. Of. ibid., Najm al-Din al-Ghazz£, al-Kawakib al~Sa!irah, vol.3, p.52.
26. Gf. *Abd al-V/ahhab al-Sha*rani, Kitab Lawaqih al-Anwar fi Tabaqat 
al-akhyar (Br. Mus. MS. Add. 19, 914), fol. 347^
27. According to Professor W.N.1Arafat, many religious madrasahs, including 
this institution, are named after celeorated Sultan Ghazi Salah 
al-Din al-Ayyubi (d.589/ll93)o
28. Gf. Najm al-Din al-Ghazzi, al-Kawakib al-Safirah, vol.3, p. 52.
ifadah wa *l-!ifta1) • He heard from Shaikh Amin al-Din b. al-Ma j jar
(dfl 972/1564) all the Muwatta1 in the version (riwayah) of lahya b*
Yahya (d.226/840). He learned much from al-Badr al-Mashhadi
and studied under him al-Muwatta1 in the recension (riwayah) of fUbai
in full and a portion of the Musnad of Tayalisi(d. 204/819). He also
learned from him Sharh al-Nukhbah and lectures from Affiyah al-Hadith.
He read the whole of al-Bukharl under Abu 'l-Su'ud Ahmad b. alJAllarnah
1Iz2al-Din al-Sunbati* and he read the Great Qur!an(al-Qur*an al- / *
!Asim) and other works under the Shams al-Dalaji (d* 947/1540)• He 
learned Tafsir* Hadith and Fiqh from Shaikh Abu *1-Hasan al*»Bakri 
(d. 952/1545).23
*Ali Mubarak Pasha* the author of Topography and history of 
Egypt* writes of him* 11 It appears that most learned Shaikh N ajrn al- 
Din al-Ghaiti is called after the village Abu fl-Ghaite He was an Imam
p Jrespected for his good morality and fine qualities, ^
Al-Sha!rani says in the appendix to his Tabaqat* "I was his 
companion for more than forty years and I never saw in him any fault 
which could mar his religion* but he grew up in chastity and knowledge* 
politeness and modesty* generosity and good morals. He studied under 
several celebrated scholars* among whom were Shaikh Zakarlyya al-Ansari, 
Shaikh fAbd al-Haqq al-Sumbati* Ibn Abi Sharif* al-Shihab and a1-Ramil. 
After he secured the authorisation to teach i.e. his academic degree 
(ijazah) he gave fatwas and taught others during the life time of his 
teachers* He was considered the greatest authority on Hadith* Tafsir 
and Tassnwwuf•” He wrote excellent commentaries on some of my books
which no one had done previously for I had collected in them about
23. Gf. Najm al-Din al-GhazzI* Kawakib al-Sa'irah* vol.3* p.52; al- 
Sha’raftI Tabaqat al-akhyar (Br. Mus. MS. Add, 19914)? fol.347b.24. Gf. *Ali Mubarak Pasha* Al-Khitat al-tauflqiyah* vol.8* p.26.
"He studied with Shaikh ’Abd al-Haqq al-Sambati, the complete
Sunan of Ibn Majah and al-Muwatta* and also read under him several
lessons from the opening chapters of Sunan of Abu Da’ud and al-
Tirmidhi. And he also studied the Sharh al-Minhaj of al-Mahalli
(d. 864/1459) up to the chapter dealing with conditions of prayer
(bab Shurut al-Salat) according to the permission granted to him
by its author upto the chapter of transgressors(Kitab al-bughat) of the
above-mentioned book. He also read with him from Sharh al-Tasrif of al-
Taftazami(d.793/1390) according to the permission given to him by al-
Taqi al-Haskafi (d.894/1489) 9 received it from the learned man
of Herat munla Shams al-Din al-Hajiri who heard it from its author.
He also received from him (Zakariyha al-Ansari) some lessons on the
commentary of the Qur’an and the Shatibiyyah and the Alfiyyah of Ibn Malik
(d. 672/1274)• He was permitted by him (Qa3i Zakariyya al-Ansari) to
give legal decisions (fatwas) and to teach. He also studied under
him grammar according to a chain of authorities going back to al-
Shumunni^ (d , 872/1468) .
"He read and heartt most of al-Minhaj in divisions from al—
-21Sayyid Kamal al-Din b, Hamjah al-Shami when he came to them in
Egypt in 925 A.H. He studied under al-Kamal many parts of aJ-Tawil.
One part in the merits of the Night of Destiny written by al-lu'lui,
the rIraqi reading with him (Kamal) having been licensed to do so by 
— —99al-Sharaf al-Munawi who had its author's permission. He also studied 
under him Alfiyyah of al-1Iraqi (d.806/l404) and received his permission 
to teach, instruct and give legal decisions (ajazahu bi !l-tadris wa *1-
20, Gf. Ibid., ]p.51-2; Ibnal-’Imad, Shadharat al-Dhahab, vol.8, p.406.
21, He is Muhammad b. ’Umar b. Hamjah (d.938/1531). Of. al-Qflam,vol.7,p.208
22, Died 798/1395.
including a commentary on ’’Al-Minhaj1 in four volumes on jurisprudence, 
a version in poetry of ’’Al^xikhbah.’’ of Iban Hajar and a commentary on 
”A1 -Tuhfah’’ of Ibn a 1-Halm on Law of inheritance (a 1-Fara 1 id) *
Abu 1l-1Abbas Shihab al-Din Ahmad b. Ahmad b, Hamzah al-Ansari,
f  *  *• •
known as al-Rumli, was born in Ramlah in the Manilfiyyah Province.of Egypt. 
He was a teacher as well as a fellow of al-Ghaiti, He was a jurist and 
follower of the School of Imam Shaft*i and a student of Qadi Zakarxyya 
al-Ansari, He died in Egypt in 957/1550. He wrote several books in 
different subjects.^
Shaikh Najm al-Din al-Ghazzi (d. 106l/l65l) the author of the 
nKawakib al~Sa*irah bi# a ’yan al-mi!at al-’ashirah writes of al-Ghaiti: 
nHe was a companion of"»rv/-father in attending the classes of 
al-Ghaitifs father and the lessons of Qadi Zakarxyyah al-Ansarx with 
whom he read al-Bukhari in full and he heard from him all the Sahih 
of Muslim. He also read under him the Sunan of Abu Da’ud except for a 
small portion at the end, dying before completing it. He also studied 
with him a portion of holy Qu’ran according to the seven different 
readings up to the verse: Wa ’ula’ika humu ’l-muflihun. ^  He received 
from him (Qadi Zakarxyya al-Ansa'rx) the garment of Sufism (’’Khirqat al- 
Tasawwuf”)
15. Qf, Al-Ghazzi, al-Kawakib al-Sa*irah, vol.l, p,102$ Ibn 1Imad,_Sha- 
dharat al-Dhahab, vol. 8, p. 118, \ al-Shaw4kam£ al-Badr al-Tali’, 
vol. 1, p. 26; al-Sakhawi, al-Dau’al-Lami*, vol.l, p. 134*
16. Of. Brockelmann, GAL. Vol.2, p. 319, S. Vol. 2, p. 440\ al-Ghazzi, 
al-Kawakib al-Sa’irah, vol. 2, p.117$ Ibn ’Imad, Shadharat al- 
Dhahab, vol. 8, p. 359.
17. Ed. Jibra’il S, Jabbur, Harissa (Lebanon), 1959*
18. These words beginning with Mwa” not ’’fa” occur in the Qur’an: 2/5, 
3/104, 9/88, 24/51,^30/38 and 31/5.
19* Of. al-Kawakib al-Sa’irah, vol„ 3* p* 51.
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books including the "Sharh Alfiyyat al-1 Iraqi" and "Sharli Minhaj al- 
wusul ila 'ilm aI-1Usui " of al-Baidawi.^-3
Ahmad b. Ahmad b. !Abd al-Haqq Shihab al-Din al-Misri, known 
as al-Sambati, v/as a great scholar and was knowledgeable in many kinds 
of Islamic Sciences (rausharik fi anwa‘ min 'l-'ulum). He was a teacher 
as well as a fellow of al-Ghaiti. Among his compositions: Commentary 
on Risalah al- Mardini fi 'l-'atnal bi 11-Rub/1 al-mujib, Sharh al- 
Basmalah by Zakariyyai. al-Ansari, Rawadat al-Fuhum bi Najm niqayah al™ 
'ulum by Suyuti.(He then explained Rawdah al-Fuhum and named it "Fath 
al~Hayy al-Qayyiim bi Sharh Rawdat al-Fuhum wa ’l-NIqayah."). Izhar al- 
Asrar al-Khatiyyah fi hall al-Risalah al-Jaibiyyah, and Sharh al- 
Qasidah al-Hamjiyyah al-Mada'ih al-Nubuwwah.^
Ibrahim b. Muhammad b. Abi Bakr b. 'Ali b. Ayyub al-Maqdisi al- 
Misri Abu Ishaq Burhan al-Din, known as Ibn Abi Sharif, was a great 
learned teacher of al-Ghaiti. He was born in Jerusalem in 836/1433 and 
v/as brought up there. He completed his education in Cairo. He was a 
jurist and theologian and one of the leading personalities of the 
school of Imam Shafi'i. He became the first authority on legal decisions 
(fatawa)in Egypt. He became Chief Justice in Egypt in 906 A.H. but held 
the post for less than ij^year. He lived on the revenue of a soap 
factory (masbanah) of his own in Jerusalem. He died in Cairo in 1433/ 
1517 during the time of al-Mutawakkil 'ala'llah and the Caliph led 
funeral prayers for him, He wrote many books In both prose and poetry
14. Cf. Najm al-Din al-Ghazzi, al~Kavvrakib al-Salrah, vol. 1, p.221,
Mu'jam al-Mu'allifin, vol. 1, p. 149.
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middle eastern part of the then Muslim world especially In Egypt. They 
were not merely theoretical doctors of Islamic sciences but most of 
them were great authors and jurists and some of them were Chief Justices 
of Egypt in different times.
Shaikh al-Islam Qadi Zain al-Din Abu Yahya Zakariyya b. Muhammad 
b. Zakariyya al-Ansari* known as SnifeL after the small village* Snikah* 
in the province of Sharqiyyah where he was born and grew up. He was a 
learned teacher of al-Ghaiti. He received his higher education in the 
Azhar in Cairo and belonged to the school of Imam Shafi'i. He was a 
most renowned scholar of Jurisprudence (Fiqh)* Law of inheritance 
(Fara'id)* Qur'anic exigencb^Tafsir), Prophetic Tradition (Hadith)* 
the Science of recitation of the Holy Qur'an (al-Qira'at wa 'l-Tajwid)* 
Sufism* Grammar and Syntex and Logic and argument (al-mantiq wa '1- 
Jadal). He was born in Snikah in 826/1423 of a very poor family* grew 
up there and then went to Cairo and received his education there. When 
the fame of his moral excellence and virtue spread far and wide people 
continuously visited him and brought gifts to present to him. So he 
purchased a large number of books and helped his disciples with knowledge 
and wealth. He was appointed to the post of Chief Justice by Sultan 
Qa'itba'i the Circassian (826/901 A.H.) and he only accepted the 
appointment after the Sultan's insistence. He gave up his post because 
of the Sultan's impious activities. He lost his eye-sight in 9°6 A.H. 
but he continued teaching till he died in Cairo on 4th Dhu'l-Hajjah 
ip 926/1520. Al-Ghazzi reports in al-Kawakib that he wrote about 41
M & '
b. Hamzah* known as al-Ramli al-Ansari^ (d, 971/1563) \ (v) Muhammad b.
Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Rahman, known as Shaikh Abu 11-Hasan al-Bakri^
/  * 9  »
(d. 953 /1545)* and (vi) Shaikh Amin al-Din Muhammad b. Ahmad b 0 'Abd 
al-'Aziz al-Futuhl* known as Ibn.'.al-Naj jarll(972/1564) *
Vie have very limited resources at our disposal to give a fair 
account of al-Ghaiti's life. For reasons unknown* the famous biographers 
and historians do not mention him in their works. On the other hand* 
the authors of the Shaft'ite Tabaqat spends more space in eulogising 
him than in detailing the account of his life. It is* therefore* 
extremely difficult to draw up a chronological sketch of his life. 
However* we are grateful to the authors of the Shafi'ite Tabaqat and 
Professor Brockelmann* who have given* at least* list of his teachers 
and the books he studied with them and enumerated his works
Al-Ghaiti studied under the most erudite scholars of his time. 
They exerted profound influence In spreading Hhafi'ite creed in the
9. Gf. Al-Kawakib al-Sa/irah, vol.2* p. 119.
10, Gf. Shadharat al-Dhahab* vol. 8* p,292; Khitab Mubarak* vol.3? p.127* 
Kashf ul-Zunun* vol. 1* p.376; al-Kawakib* vol.2* p.194.
11. Gf. Kashf al-Zunun* vol. 2* p. 1853.
12, Gf. fAbd al-Wahhab al-Sha'rani* Kitab Lawaqih al-AnwSr* (Br. Mus.
(Add, 199 14)* fol. 347/b; Brockelmann* GAL. 11* p.445* S. 11* p*467.
13. Gf. al-Kawakib al-Sa'irah* vol. 1* p. 196; 'All Mubarak* Pasha, al- 
Khitat al-taufiqiyah* vol. 12* p. 62; al-Nur al-Safir* p. 120; Yusuf 
b, Ilyan Sarkis, Mu'jam al-matbu'at al-'Arabiyah wa '1-mu'arrabah, 
vol. 1* p, 483
(d. 978/1570), 'Allamah Khatib Ahmad Na'itni (d.998/1589), Shaikh Shihab 
al-Din Ahmad al-Da.jawj (d .969/15SI), Imam 'allamah Ahmad al-Faluji 
(d,98l/l573)? Imam 1allamah Munla Asad al-Shirajl al-Shafi'i 
(d.998/1589), Imam 'allamah Mufti Isma'Il al-Nabulusl (d*993/l585), 
'Allamah Hasan al-Safadi (d.990/l582)?
•
At the time of his birth the 22nd Burji Mamluk Sultan al~
Ashraf Qajasawh al-Ghawri v/as the ruler of Egypt. Though the country 
v/as politically unrestful, but he v/as brought up in the peaceful academic 
atmosphere and cultural environment of his native land surcharged with 
an unblemished Shafi'ite orthodoxy v/hich he nourished and upheld throughout 
his life. He received good education in different fields of Islamic 
sciences under several eminent scholars,most of whom v/ere Shafi'itess
(i) Shaikh al-Islam Qadi Abu Yahya Zakariyya b, Muhammad b. Zakariyya
al-Ansari al-Shafi'i, knov/n as Sniki&(d.926/1520); (ii) Ahmad b. Ahmad
- s- Hb. 'Abd al-Haq al-Sanbati al-Misri al-Shafi'i, known as Shihab al-Din
(d.995/1586)j ( iii) Ibrahim b. Muhammad b, A M  Bakr b. 'All b. Ayyub
al-Maqdisi al-Misri al-Shafi'i, known as Abu Ishaq Durban al-Din Ibn
8Abi Sharif (d. 932/1517) 5 (iv) Abu 'l-'Abbas Shihab al-Din Ahmad b. Ahmad
: \ \ i
5 . Gf. Najm al-Din al-Ghazzi, al-Kawakib al-Sa'irah bi a'yan al-mi'at 
'ashirah, vol. 3, pp*40-150.
6. Gf. iuid, vol. 1, j; * 196; al-Nur al-Safir, p. 120.
7. Gf. Ibid., pp.221, 222, 239.
8. Gf. Ibnal-’Imad, Shadharat al-Dhahab, vol. 8, p.118.
Shaikh 'allamah 'Imad al-Din al-Dimashaql (d«936/1578), 
Imam 1 allanah Muhammad b D Ibrahim Ibn al-Hambali. (do971/15S3 ) 9 
Qadi Ibn al-hamarav/i (d„976/1588) , Imam 1 all amah Shaikh al- 
ITahrav/i (d.991/1503), Imam Muhammad b. Ahmad al~Iarablusi 
(d<,999/1590), Muhammad b. Ahmad Ibn Abu fl-Jud (cl, 982/157^), 
Muhammad b e "lasan al-Su *udi (do 999/1590), Shaikh Abu'l- 
Math al- 'Ustuv/ani (d*987/1579) , Shaikh allanah Ibn Dirham wa 
Misf (d0 about 83)/1572), Sufi Ibn. Qaisar (d*975/1557) 9 
Ktmla Mus lib al-Dxn al-Lari (do957/1559), Shaikh Saha' al- 
Din al-Misri nl-Mahv/i (do 990/1532), 'Allamah Imam Shams al- 
Din Abu ’Abdallali a.l-'Alqumi (do989/1531) , al-Shaikh al-Islam 
Imam Muhammad b« 'Ali al-Sakri a 1 ~3adlc<i(d0991/1535) 9 Imam 
Muhammad b 0 Abi 1l-lafa1 Men 51 al-Din al-Misrx (do973/1555) 9 
Imam 'allanah Muhammad al-IChatib al-3harbItii (do977/15S9) ^
Imam Shams al-Din al-Safadi (do 990/1582), Shaikh Muhammad 
al-Shxshlfai (do 978/1570), Qadi Abu Sake al-Arbili(do970/1562 ) 
Shaikh Abu bakr laqi al-Din Ibn a1-Dubah (do985/1577)<> Abu 
Sakr b <> I „uhammad al-3ahyutti( do 995/1585 ) , Ahma cl b » Muh anmad 
Shaikh 1allamah Shihab al-Din al-Hsskali bo al-Munlao
(do1000/1591)* Imam 'allamah Shihab al-Din .Ahmad fe0 Muhammad 
al-Ghazzi (do 983/1575) ? Imam Shihab al-Din Ibn Iia.jar al- 
Maithami (do 971-/1568), 1Allamah Shihab al-Din al-Muqri' al - 
libi (do99Vl.585), Shaikh al-Islam 'allamah Ahmad bo Ahmad 
al-libi al-Shafi fi(do979/1571) , Shaikh Imam Ahmad M'uri Afnadi
I ! 0
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Tis lo-iyevit-/* 1°, not ■ 'ithout oarallel anony his 
illustrious contar.roorc.rioz , snch so ’Abd nl~hrshhab b Q 
Ah nod  ^1 -~3h v 1 rawf ( d * 973/r 3 y ) » Kulianrrd 'lr.CLOo.ddin -.1- 
Ghrzzi ml-oh~fi'i (d. 3 & 4 /" '73), huhannad b 0 Iliihazrr'd al~; * a
fx, fie In*n of Kcr-.jid 'l-Aqod (do 971/' 55-) , In"ra 
'AllLr-b, AuA-rvrr.d Auh'-Hr.s.d A. AAl '1-Lutf el--SA5xi'£<■* *- a
(dDr.nn/1585) 9 AuYnn'd b . Iluh^rind Cadi Iluhibb al-Din b *
Aryub -1 -3^afi 1i (d.?9.V 735), f— 'ih Allnrarh ruhanrrd b.
I'.ubam a cl  ^1- r-hn''si ( d. 9°>f?/'i579) Auhannad b 0 Iluhanmad bo *  ^ # •*
7'hrttah "l-^anbrii (d.°9°/ 1 ,  Muhammad b 0 Muhammad ?!•••
* tM * ;  O  +
onnrdl (&. ''°V'A;95), "nd S’l-xka xl-Ioix :ri
Aon- — -d A. Ann- nn-'d 'All'm'h AAu'l-?~fh r.l-IIdliki (d.975/
;567 ) ’ 11 of ' ’h o d i o d  rt kno "-o of oovontT on:- or ~io /I.T’.o
besides those 1 unin or i 00, the ioIloe:iny eminent conten- 
•norr rios of -1- Dr; iti, ~t least, mint bo mentioned for they 
V d  exerted I:"tiny influence on the subsequent doveloonont 
a" '? • 0 vriouo br'"ches of bnosbrdys including'; bln ool 0 7 7, 
jurisprudence, mysticism, ohilosophy, philology, literature, 
hi story r nd yeoycrrrtiT:
4K Cf. bajm al-Din al-Ghazzi, al-Mev/akib al-3a1 irah 
solo1 n 00o
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L\thorn singly if they wish* ;Ie also states that v/hatever 
lie has written in this commentary all are dictated to him by 
his Shaikh Ibn 'Arabi. ^ He further states that he intended 
to include In this work the whole text of Kitab al-Isra1 
in order to help the reader to whom the text is not available 
On fol„72b and many other places, he appears to have broken 
his promiseo Consequently, text is frequently missing*'
Some times he describes his own views on various 
natters in his own simple and lucid language and style,
and makes them clear by using such formulae as: gala 11-rawi
lihadha 'I-sharp and gala Ismail* In doing so he did not 
amalgamate Ibn 'Arabi!s views with those of his own or 
others but he has successfully preserved Ibn 'Arabi!s 
opinions in clear terms*
On fol, 75a, Ibn 3 av/da kin advises the reader to 
consult the dictionary of philosophical terms on about 
20 verses, of the text, which he left without comment.
On fol* 118a, again, he states that he completed the 
commentary of the text except for a snail part of it 
In the chapter "Ilunagatu asrar nabadi 1 1 l-guwar" up to 
"Kuna j at al-si msinah!t 0 J His long introduction to 
Hi t ab al -IT a j at covers about 12 folios*
TrTTfTTbido, fol.fib.
5* Gf. ibid*, fols.11b - 12a 
5* Of. HI t ab al -ITa j at „
7* Of* Ibid*, fols. 11-a, 52b, and 77a 
S. Cf* ibid., fols* 100a - 101b.
Ki t ab al -Ila tj a t
The most distinguished and pioneering work of 
Isma'Il b 0 Sawdakin is Kitab al-Najat min hujub _al-ish- 
tibahq an excellent commentary on Ibn1Arabi!s most 
abstruse treatise Kitab al-Isra^ila '1-Maqam al-Asra«, 
ie wrote this commentary, according to the desire of 
his spiritual guide Ibn 'Arabi, for the benefit of the 
common people to whom Ibn 1 Arabis great sayings and 
precious words,w'hich occur in his writing, are too great 
for their understanding„ Ibn Sawdakin explained the 
difficult passage, sometimes phrase by phrase and 
sometimes even word by word, and showed their import,
so that "peoole may know the truth and give up misunderstan2 -ding I1 le says, on fols.Ba-b, "Ibn 'Arabi wrote
Kitab al-Isra1 under instructions, v/hich he received 
from God in a dream, and he was asked to go among men 
and spread knowledge," This work is as a strange jumble 
of theosophy and metaphysical paradoxes <, Ibn Sav/dakin 
solved the knotty problems, as task which is impossible 
except for those on whom the choicest blessings of Allah 
pour down and to whom His special sources of knowledge 
are opened0
In the preface he states that in its original form, 
this work contained the commentaries on two works of 
Ibn 'Arabi: Kitab al-Isra' and Kitab al-Kashahid» He
separated the commentaries by providing a serjarate preface 
for the latter, to make each of them completely distin­
guishable, and to make it easier for the scholars to treat
Cf. Kitab al-Hajat, fols* Sa-b
2o Ibido
0fo ibid», fol„8a
‘■’or reasons unknown, fanous biographers end historians
like Srddidvri (d. 900/11-95) D Ion rjajar al-1 Asqalani
(d0 352/144-8), Ibn Kathir (d. 77V1378), Ibn Ehallikan
(do 681/13 79) ■) al-Dirikli and Hi da Kabbalah, do not mention
bin In their works. It is, therefore, extremely diffidult
to draw up a chronological sketch of his life. However,
we are grateful to the author ox Kanafi Tabaqat, 'allamah
Shaikh Ibn Abi fI~Uafa, v/ho has given,at least, a very
short description of his life including a short list of
11m s  four teachers *
Ibn 3av:dakin, like Sadr al-Din al-Dunawi (SOS/1209- 
073/1279) wrote excellent connentaries on many important
and abstruse books of Ibn 'Arabi including Kitab la,jal1iyat
- 1° - _ - _ - _ 1 7< a 1-11 abi yah, Kitab al-lsra' ila 11-I-lag am al-Asra, -'and
Kitab al-Kashahido ^  He died in Alenno in St6/12t8.
110 0 f o Ibn Ab I 11 -T.7a f a, a 1 - J aw ah i r a 1 -Liu di ' ah, n . 151 
10o Of. Drockclman, GAL. II, p.578.
313o Ofo Ibid., p. 57-!-°1 h Qf ibid
15. 0fo Ibn Abi 'l-Hafs, al-Jawahir al-Hudikh, p. 151
iok
lie was the faithful and devoted follower of Him 
'Arabi and acquired from him his excellent qualities, 
scientific approach and critical trends of mind* In 
recognition of his deep erudition in mystical as well 
as theological sciences, he was appointed by his spiritual 
master, Ibn 'Arabi, to write a commentary on his most 
abstruse and difficult work Kitab al-Isra1 ila \Maqam 
al-Asral
Ibn 'Arabi devoted one of his important books
to his most favoured disciple, Isma'il b„ Sawdakin0
- 10 —this book, V/asa'il al-Hasa fil, contains Ibn 'Arabi !s
detailed answer, to the questions put by Ibn Sawdakin 
on the spiritual degrees and states (maratib wa ahwal) 
which the servants achieve by their spiritual aspiration 
and other important aspects including "ma'rifat asrar 
takbirat al-salat" and other valuable admonitions and
4
spiritual necessary guidance,,
Unfortunately, we have very limited resources at 
our disposal to give a fair account of Ibn Sawdakin1s life 0
10* fwo other different titles of this book are on record
(a) Kas a 'il lalaq gaba al-Shaikh Shams al-Din Isma'il- 




1Probably91 said the critic, ’he adopted this device in 
order to protect himself from the imputation that he, a 
man famous for religion and piety, composed poetry in 
the erotic style.1 Shams al-Din v/as offended by his observa­
tions and repeated them to me« Accordingly, I began to 
write the commentary at Aleppo, and a portion of it v/as 
read aloud in my lodging in the presence of the above- 
mentioned theo3.ogi.nn and other divines by Kamal al-Din 
Abu ’1-tasim b. ITajn al-Din the hadi Ibn al-’Adim^- God 
bless himI 1 finished it with difficulty and in an imperfect 
manner, for I v/as in haste to continue my journey, on the 
date alroa&s7- mentioned. J Toon my critic heard it he said 
to Shams a 1-Din Isma’il Ibn Sav/dakin that he would never 
In future doubt the Good faith of any Sufis who should 
assert that they attached a mystical significance to the 
words used in ordinary speech; and he conceived an excellent
of me and profited (by my writings). This v/as the occasion
9of my explaining the Tarjuman.’ This statement proves 
Ibn Sav/dakinTs profound influence on his master, the 
Gh aiIdi cl- akb ar.
7o This is the well-known historian of Aleppo. Of. R.A. 
ilicholson, Tar juman al-Ashwaq, p «5 *
8. According to Haji Khalifah (ii, 277), the author finished 
this commentary in the second Rabi1, 612 A.H.(July-August, 
1215 A .D .), at Aqsaray (in Lyca onia). C f. ibi d„
9. Cf. ibid., pp0 4-5, 4-S-4-7.
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Of all bis learned teachers the most famous and wellknown
was a 1-Shaikh al-Akbar Huhyi al-Din Ibn 1 Arabic lie associated
with the Shaikh for a long time and acted as his scribe
nfor nany of his books*1 The Shaikh used to love him very 
much for his erudition, considered him as his son and 
used to call him "devoted pious son" (al-Walad al-Barr)*
Ibn Gawadakin also always mentions the Shaikh as in truth
Uhis spiritual father (v/alidi haqqan)0; He induced the 
Shaikh al-akbar to v/rite the commentary' on his work 
f ar q n man al - A sh w a q and thus he saved his spiritual father, 
the spiritual guide, from unjust blame of, even, future 
critics* The Shaikh says,
"I wrote this commentary on the Diwan entitled 
Tarjuman al-Ashwaq, which I composed at Mecca, at the 
request ox * * * al-VJalad al-Barr Shams al-Din Xsrnafil b. 
Sawdakin al-lluri in the city of Aleppo* He (Shams al-Din) 
had hoard some theologian remark that the authorls decla­
ration in the preface to the T ar j u man al-Ashwaq was not 
true, his declaration, namely, that the love-poems in this 
collection refer to mystical sciences and realities *
Ac Of* ibi&c, p*i51«.
j>« Of* Kitab al-Ka q at, fol * fa *
f* The title of the commentary is Kitab al-Dhakhadr wa
11-a 1 laq fi shark Harquman al - a sh w da *" C f * HihrTiT
•aoWVrr ’3roc’x., C-AJj. 1, 281/220.
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Cli a liter - g
Isma ’il bo Swadakin.
(:iis life and works)
Al-Shaikh al-SahicL al-Inam al-lluhaqqiq al-fArif
al-Awhad Abu lahir Shams al-Din Isma’ 11 h, Sawdakin boa a
’Abdallah al-LTurx was born in Cairo in gA8- 9 / 1 1 5 3 - °
_ - u.we was the follower of the school of Imam Abu Hanifah «
’Allamah I-luhyi al-Din b 0 Muhammad ’Abd al-Qadir writes of
him, "he was a great Huhaddith and transmitted Prophetic
traditionso He was also a jurist , a great learned nan,
a scholar of the science and study of Hadith and a good
poet.He wrote excellent poems and Is welllmown for his
2v/ritings on 3 u f i s m o U
He studied in Egypt under Abu '1-FacLl Muhammad 
bo Yusuf al-Ghaznawi and Abu ’Abdallah Muhammad bo Hamid 
al-Arbahi and in Aleppo under al-Sharif Abu Hashim ’Abd 
al-Muttalib b 0 al-PacLl al-IIashimi ^(539/616-114-4-/1219)®
lo Off Ibn Abi *l-T:/afa, al-Jaw ah in al-Mudi’ah, polgl o
20 Cf. I b i d o
g0 Cfo Ibido Al-Hashimi is from the offspring of ’Abdallah 
b„ ’Abbas and a great jurist0 He was born in Balkh and 
was brought up there 0 He was considered to be a most 
learned man of the School of Imam Abu Hanifah in Aleppo 
and died thereAmong his works the Commentary on 
al-Jami’ al-Kabir of Shaibani, in jurisprudence., Cf. 
al-Javfahfr al-Mudiyyah, vol0 1, p.329®
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